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ABSTRACT
Reported are findings from the first year's field

test of the home-oriented Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AML)
Early Childhood Education Program for 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds. The
program consists of a 30-minute daily television lesson, a weekly
home visit by a paraprofessional, and group instruction once a weep
in a mobile classroom. The sample was made up of a total of 450
children divided into three groups. Group 1 received TV instruction
and home visits and attended the mobile classroom. Group 2 had TV and
home visits; Group 3, only TV instruction. 30 subjects from each
group were tested for evaluation purposes. The data are presented in
5 categories: program effort, program performance, program
pervasiveness, program cost analysis, and evaluation synthesis.
Appendixes (one-sixth of this report) present detailed data analysis
for (1) the program's evaluation plan, (2) interest level of project
children, (3) IQ gain, (4) language development and behavior, (5)

cognitive growth, (6) the parent attitude questionnaire and
checklist, (7) paraprofessional attitude data instrument and results,
and (8) socioeconomic factors of treatment and control groups. It was
found that TV lessons and home visitations (but not the mobile
classroom) had a positive effect on children's cognitive development.
Children in Group 1 scored highest on verbal expression. (DR)
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Foreword

This evaluation report is written primarily for individuals in

management positions. Accordingly, the report is Organized around the

questions that guided the evaluation, followed by concluding statements

obtained from more detailed data analyses. Individuals interested in

the detailed analyses will find them located in the appendices.

This report supersedes a preliminary report written by H. Kent

Moore dated September, 1969. A number of individuals have provided in-

valuable inputs to the report, but special recognition should be giveW.

to Dr. Ray Norris from George Peabody College, Dr. Frank Hooper from

West Virginia University, and Dr. John Kennedy from The Ohio State Uni-

versity for their assistance in the data analyses. Dr. Benjamin Carmichael

and Dr. William Bost from the Appalachia Educational Laboratory contrib-

uted significantly to the final editing.

This is the first report based on an evaluation system designed

especially for educational development at the Appalachia Educational

Laboratory. This system incorporates some of the concepts of the CIPP

model developed by Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam at The Ohio State University

and some of those developed by Dr. Michael Scriven at Indiana University.

James T. Ranson



EVALUATION REPORT: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM
1969 FIELD TEST

Introduction

This is a technical report of the findings from the first year's field

test of the AEL Early Childhood Education Program. An evaluation plan (see

Appendix A) specifies the questions that were asked to secure the typeol in-

formation that was considered important. This report follows the organization

of the questions as they are listed in Section I, B, of the plan.

The Program

The Early Childhood Education Program is home-oriented and is designed

for 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children. It consists of a 30-minute daily.tele-

vision lesson received in the home; a weekly home visit by paraprofessionals

to counsel with parents and deliver materials used by parents and children,

and group instruction provided once each week in a mobile classroom taken near

the home for convenience to parents and small children.

The program is based on behavioral objectives developed by West Virginia

University derived from a nationwide study of preschool education programs and

an assessment of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old Appalachian children. A materials

development team is employed to translate those objectives into television

lessons, materials for use by parents and children, and materials and exer-

cises for use in group instruction in the mobile classroom.

The lessoni, recorded on video tape, are produced in Charleston, West

Virginia, using the facilities of a commercial studio. They are sent to Oak

Hill, West Virginia, where they are broadcast by a commercial television sta-

tion over an eight-county area of southern West Virginia. The home visitation

and mobile classroom components of the program operate out of Beckley, West

Virginia. Eight paraprofessionals were employed and trained to perform home
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visitation services, and one certified preschool teacher and an aide were em-

ployed to operate and furnish mobile classroom instruction. The fully equipped

8' x 22' classroom is mounted on a two and one-half ton truck chassis. Power

for the operation of the heating and cooling system and all electronic equip-

ment in the classroom is provided through meters mounted on poles at each

scheduled stop of the classroom. The mobile classroom was used for only four

months of the 1969 field test. An office is maintained in Beckley as head-

quarters for the field personnel.

The Sample

A total of 450 children was selected from the viewing area as the target

audience for the program. This sample was categorized into three groups. The

first group of 150 children -'ten subgroups of 15 each--received TV instruction,

home visits, and attended the mobile classroom. The second group of 150 re-

ceived TV instruction and home visits, and the third group of 150 received only

TV instruction.

For evaluation purposes, 30 individuals per group for a total of 90 sub-

jects were selected for testing purposes, and an additional 24 subjects in

southwest Virginia were selected for a control group.

Nature of the Data

The data for this report were collected in the first year of a scheduled

three-year field test of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory Early Childhood

Education Program. The field test period closely approximates a regular school

year, September through May.

There was wide variability in the availability and quality of data for

each item. Responses to each question were interpreted accordingly. The

availability and quality of data were categorized as follows:

." P.-
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Data not available or determinable.

Data available but not collected.

Data collected but not sufficient for conclusive answer.

Data collected sufficient for a conclusive answer.

Responses to each question were keyed by one of these four categories.

It was assumed that questions where data were not available or determinable

at this time were not answerable and therefore must be abandoned or delayed.

Data were not gathered on questions, where data were available 'mit not

collected for reasons of (1) program lags, (2) time pressures; (3) political

considerations, (4) practical considerations, or (5) low priority status of an

item in the evaluation during the first year.

On questions where insufficient data were available for a firm answer,

more extensive data gathering during the second and third years of field test-

ing should yield sufficient data for a conclusive answer.

On questions for which there is sufficient data available and collected

to provide a conclusive answer, it is not anticipated that further data collec-

tion will be necessary.

Data are presented by five major categories: program effort, program

performance, program pervasiveness, program cost analysis, and evaluation

synthesis. Detailed data analyses are included in the appendices.

Program Effort

Program effort is defined theoretically as time, personnel, and money

required to acquire, Install, operate, and maintain the field test. Effort is

expressed operationally in terms of days and dollars. Theoretical definitions

provide the criteria for the questions; operational definitions represent the

measurements for answers to the questions. Program effort was categorized by

three major functions: (1) acquisition and installation of facilities and
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equipment; (2) operational requirements for the field test; and (3) equipment

and facility maintenance requirements. Questions included in the evaluation

plan were grouped according to these categories.

Acquisition and Installation of Equipment and Facilities

Six questions in the evaluation plan deal with the acquisition and in-

stallation of equipment and facilities. information pertaining to this category

of effort is presented in Table I, page 5. As indicated in the Table, most

equipment required for the television component of the program was rented.

Studio time and office space for the materials team was available in a commer-

cial studio in Charleston, West Virginia. Certain technical personnel were

also included in the studio package. Office space for the field operation for

mobile classroom personnel and home visitors was available in Beckley, West

Virginia.

Parking spaces for the mobile classroom were secured from church**,

schools, and community centers. Power companies installed ten 220 -volt meters

for operation of the mobile classroom. The coordinator of the field testing

operations made arrangements for these facilities. Experience indicated that

at least one year of lead time is needed for making these arrangements and pre-

paring for the production of the television lessons. No major legal obstacles

were encountered to prevent the installation of the field testing operation.

Special consultants were used in connection with acquisition and in-

stallation of some equipment. some services were required to establish speci-

fications for media requirements, and extensive services were required to

develop specifications for the mobile classroom facility.

Operational Requirements

Seven questions in the evaluation plan were directed toward determining

program effort expended to meet operational requirements. Those requirements
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Table I

Acquisition and Installation of Equipment and Facilities

Program Component

Television

Equipment and Facilities Method of Acquisition

Studio package: Two black and white
cameras, lighting, film chain and
requisite components for control
room, sound and taping.

Rental

Darkroom Rental

Four 16 nu cameras Purchased

Office and workroom space Rental

Transmitting station Rental

Home Visitation Field Office Rented

Automobiles Personal cars

Mobile Classroom Preschool classroom, 8' x 22', mounted Purchased
on two and one-half ton International
truck chassis. Classroom includes
electric heating and air conditioning,
carpeted floors, six listening sta-
tions, record player, 16 mm projector,
overhead projector, projection screen,
psychedelic lights, hot. plate stove,
refrigerator, restroom facilities,
and storage cabinets.

Ise Ten power supply meters Contracted

011 Parking locations Donated

(VD Field Office Rented
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deal with personnel requirements and time expended by them, requirements from

other participating agencies, personnel training requirements, and efforts

expended to determine the consistency between TV lessons and other materials

and the priorities assigned to the behavioral objectives established fok the

program. Data recorded on operational requirements are presented in Table II,

page 7.

Six professional positions, a supporting production position, and one

secretary were maintained for the production of TV lessons. Two professional

positions, one to coordinate mobile classroom and home visitations and a

mobile classroom teacher, were maintained to conduct the field. testing activi-

ties. One paraprofessional served as a teacher aide in the mobile classroom,

and eight paraprofessionals were used for home visitors. Time expended by

all personnel and cooperating agencies participating in the field testing

activities are shown in Table II.

Cooperating agencies furnished vital services for installing and con-

ducting the field test. Local power companies installed power outlets. The

West Virginia State Department of Education -furnished funds to provide snacks

for children in the mobile classroom. Local employment agencies assisted in

recruiting and interviewing paraprofessionals. Local school systems assisted

in identifying groups of students, and one school system furnished the mobile

classroom teacher through contract to the Laboratory.

In addition to progiam personnel as reflected in Table II, one full-

time coordinator of the program and a one-half time secretary was maintained

in the central staff of the Laboratory. Those rositions have been maintained

throughout the development of the Early Childhood Education Program and devote

time to all three program components.

Additional program effort expended in operation included the provision

of three weeks of inservice training for paraprofessionals prior to the
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Program Effort Expressed in Terms of Operational Requirements

Program Component

Television

Home Visitation

Mobile Classroom

Classification

Personnel

Professional Time
Production Assistance
Clerical Time
Consultant Time

Cooperating Agencies

Personnel

Professional Time
Paraprofessional Time
Clerical Time
Consultant Time

Cooperating Agencies

Personnel

Professional Time
Paraprofessional Time
Clerical Time

Cooperating Agencies

Requirements

Curriculum Materials
Coordinator

Program Manager
On-Camera Teacher
Two Research Teachers
Artist-Photographer
Production Assistant
Secretary Consultants

11,520 man hours
1,920 man hours
1,920 an hours
120 man hours

Television Station
TV Production Studio

Field Activity Coordinator*
Eight Paraprofessionals
Secretary*
Consultants

960 man hours
12,800 man hours

960 man hours
136 man hours

Local Employment Agency
Local School Systems

c-

Field Activity Coordinator*
Mobile Classroom Teacher
Mobile Classroom Aide
Secretary*

2,880 man hours
1,600 man hours
960 man hours

Power Companies
State Department of Education
Local Employment Agency
Local School Systems

*Time divided one-half between Mobile Classroom and Home Visitation.
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initiation of field activities. Two weeks were devoted to an introduction of

curriculum materials and the third week to sensitivity training and interview

techniques. One afternoon per week during the entire year was spent by members

of the curriculum materials team with the home visitors as mutual inservice

training for both groups. All time used for inservice training is accounted

for in Table II.

Question 5 in the evaluation plan dealt with operational costs. These

are omitted here out are presented in the Cost Analysis section of this report.

A final note on operational requirements: Although no systematic data

were collected and analyzed on the subject, specific f4edback devices did exist

to achieve congruency of behavioral objectives, television lessons, and sup-

porting instructional materials during the first year field test. Obviously,

too, such monitoring techniques were valuable inputs in the process of assign-

ing priorities to various objectives. A complete description of this monitor-

ing-feedback activity is presented in Appalachia Pre-school Program: A

Process, First Year Report.

Maintenance

Questions were included in the evaluation plan aimed at determining

the effort required to maintain the equipment and facilities required for oper-

ation of the program. Equipment associated with the TV lesson production was

maintained as a part of the lease with the TV studio where programs were pro-

duced and the station where the programs were transmitted. Minor equipment

such as movie cameras were maintained by the curriculum materials team

photographer.

Mobile classroom facility maintenance was covered by an agreement with

the local dealer from which the equipment was purchased; terms specified that

the equipment be made available to the dealer one afternoon per week for the

1
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purpose of routine maintenance checks and repair as needed; the dealer also

provided an on-call emergency service in case of breakdowns. (In the West

Virginia program this was a Giwzdian Maintenance Agreement through Raleigh

Motors, the local International dealer.) Maintenance of the media equip-

ment and other specialized equipment in the mobile classroom were the

responsibilitY of the teacher.

From one year's operation in West Virginia, $40 per week for 40 weeks

was estimated for covering repair, routine maintenance, and gasoline costs.

Insurance and license fees amounted to an additional $900. This $2,500 is

the total estimated annual operating cost for the mobile classroom.

No criteria were defined for establishing a firm amortization table

for the major equipment items. A very conservative five-year estimated amor-

tization schedule is used in a subsequent section of this report.

Program Performance

Program performance was defined theoretically as learning which occurred

in the target population - -3 -, 4-, and 5-year-old children--as a result of the

AEL Early Childhood Education Program. Learning was categorized according to

language, cognition, psychomotor, orienting and attending, and affective. The

first four categories were used for conceptualizing the behavioral objectives

for the program.
1

The affective category was added after initiation of the

field test. For the year's field test, learning in the language and cogni-

tive areas was studied.

Language was defined operationally as responses to the Illinois Test of

rsycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) and responses to silent movies designed to

encourage language production. Cognition was defined operationally as responses

1Frank H. Hooper and William H. Marshall, The Initial Phase of a Pre-
school Curriculum Development Project.(Charieston: Appalachia Educational
Laboratory, Research and Information Center, 1968), pp. 97-197.
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to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary_ Test (PPVT) and responses to the Walachian

Preschool Test of Cognitive Skills, a picture test similar in format to the

PPVT and the ITPA. Intelligence was included in the category of cognition.

Interest was defined operationally as responses to an attitude checklist

developed by AEL staff and responses reflected in anecdotal records taken dur-

ing the year.

Since the early childhood program was home-oriented, the parents were

considered a secondary target population. Learning on the part of parents

was categorized according to interest, attitude, and motivation. Interest and

attitudes were defined operationally as responses on individual items in'an

attitude checklist and a parent attitude questionnaire developed by the AEL

evaluation staff. Motivation was defined theoretically as sustained level of

attitude and/or interest and operationally as the average response to all

items on the attitude checklist.

Additional data were collected aimed at measuring program performance

in terms of the general attitude and role acceptance of the mobile classroom

teacher and paraprofessionals. Attitude was defined operationally as responses

recorded during an interview schedule and theoretically as readiness to re-

spond (mental set) at the time they were confronted with the instruments.

The program performance inquiry was guided by eight questions on stu-

dent performance, six questions on parental performance, five questions on

paraprofessional performance, and four questions on mobile classroom teacher.

performance.

Student Performance

Interest level. The interest level of children started high and re-

mained reasonably high for the duration of the first year. There was a slight

decline, however, from the beginning to the end of the year. The mean attitudinal
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response was 0.74, on a scale of 0.00-1.00, at the beginning of the.year and

0.53 at the end, a mean difference of 0.21. A detailed analysis of interest

level is contained in Appendix B; however, only partial data were available

for this analysis.

A separate question in the evaluation plan sought to determine student

interest in the television lessons only. Data were taken from the anecdotal

records of home visitors, based on the 300 children in the total package group

and the TV and home visitation group. Measurements were based on a ratio of

positive to negative comments pertaining solely to the television lesson on

a week-to-week basis. The interest remained relatively constant for the year.

On a scale of 0,00 -8.00, the positive to negative ratio ranged from

1.21 for 3-year-olds to 1.89 for 4-year-olds to 2.17 for 5-year-olds. See

Figure 1 of Appendix B for the detailed analysis.

Intelligence level. Intelligence was defined theoretically as the ex-

tent to which children could correctly recognize pictures and was defined

operationally as responses to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. It was

assumed that verbal ability was directly and positively correlated with intel-

ligence. The general intelligence level of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children

did increase significantly. However, the data did not support any contention

that the ECE program contributed to the increase in general intelligence.

There was a gain of approximately 8.4 IQ units among all treatment groups in

the six-month period. Of the four treatment groups, the group that ordinarily

would have been expected to gain least because of no exposure actually gained

the most. A detailed analysis is included in Appendix CI however, only partial

data were available for this analysis.
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Growth in language develoglent of 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children. A

qualified ylp can be given to the question on growth in language development.

Proand post-test using the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities was

used to measure the operational gain in language development. The pretest,

however, was administered 60 days alter the beginning of the field test.

The ITPA consists of the following 12 subtests:

1. Auditory reception
2. Visual reception
3. Auditory/vocal association
4. Visual/motor association
5. Verbal expression (vocal encoding)
6. Manual expression (motor encoding)
7. Grammatic closure
8. Supplementary test 1 - -auditory closure
9. Supplementary test 2 - -sound blending

10. Visual closure
11. Auditory sequential memory
12. Visual sequential memory

Supplementary test 1, auditory closure, and supplementary test 2, sound

blending, were not used for this study.

Only Subtest 5, verbal expression, was directly related to the behayioral

objectives sought during the year. The objectives were:

1. To identify and describe an object in terms of its physical
characteristics.

2. To identify and describe an object in terms of its function.

3. To identify and describe an object in terms of its location.

Instruction aimed at these objectives was given during the last two months of

the year.

Subtest 5 measures the child's ability to express his own concepts ver-

bally. According to the authors, it will:

Assess the ability of therChild to express his own concepts vocally.

The child is shown for familiar objects one at a time (a ball, a
block, an envelope, and a button) and is asked, "Tell me all about
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this." The score is the number of discrete, relevant, and approxi-
mately factual concepts expressed.2

Data presented in Table III indicate that children receiving all three

program components scored significantly higher than the two other treatment

groups and the control group.

Table III

Gains in Verbal Expression

Groups Units Gain

Television, Home Visits, and
Mobile Classroom 4.37

Television and Home Visits 0.05

Television 1.41

Control 1.63

Gains reflected on other subtests were erratic, probably because they

were not directly related to language objectives used in the first year. A

detailed report is included in Appendix D. The data were insufficient for a

comprehensive analysis.

1991tiptuaedevelomert5-ear-oldchilerdrt. This study of language

development was conducted under the auspices of Dr. William J. Griffin at the

Institute on School. Learning and Individual Differences at George Peabcdy

College for Teachers in Nashville, Tennessee. The AEL staff collected data

on the 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children in the target population, and the com-

parison was made with 5-year-old children-in a Tennessee kindergarten. The

following conclusions were reported:

2
Samuel A. Kirk, James J. McCarthy, and Winifred D. Kirk, Examiners

Manual Illinois Test of psistlolinguistic Abilities (Urbana: The Board of
Trustees of the University of Illinois, 1968), p. 11.
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1. The language sample studied reflected a lack of fluency
in children who produced them.

2. The 5-year-olds in the AEL sample generally exploited the
syntactic resource of the language as proficiently as did
the conventional kindergarten children.

This evaluation report, including the purpose of the study, the sam-

ling analysis, an explanation of the analysis, processing and reporting of

the data, interpretation, and conclusions, is included in Appendix E. Again,

only partial data were available for this analysis.

Cognitive growth. Cognition was defined theoretically as the ability

of a child to recognize numbers and symbols correctly and to make associations.

Operationally it is defined as responses to a 95-item test developed specifi-

cally for the AEL program curriculum. Of the 95 items, children receiving TV,

mobile classroom instruction, and home visitation and the group receiving TV

and home visits responded correctly to 45 per cent of the items; whereas, the

other two groups responded correctly to only 33 per cent. This difference repre-

sented an estimated 36 per cent gain in cognitive behavior. However, there was

no significant difference between the TV, home visitor, and classroom group and

the TV and home visitor group;but there was a significant difference in the TV

(only) group over the control group. See Appendix F for the detailed analysis.

General. Two other attempts were made to assess general program per-

formance. An effort was made to determine the separate and interdependent

effects on language development and cognition of television instruction, home

visitation, and mobile classroom instruction. Only partial data were avail-

able. Also, a study was made of the process of reporting pupil reactions and

incorporating them in subsequent program activities.

Several factors contributed to the difficulty of assessing the compo-

nent influences on language and cognitive development. The mobile classroom

was used for only the last four months and its basic function was to
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strengthen orienting and attending skills. There is some suggestion that TV

viewing and mobile classroom attendance were negatively interactive. For ex-

ample, it is possible that parents of the children in the mobile classroom

treatment group took less in-home interest in their children on the assump-

tion that the mobile classroom experience was instructionally adequate. Con-

versely, it is possible that parents of children in the television-plus-home

visit treatment group increased their levels of involvement because there was

no concern about doing something that would not be pleasing to the teacher.

An equally plausible explanation is that parents increased their involvement

levels in an unconscious or intentional effort to compensate for the missing

mobile classroom experience in the lives of their children.

The data did indicate, however, that the 30..minute daily television did

have a true effect on cognitive behavior and that the weekly half-hour home

visit had an additional effect. No additive effect was produced on cognitive

behavior by the mobile classroom, but a significant effect was discerned in

growth in verbal expression with the addition of the mobile classrooM.

Relative to feedback from home visitors on pupil reactions, a weekly

report was submitted on each child. These reports were studied in program

planning sessions twice per week. Program adjustments were made as,quickly

as possible. For example, evidence in November of 1968 indicated that the

interest of 5-year-olds was lagging, apparently because programs were geared

more toward 3- and 4-year-olds. A successful adjustment was made by December.

Experience indicated that it took approximately one month to incorporate cor-

rective feedback into program production.

Parent Performance

Program performance based on parent participation in the program was

measured in terms of general parent iuterest and cooperation, parent motivation
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as determined by attitude toward several aspects of the program, and parent

assessment of their children's behavior resulting from participation in the

program. It was considered, however, that only partial data were available

for tLa assessment of any of these results.

Parent interest. General parent interest was based on a week-to-week

assessment of attitude toward the "home visit" and attitude toward the "WE

program." Parent interest virtually naralleled the interest registered for

the children. It is acknowledged that the home visitor "filtered" these re-

sponses of parents just as parents undoubtedly filtered children's ribc41,,A-

The detailed analysis is contained in Appendix B.

Parent motivation. The level of parent motivation was recorded in

terms of the year-long average, attitudes toward separate components of the

program, and the variation in attitude in accordance with the addition of

components. The operational definition of motivation level was the combined

average for all nine items on the attitude checklist scale pertaining to par-

ents as recorded by the home visitors. ti fairly stable year-long average of

0.76 on a scale of 0.0C1.00 was recorded.

The assessment of parent attitude toward the home visitation and mobile

classroom components is shown in Table IV, page 17.

Home visitors rated parental attitude toward television lessons 0.74 on

a 0.00-1.00 scale. Table V, page 17, shows the percentages of children and

parents who watched TV lessons four and five days per week by treatment groups.

Data in Table V indicate that parent interest in TV lessons was defi-

nitely stimulated by the activity of the home visitor. The mobile classroom,

however, appeared to have no effect on television lesson interest.

A further attempt was made to determine general parent motivational

level in relation to program components. Inferences were drawn from parent
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Table IV

Parent Attitude f.:401rd Home Visitation and Mobile Classroom Compofients
..)f the Early Childhood Education Program

Program Component_

Home Visitation

Source and Type of Data Per Cent Response

Parent response: home visitor should
visit home once a week to be most
effective.

Parent response: materials left by
home visitor were either "excellent"
or "very good."

Parent response: home visitor ex-
plained materials "excellent" or
"very good."

96

89

89

Home visitor: positive attitude of 80
parents toward materials.

Mobile Classroom Parent response: child talks about 96
things done in mobile classroom.

Parent response- parent had opportun- 70
ity to visit mobile classroom.

Table V

Percentages of Children and Parents Who Watched
Four and Five Days Per Week by Treatment

Treatment Group Days Eer Week

Television Lessons
Groups

Per Cent Watching
Parents Children

TV, Home Visits 5 23 41
and Mobile Classroom 4 41 42

Television and 5 27 47
Home Visitation 4 29 35

Television 5 10
17

20
24.al4
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responses on the attitude questionnaire completed by parents. A significantly

higher percentage of parents participating in the program where all three com-

ponents were used gave positive responses to most of the questions pertaining

to behavioral change in the child or in total family than the parents whose

children received only television instruction. The second highest response

came from the group receiving television instruction and home visitation.

In summary, the highest positive influence on parents seemed to come

from home visitations. However, it must be recognized that a degree of empathy

developed between parents and home visitors that could have influenced parent

responses to items in the questionnaire. Also, as indicated in Appendix G,

those factors which are more conducive to desired behavioral changes residence

owned or rented, schooling of parents, etc.) were more prevalent in the group

receiving all three components of the program than in the group receiving only

two.

Parent assessment of children's behavior. A decided majority of parents

indicated that they had observed a difference in the behavior of their children

since enrolling in the program. Responses to six subquestions contained in

Appendix H are shown in Table VI.

Table VI

Parent Observations of Changes in Children's Behavior

Behavior Observed bUarents.
Per Cent of Parents

Responding Yes

Plays better with other children 82

Expresses himself better 89

More aware of things around him 89

More able to do things for himself 90

Less shy around adults 83

More able to follow instructions 91
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Performance of Home Visitors

Performance of home visitors was defined theoretically as the role

they played in the program and the attitude they held concerning their role.

Responses to a Home Visitor Questionnaire and a Home Visitor Survey were used

as the operational definitions of their role and attitude. Questions dealt

with relationships with parents and children, feelings about their vital part

in the program, their relationships with other program components and compo-

nent personnel, and their personal criticisms of the program. Sufficient data

to reach conclusive answers were available only on home visitor's feeling

about their vital role in the program.

Responses of home visitors indicated that they spent a slightly greater

amount of time with parents than with children. See questions II and IV of

HVQ in Appendix I.

Home visitors, as reflected by the tabulation in Appendix x, definitely

feel that they perform a vital role in the operation of the program.

Only inferences are possible relative to the relationship of home visi-

tors to other program personnel. Responses to Question III, Appendix I, were

positive relative to mobile classroom personnel. One home visitor expressed

some negative attitudes toward TV lesson production methods, and one decidedly

hostile remark was made in response to Question 7 of the Hone Visitor

Questionnaire.

Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 of the Home Visitors Survey provided oppor-

tunity to appraise the elucational program. Prominent criticisms, with num-

bers of home visitors shown in parentheses, were as follows:

1. Too much testing (4).

2. The feedback questionnaire (7). Some requested that it be
simplified, some that it be eliminated altogether, and some
that less writing be required.
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3. Weekly trips required for meeting in central (Beckley,
W. Va.) office (4). Three wished for a meeting every
two weeks, and one asked for monthly meetino.

4. Too many review TV programs (3).

5. Travel problems on winter roads (3).

6. Home visitor training (4). The three-week preliminary
training session was disliked. Seven of the eight indi-
cated that subsequent training programs consist of
traveling in the field with an experienced home visitor.

Mobile Classroom Teacher Performance

No data mare collected for the four questions on this phase of the eval-

uation plan.

Program Performance' Pervasiveness

Program performance pervasiveness is defined theoretically as the base

for diffusing the Early Childhood Education Program. Program performance per-

vasiveness is defined operationally as the number and type of individuals

that can be affected by operation of the program.

The pervasiveness of a program under development, especially a program

such as the AEL Early Childhood Education Program, nay be very different than

the program when made operational. The AEL Early Childhood Education Program

is designed to operate on a regional basis encomassing several school sys-

tems. The television lessons broadcast from the Oak Hill station have been

reaching homes over an eight-county area of southern West Virginia. For

development purposes, however, the mobile classroom and home visitation com-

ponents have been extended to the number of youngsters required to try the

program and conduct sufficient evaluation of it--approximately 300 children

for home visitation and 150 for mobile classroom instruction. To determine

program pervasiveness, however, all three components must be adjusted to the

most appropriate interface. The program is %Jnsiderea to be a unified set of
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activities comprised of television instruction, home visitation, and mobile

classroom instruction. The program is not designed to operate in less than

one region; and for optimum conditions for operation, it should be conducted

in several regions simultaneously--even on a state or multi -state basis.

In this report program performance pervasiveness will be predicated on

the eight-county area in southern West Virginia in the Oak Hill television

broadcast area. Data for the report have been collected on the numbers of

preschool children and parents of preschool children in the area; the number

of school systems and school personnel in the area; and the socioeconomic

status of the pos. in the area.

Counties, School Systems, and Schonl personnel

are:

.Tha iOtii counties falling within the Oak Hill television viewing area

Fayette* Mercer*
Raleigh* Wyoming
Monroe McDowell
Nicholas Summers*

Field trial units are located in those counties marked with an asterisk.

There is one public school district, coterminous with the county boun-

dary, operated in each county. According to the West Virginia 1967-68 Edu-

cation Directory, there were 374 administrators--superintendents, principals,

and supervisons--employed in the eight school systems. There were 489 first-

grade teachers eiiployed in the area.

Socioeconomic Status of Population

Eight criteria were used to rate the socioeconomic status of the eight-

county area. Data were based on 1960 census information. Table VII, page 22,

presents the data by each criterion,

the eight-county area.

for the United States, West Virginia, and
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111

Data for the United States, West Virginia, and
an Eight-County Area of Southern West Virginia

Table VII

Census

United States W. Va. County Area

Eight-
Census Criteria

Population per square mile 51 77 87

Population change (1950-60) 18% -7% -17%

Urban ,populatiOn 70% 38% 20%

Adults age 25 and over completed
c0high scb.. 41% 31% 23 t

White collar workers 41% 36% 33%

Manufacturing workers 27% 23% 10 %:

Median family income $5660 $4572 $3876

Children and Parents Served

Based on the best census data available and first grade enrollments in

the eight-county area, it is estimated that there are 50,000 preschool chil-

dren, age 0-6, of which approximately 25,000 are 3, 4, and 5 years of age.

Based on a study group sample there were0.84 families per child which if pro-

jected to the eight-county area would suggest that approximately 21,470 fami-

lies would be affected. In the sample group, 91 per cent of the families

had both parents in the home, suggesting that a total of 40,578 parents poten-

tially could be involved in the program.

Program Cost Analysis

Two useful cost analyses may be made with regard to the AEL Early

Childhood Education Program. Expenditures for the field test of the program

during the 1968-69 school year, of course, represent developmental costs and

may or may not bear significant relationships to the costs of the program

under operational conditions. For purposes of this report, therefore,
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expenditures will be reported for the 1968-69 field test of the program which

are considered developmental costs. These costs correspond to program effort

reported in the fi3.,st--section. Then operational costs of the program will be

projected basid on the performance pervasiveness of the program as discussed

in th4previous section. After these presentations and analyses, implications

will be described for school system operation and support of the program.

Development Costs

Development costs included in this report cover 1968-69 field test

activities only as reported in the Program Effort section. An amount of

approximately $68,600 expended for background research and the development of

learning objectives prior to initiation of the field test are not inclUded.

No attempt is made to derive a per pupil cost based on expenditures for devel-

opment; for, as previously explained: (1) television instruction was avail-

able to approximately 25,000 youngsters even though only 450 of these young-

sters were included in the field test; and (2) approximately 300 children

were provided home visits while only 150 would have been needed to serve the

,single treatment group receiving the three-component program.

Expenditures were maintained separately for television instruction,

home visitation, and mobile classroom instruction. Amounts by program com-

ponents were as follows:

Television Component $150,680
Home Visitation Component $ 53,165
Mobile Classroom Component $ 58,709

Line item expenditures by prograft components are presented in Table VIII,

page 24.

Operational Costs

Operational costs projected here are based upon expenditures during the

first year of field testing but adjusted to program performance pervasiveness
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Table VIII

Developmental Costs of the Early Childhood Education Program
During the 1968-69 Field Test

Program Component Item of Program Effort Expenditures

Television Professional Personnel $76,420
Production Assistance 1*530
Consultants 1,500
Secretarial 6,090

Production Studio 23,000

Broadcast Station 4,200

Equipment 14,440

Supplies 17,500

Travel 6,000

Component Total

Home Visitation Professional Personnel $12,845
Paraprofessionals 27,000
Consultants 1,700
Secretarial 3,320

Office Space 2,300

Travel 6,000

Component Total

Mobile Classroom Professional Personnel $23,985
Paraprofessional 3,375
Secretarial 3,320

Mobile Classroom 20,329

Power Connections 1,500

Classroom Operation and
Maintenance 2,500

Power Supply 400

Office Space 2,300

Travel 1,000

Component Total

PROGRAM TOTAL

1150,6E

$ 53,165

$ 58,709

1262,554,
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described in the preceding section. Operational costs are based upon service

of the program to 25,000 three-, four:-, and five-year -old children estimated

for the eight counties incorporating the field testing site.

As iniicated previously, television lesson broadcasts covered the total

area; therefore, no signifibant increase in this component cost wouldbe re-

quired under operational conditions. Based, however, on the use of one mobile

classroom unit--classroom, teacher, and aide - -for each 150 children, 167 units

would be required to Serve the 25,000 pupil population. For the home visita-

tion component, based upon four home visitors for each 150 pupils (group per

mobile classroom unit), a total of 668 paraprofessionals would be required

to perform home visits to 25,000 youngsters in the area. Estimated expendi-

tures based upon this application are presented in Table IX, page 26.

It is important to recognize that data included in Table IX are based

on a first-year field test only. The data can be refined considerably during

the second and third years of field testing. Some estimates can be reduced;

others no doubt will be increased. At least two additional positions are

needed in tne curriculum materials team, and much larger volumes of materials

would be required for program operation serving 25,000 youngsters. In the

category of equipment for TV lesson production, the developmental effort is

being conducted using rental equipment primarily. If the program were made

operational, especially on a large scale, it would be more economical to build,

equip, and operate studio facilities. Also, it is recognized that if capital

outlay expenditures were excluded from current operating expenses, as is cus-

tomary in expenditure classifications for public school operation, operating

expenses as reflected in Table IX would be reduced.

Calculations for expenditures for the mobile classroom component were

based upon 150 students per classroom unit. Experience indicates that a

mobile classroom unit may be capable of serving up to 200 pupils. Under



Table IX

Estimated Annual Costs for Operation of Early Childhood Education
Program in Eight-County Area for 25,000 Children

Program Component Basis for Estimate

Television Equipment acquisition and instal-
lation as shown in Table I, page
5, and persohnel and consultant
time as shown in Table II, page 7.

Home Visitation

Mobile Classroom

668 paraprofessionals and other
personnel requirements as reflec-
ted in Table II, page 7. Also
field office facilities and travel
for home visitation.

167 mobile classrooms and equip-
ment as shown in Table I, page 5;
1,670 power connections; field
office; and mobile classroom oper-
ation and maintenance. 167 mobile

classroom teachers and aides and
other personnel time as reflected
in Table II, page 7.

TOTAL

26

Total Cost
Per Pupil

Cost

$137,628 $5.50

$2,740,565 $109.62

$3,655,725 $146.23

$6,533,918 $261.35
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operating conditions the mobile classroom unit would move much shorter dis-

tances between stops, and in some cases two and three groups of students might

be served in one location. Service to more pupils per unit and reduced oper-

ating and maintenance costs would reduce per pupil costs for the mobile

classroom component. Also, the unit cost of the mobile classroom can be re-

duced considerably when purchased in quantity.

The basis for calculating the number of home visitors was four for each

150 youngsters--the number served by one mobile classroom. Experience also

indicates that four home visitors are capable of serving slightly more than

this number. This would be more nearly true under operating conditions where

families and groups were located more closely together, and obviously this

would reduce the cost of travel for home visitors.

Estimated Cost by School System

Were the AEL Early Childhood Education Program made operational, costs

of the program would fall on individual school systems. Although the program

would necessarily be operated jointly by them, each county school system

should be responsible for its per pupil support of the program. This is not

to say that support of the program should be derived from county revenues;

they might be local, state, federal, or any source of funds or a combination

of these, but the per pupil cost should be established on the eight-county

basis with each school system participating according to its number of stu-

dents. Based upon per pupil costs reflected in Table IX, page 26, the esti-

mated annual cost of the program by county would be as shown in Table X,

page 28.
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Taw.^ X

Estimated Annual Cost of the AEL Early Childhood Education
Program by County School System

Number of 3-, 4-, and
School System 5-year-old Children Estimated Cost

Fayette 4,350 $1,136,872

Raleigh 5,490 1,434,811

Monroe 690 180,331

Nicholas 1,860 486,111

Mercer 4,560 1,191,756

Wyoming 2,880 752,688

McDowell 4,740 1,238,800

Summers 990 258,737

miaMmMOMEMM

TOTAL 25,560 $6,680,106

Evaluation Synthesis

Far overshadowing all other factors in the first-year evaluation of

the AEL Early Childhood Education Program was the demonstrated complexity of

planning, designing, testing, monitoring, and modifying an alternative edu-

cation program for young children. The establishment of formative evaluation

procedures and instrumentalities consumed enormous resources, and yet this

first-generation effort was probably no more than a crude approximation of

future procedures. The management expertise required to coordinate, super

vise, and direct the three-component program vigorously tested the institu-

tional reservoir of managerial skills. Based upon the year's experience, it

is highly probable that program evaluative and managerial requirements will

increase rather than diminish in the second and third year tests. The
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availability of funds to meet these requirements will be crucial to the total

program development effort.

The first.year evaluation of this program was cast on four dimensions:

1. Program Effort

What types and quantities of resources were necessary to
operate the program?

2. Program Performance

What was the program effect on the primary and secondary
target population?

3. Program Pervasiveness

Who and how many individuals could be affected by a typical
program built along the dimensions of the development model?

4. Program Costs

What are the probable operational costs of a typical pro-
gram constructed along dimensions of the development model?

The question of program performance is central to all other considera-

tions. If a useful outcome cannot be reliably produced in specified target.

groups, then effort, costs, and exportability are irrlevant. How well, then,

did tht primary target group--3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children--achieve pro-:

gram Objectives? In summary:

The evidence suggested that the television lessons and
home visitations had a true positive effect on the cogni-
tive development of the children. The data did not support
a similar conclusion for the mobile classroom.

In language development (verbal expression), children in the
three-component program scored significantly higher than
other treatment groups acrd the control group.

Other findings indirectly related to pupil achievement include:

Children's interest in the program was relatively high for
the year with only a slight decline over the nine-month
period.

6 Older children tended to like the television lessons better

than younger children.
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o No claim can be made that the program improves intelli-
gence measures of children.

o Parental interest in the program paralleled the children's
interest.

e Parental motivation was high and fairly stable throughout
the year.

The home visitors contributed significantly to the moti-
vations of parents.

Baseline program pervasiveness data would suggest that an operational

program in southern West Virginia fleshed out along the dimensions of the cur-

rent development model would affect eight school systems, 374 school adminis-

trators, 489 first-grade teachers, 21,470 families, and 25,000 three-, four-,

and five-year-old children. Tho effort required for such a program would

necessitate an annual outlay of $137,628 for adequate television hardware-

personnel capability; $2,740,565 for 668 paraprofessionals and other personnel

required to perform home visitation services; and $3,655,725 for 167 equipped

mobile classrooms, teachers and aides, and miscellaneous support services.

The total annual cost would be $6,553,918 or $261.35 per pupil.

A caveat: All program effort, performance, pervasiveness, and cost

data should be considered tentative until confirmed or rejected by the sche-

auled second and third year field tests. The estimation of operational costs

from development costs is particularly hazardous and may be subject to gross

error correction with subsequent field testing.

In summary, first-year data suggest:

Children to learn specified behaviors, and this learning
is associated with a systematic program.

o The program costs 50 per cent less per year than educating
a child in a conventional classroom.
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Contract Year 1969
Evaluation Plan for Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Program for Early Childhood Education

Introduction

The evaluation strategy of the Appalachia Educational Lab-

oratory includes formative evaluation, summative evaluation,

and pay-off evaluation. There are three phases of formative

evaluation, i.e., context, input, and process. The Early Child-

hood Education program has passed through the context and input

phases: The outcome of formative context evaluation was a

decision that the need existed for an enriched educational en-

vironment for Appalachian preschool children. The outcome of

the formative input evaluation was a decision to use a combina-

tion of television, paraprofessionals, a mobile classroom, and

a specially developed curriculum to provide a home-oriented

preschool program. Decision concerning the feasibility of the

proposed preschool program will result from the formative process

evaluation. The result of the summative evaluation will be a

decision concerning the quality of the program and the effective-

ness of the program. The Ea:ly Childhood Education plan is

designed for formative and summative process evaluation.

The Early Childhood Education program became operative

September 1968 and is scheduled to terminate September 1971,

spanning four contract years. Three major evaluation events are

scheduled--September 1969, September 1970, and September 1971.

The Early Childhood Education evaluation is organized to support

these three evaluation events. The first evaluation event,
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September 1961, will be a documentation of decisions and changes

made during the first year's operation, and those changes judged

to be necessary for the second year's operation. The second

evaluation event, September 1970, will be a documentation of

the revisons and modifications made during the first two years'

operations and those proposed for the third year's operation.

Finally, the third evaluation event will be a documentation of

the results of three years' evaluation activities (i.e., summative

evaluation).

For contract year 1969 the Early Childhood evaluation

activities are designed to (1) provide information concerning

the program installation, operation and maintenance; (2) identify,

develop and refine preschool children's performance measures in

the areas of language tevelopment and cognition for the second

year's evaluation; and, (3) collect base-line data for the

sumrnative evaluation.

The evaluation design is organized according to role definition,

data collection, data organization, data analysis, information

recording, and managing the evaluation activities.

I. EVALUATION ROLE FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. The evaluation

role is defined by the critical decision-makers, the critical

decision situations, and the criteria utilized in making the

decisions.

A. Decision-Makers. There are three groups of AEL decision-

makers--Program, Field, and Evaluation. They are:
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1. Program - Mr. Roy Alford, Mr. Don Nelson, Dr. William
Bost.

2. Field - Mr. Roy Alford, Dr. Robert Childers.

3. Evaluation - Dr. James Ranson, Dr. Robert Childers,
Mr. Kee Chang.

B. Decision Situations. There are five categories of decision

situations to which the decision-makers will address them-

selves: effort, performance, pervasiveness, efficiency, and

a synthesis of the previous four categories.

1. Program Effort. The program effort decision situation is

characterized by assessing the installation, operation

and maintenance in terms of time, cost, and personnel.

The following questions will define the Early Childhood

Education effort decision situation:

a. Installation. Answers to questions relative to this

area will help establish a basis for determining how

much effort is required to prepare for operation.

1) How many major pieces of equipment are required

for each of the three components of the program?

2) What is the cost of the equipment in terms of

the program components and total program cost?

3) What facilities are necessary for housing the

Early Childhood Education program?

4) What local school, church, or other community

facilities are required and what modifications,

if any, are needed?

5) How much time is required for installing the

program?

L
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6) Who is responsible for providing installation

personnel and what personnel are required?

7) What, if any, are the legal requirements for

installing the Early Childhood Education program?

..). Operation. Answers to questions relative to this

area will help establish a 1.Asis for determining the

effort required for operating under field conditions

in terms of personnel and financial requirements.

1) How much field managerial effort is required?

2) How many and what types of agencies are required

for operation?

3) How many field man-hours are required to operate

the program?

4) What preservice and inservice programs (with their

respective intrinsic evaluations) are necessary

for operation?

5) How are costs associated with questions 1) through

4) to be accounted for?

6) Are the video tape recordings and other related

materials consistent with the behavioral objectives?

7) How are the priorities assigned to the behavioral

objectives?

c. Maintenance. Answers to questions relative to this

area will help establish a basis for determining how

much effort is required to maintain the program.

1) What procedures have been worked out for maintaining

the equipment?

- - - - - - - - - -
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2) What costs have been projected for maintaining

the mobile classroom equipment?

3) How will the equipment be amortized?

2. ''.:ogram Performance. Answers to questions in the pre-

ceding section will provide a basis for evaluating the

effort required to install, operate and maintain the

program. This section presents a series of questions

pertaining to the results of the effort. The performance

questions are organized according to students, parents,

paraprofessionals, and mobile classroom teacher.

a. Student performance. For this contract year these

questions will be restricted to language development

and cognition areas. The social development and

psychomotor areas will be assessed during contract

year 1970. This schedule was adopted for the

following reasons:

First, the curriculum development team needed

time to become acquainted with developing the video

tape recordings for television broadcast and other

ancillary materials. It was assumed that one year

was sufficient time for most major revisions to be

made.

Second, the mobile classroom was not available

for the first four months operation, thus the major

thrust for teaching social development and psycho-

motor skills was not a part of the program for 44%

of the time for the first year.
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Third, resources for developing curriculum

specific measures (or adapting existing measures)

in the social and psychomotor domains were un-

available in time for the first year's evaluation.

The program is based on behavioral objectives re-

quiring curriculum specific measures. Experience

was needed for assigning priorities to the behavioral

objectives for which television broadcast and

ancillary materials would be development. Accordingly,

for contract year 1969, answers to the following

questions will be sought:

1) Can the interest level for 3, 4, and 5 year old

children be maintained with essentially the same

program?

2) Does the general intelligence level of the 3, 4

and 5 year old children increase significantly?

3) What is the status of the language development of

the 3, 4, and 5 year old children in the study?

4) Is there any significant growth in language

development for the first year's operation on the

part of 3, 4, and 5year old children?

5) What is the extent of growth in the cognitive area

during the first year's operation?

6) Do the television programs instill and maintain

interest of the students?

7) How are pupil reactions incorporated into subsequent

program development?

,



8) To what extent does television, the para-

professionals, and the mobile classroom

contribute independently and in combination

to language development and cognition in 3, 4

and 5 year old children? (See A?pendix 13)

7

b. Parent performance. Questions concerning children's ,

parents will be confined to the affective area.

1) Does the program maintain parents' interest?

2) Do parents notice any difference in their

children's behavior since enrolling in the

program?

3) What is the general attitude of parents toward

the different components of the program?

4) What is the motivational level of the parents?

5) Does parent motivation appear to vary with the

addition of the mobile classroom or the home

visitor, or a combination of both?

6) How do'fathers and mothers compare in participation

in the program?

c. Paraprofessional performance. For this phase para-

professionals will provide data relative to general

attitude and acceptance of their roles.

1) Do the home visitors relate more to the children's

parents or to the children themselves when they

visit the homes?

2) What and how many major criticisms do the para-

professionals have concerning the educational

program?
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3) Do the paraprofessionals feel that they are a

vital part of the operation?

4) How do the home visitors relate to the personnel

in the other program components?

d. Mobile classroom teacher performance. For this phase

answers to questions concerning the general attitude

and acceptance of the role in the program will be

sought.

1) Does the mobile classroom teacher involve the

children's parents in the mobile classroom

activities?

2) What and how many major criticisms does the

mobile classroom teacher have concerning the

educational program?

3) Does the mobile classroom teacher see herself as

a vital part of the Early Childhood operation?

4) How does the mobile classroom teacher relate to

the personnel in the other program components?

3. Program performance pervasiveness. This decision situa-

tion will be defined by questions concerning the maximum

operation of the Early Childhood Education in field

locations. This can be thought of as the total popula-

tion which the program can potentially serve. Concern

is directed toward the total number of persons the pro-

gram can serve. The previous section concerned a sample

from the populatic.I.

a. How many 3, 4, and 5 year old children are there in
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the area in which the program is operative?

b. How many parents in the area in which the program

is operative could be directly and/or indirectly

involved?

c. How many administrators, including principals and

supervisors, are there in the area in which the

program is operative?

d. How many school systems are there in the area in

which the program is operative?

e. How many first grade teachers are there in the

operating area?

f. What is the total population of children under six

years of age in the area in which the program is

operative?

g. What is socio-economic status of population?

4. program, efficiency. This decision situation will be

defined by questions concerning the total cost of the

program effort in relation to the total number of

people involved in the area in which the program is

operating. Efficiency, therefore, can be thought of

as a ratio of the amount of money or resources it takes

to operate the program to the output or performance that

the program achieves.

a. What is the annual cost per pupil per year for

operating the program?

b. What is the annual cost per pupil for operating the

television element of the program?

c. What is the annual cost per pupil for operating the
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home visit element?

d. What is the annual cost per pupil for operating the

traveling classroom element of the program?

e. What is the annual cost per local school unit for

operating and maintaining the program?

5. Program synthesis. This decision situation is character-

ized by organizing the information generated in the

previous four categories for the purpose of making final

decisions concerning the first year's operation of the

program. The decision-makers, identified in an earlier

section, will produce questions for this section upon

analysis of responses to previously stated questions.

The questions will pertain to modifications and revisions

in the program required for operation during the 1969-70

school year.

C. Decision Criteria. This section will specify the criteria

for each of the decision situations outlined in the previous

section. The following criteria are directly related to

and organized by the questions as cited in Section 18.

1. Effort. The three categories of criteria for the

program effort are:

a. Installation. Criteria concerning program installa-

tion are:

1) The number of pieces of equipment required to

operate the program.

2) The cost .-df the program equipment within each

of the three components and the total cost.

3) The amount of square feet required for offices,
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work space and storage.

4) The number of local school, church, or other

community facilities utilidzed and the cost of

any necessary modifications.

5) The period of time from the day on which each

of the three program components was delivered

to the field site to the time in which it first

began, operation.

6) The number of person(s) or agency(s) responsible

for identifying, selecting, employing, and

training personnel for the installation of the

program.

7) The number of laws pertaining to the legal opera-

tion and the number pertaining to enabling

legislation for the program.

b. Operation. Operation criteria are:

1) The number of people involved in managing the

program in the field, the amount of time they

devote to managing the operation, and the cost

of managing the operation.

2) The number of agencies and the name of each

agency required for operating the program.

3) The number of man hours required to operate the

program.

4) There will be a separate document reporting on

the consistency analysis (intrinsic evaluation).

5) The number of financial sources and the number

of budgets.
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6) There will be a separate document reporting on

the inservice training for the home visitors

(intrinsic evaluation).

7) There will be a separate document in rank

ordering of objectives. Criteria will be derived

from these documents.

c. Maintenance. Maintenance criteria are:

1) A description of the procedures used in maintaining

program equipment including individuals responsible

for such maintenance.

2) The amount of money in dollars.

3) A ratio of time projected for the equipment to be

used and the cost in dollars it takes to purchase,

maintain and operate the equipment.

2. Program performance. Program performance criteria are:

a. Student performance. Student performance criteria

are:

1) Three questions with a seven point scale.

2) Scores from the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

for intelligence.

3) Scores from the Illinois Test of Eayqa1LITILELL.s

Ability for status of language development.

4) The number of kernel sentences embedded in a

T-unit for growth in language development.

5) The number of behavioral objectives correctly

demonstrated in a 70 (tentative number) item

curriculum specific for acquisition of cognitive

concepts.
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6) The number of favorable comments gleaned from

the anecdotal records secured by the paraprofessionals

for hoW well children relate to the television

program.

7) The number of modifications made in a television

broadcast as a result of pupil reactions for how

well pupil reactions affect program development.

8) The number of kernel sentences in a T-unit and

the number of behavioral objectives successfully

demonstrated in the curriculum specific test for

program components.

b. Parent performance. Parent performance criteria are:

1) Two questions each with a seven point scale for

parent interest.

2) The number of behavioral changes reported by

parents criterion for whether or not they notice

any difference in their children's behavior since

enrolling in the program.

3) The number of questions concerning the various

components of the program for attitude of parents

toward the various components.

4) The mean percentage of tallies giver to nine

questions each with a seven point scale for

parent motivational level.

5) The mean will be calculated in the same manner as

in the previous question, only for the "package"

and TV plus home visitor groups.
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6) The number of fathers and mothers that serve as

the major contact for the home visitor.

c. Paraprofessional performance. For paraprofessional

performance the criteria are:

1) Four questions each with a five point scale

determining relation of home visitors to children's

parents and to the children.

2) The number of negative and constructive criticisms

gleaned from anecdotal records for determining

paraprofessional criticism of the program.

3) Six questions each with a five point scale for

how the home visitors relate to the personnel in

the other program components.

4) Six questions each with a five point scale for

paraprOfetsional' role.

d.-Mobile classroom teacher. The mobile classroom

teacher performance criteria will be:

1) Four questions each with a five point scale for

determining how the mobile classroom teacher

involves the parents and the mobile classrocm

activity.

2) The number and kind of criticisms that the mobile

classroom teacher reveals during a 20-minute

interview for major program criticisms.

3) Six questions each with a five point scale for

determining mobile classroom teacher- involvement.
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4) Six questions each with a five point scale for

determining how the classroom teacher relates

to personnel in other program components.

3. Program Performance Pervasiveness. Criteria for pro-

gram performance pervasiveness are:

a. The number of 3, 4, and 5 year old children in the

area where the TV broadcast is received.

b. Number of parents in the area in which the program is

broadcast.

c. Number of school systems in the area where the pro-

gram is broadcast.

d. The number of superintendents, assistant superintendents,

principals, vice principals, and supervisors.

e. Number of first grade teachers in the school system

where the program is operative.

f. The total number of children under six years of age

at October 1, 1968.

g

4. Program efficiency. Ratios will be used as the criteria

for answering program efficiency questions. They are:

a. Number of pupils in area to total estimated cost

for operating the program for those pupils.

b. Number of pupils to total cost for operating the

television element of the program.

c. Number of pupils who can be served by one home

visitor to the average cost of the home visitor
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operation.

d. Number of pupils who can be served by one traveling

classroom to the total estimated cost of operating

one for a year.

e. A breakdown of the ratio in 'a' above according to

number of children per school system and number of

school systems in operating area.

5. Program synthesis. A synthesis of all the criteria in

the previous four sections.

II. COLLECTION OF DATA FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION EVALUATION.

In this section the sources, instrumental sampling procedures,

and schedule for the data collection will be specified.

A. Sources of program effort data. Sources of evaluation data

will be specified according to program effort, performance,

performance pervasiveness, efficiency, and synthesis.

1. Under program effort data sources are organized according

to installation, operation, and maintenance.

a. Installation. Data sources for installation are:

Mr. Roy Alford, Dr. Robert Childers, Dr. William Bost,

Mr. Don Nelson, Dr. Benjamin Carmichael, Mr. Robert

Kennedy, and Mr. Jack Conrad.

b. Operation. Data sources for operation are:

Mr. Roy Alford, Mr.. Jack Conrad, and Dr. Robert

Childers.

c. Maintenance. Same as previous section.
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2. For prograa performance there are five sections of

data sources. They are:

a. Student performance. Children five years of age

and under on September 30, 1968.

b. Parent performance. Parents of children enrolled

in program.

c. Paraprofessional performance. The home visitation

team.

d. Mobile classroom teacher.

e. School superintendents, assistant superintendents,

principals, vice principals, and teachers in the

districts where the program is operating.

3. Program performance pervasiveness. The data sources for

this category will be Mr. Roy Alford, Mr. Kee Chang,

Dr. Robert Childers, Director of Statistical Services of

the West Virginia State Department of Education, and the

Director of Census for the State of West Virginia.

4. Program efficiency. The data sources for this category

will be the same as those in Nos. 1,-2, and 3 above.

5. Program synthesis. Data sources for this category will

be the previous four categories.

B. Data collection instruments. Instruments are defined as

tests, questionnaires, interviews, budget subcontracts,

service agreements, memoranda and other documents from

which data may be obtained for answering the questions

posed in Section I.
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1. Program effort. Data instruments will be organized

according to Installation, Operation, and Maintenance.

a. Installation. Instruments will be identified with

the installation questions.

1) AEL Early Childhood Education budget, subcontracts,

service agreements, and invoices pertaining to

purchasing of equipment for the program.

2) Same as Number 1.

3) Specifications for a central facility, .subcontracts

and service agreements.

4) Subcontracts, and agreements with local agencies

will service as the instruments for data collection.

5) Program plan, memoranda and structured interviews.

6) AEL budget, service agreements and memoranda.

7) Interview with Dr. Benjamin Carmichael and

Mr. Robert Kennedy.

b. Operation. Interviews with Mr. Roy Alford, Mr. Jack

Conrad and Dr. Robert Childers.

c. Maintenance. Interviews with the same people identified

under Secticpa b.

2. Program performance. Instruments will be organized

according to students, parents, home visitors, and

mobile classroom teacher performance.

a. Student performance. Seven different instruments will

be used for student performance.

1) Attitudinal checklist will be the instrument for

the interest level.
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2) Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test will be the data

instrument for determining the intelligence.

3) The newest edition of the Illinois Test of Psycho-

linguistic Ability and the latest version of the

Prostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception

will be the instruments used to determine the

status of language development.

4) T --unit analysis as described in a monograph by

Norris, O'Donnell and Griffin will be the instru-

ment used to determine the growth of language

development.

5) A 70-item curriculum specific testi developed from

a list of 70 behavioral objectives will be usedas

the instrument for determining the number of

behavioral objectives correctly achieved.

6) Weekly anecdotal records will be the instruments

used for determining favorable and unfavorable

comments by paraprofessionals.

7) Same instrument as in No. 6

8) Same instrument as in No. 4.

b. Parent performance. An attitudinal checklist for

questions 1, 4, and 5,and a questionnaire for

questions 2, 3, and 6.

1This test being developed by Dr. Robert Childers, Dr. James Ranson,
and Mr. Roy Alford, Jr., all from AEL with the assistance of Dr. Ray
Norris from George Peabody College, Dr. Frank Hooper from West
Virginia University, and Dr. John Kennedy from the University of
Tennessee.
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c. Paraprofessional learning. A sixteen question

attitudinal questionnaire for questions 1, 3, and 4

and anecdotal records for question No. 2.

d. Mobile classroom teacher. A ten question attitudinal

questionnaire for questions 1, 3, and 4, and a

20-minute interview for question No. 2.

3. Program performance pervasiveness. Interviews, letters,

local and regional census reports, will be the instru-

ments used to answer questions 'a' through 'g' under

program performance pervasiveness.

4. Program efficiency. Interview will be the instrument

for program efficiency.

5. Program synthesis. A seminar of the decision-makers

will be the vehicle used to gather data for the. program

synthesis.

C. Sampling for data gathering. Sampling will only be required

for the program performance category.

1. Student performance. A sample of 96 subjects stratified

according to sex, age and treatment groups is the sampling

plan.

Geographical characteristics made it necessary to work with

clusters2 of children in selected areas. The cluster areas

2W. Allen Wallis and Harry V. Roberts, Statistics: A New Approach
(Brooklyn: The Free Press, Inc., 1956), p. 489.
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and sample were selected in the following way:3

Forty-one areas were identified according to the following

criteria: (1) Within the viewing area of WOAY-TV, Channel 4,

Oak Hill, West Virginia, (2) within a county whose local

educational agency had agreed to participate in the study,

(3) not. within an incorporated village, town, or city, and

(4) an access road leading into the area. West Virginia

State Road Commission maps; marked in grids of four miles

by five miles, were used in this process.

From the forty-one areas identified fifteen were

randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups:

T1-television, home visits, traveling classroom; T2-tele-

vision and home visits; and T3-television only.

On September 2, 1968, surveys were initiated to identify

the preschool children withui each of the fifteen selected

areas.

In one of the areas it was learned that an ongoing

kindergarten was in operation under a special grant. This

area was discarded in favor of an adjacent one but outside

the attendance area of the kindergarten.

From each treatment group, dispersed through its

designated five areas, a random sample of twenty-four sub-

jects stratified by three age levels (three, four, and five)

and two sex levels (male and female) was selected..

3This section was written by Mr. Roy Alford and is a part
of a dissertaticin prospectus submitted to the University
of Virginia School of Education.



Giles County, Virginia, was selected as a site for

the control area. It lies outside the viewing area of

WOAY-TV and does not have kindergarten classes in its

rural areas. From a school census report a random sample

of twir.T1ty-four subjects, stratified to the three age levels

and two sex levels, was selected for the control (T4) group

(See Appendix A).

For each of the two= subsequent years a new sample-of

three year old children will be selected for the program.

During the same period a new group will be entering the

first grade .in their respective localitizs. Only one groUp

will have patticipated for three years during the project,

the three year olds enrolled September, 1968'. (See Appendix

C for the design)

Parent performance. Random sample of parents stratified

according to treatment group, and three levels of socio-

economic status, will be the sampling plan.

3. Paraprofessional performance - N/A

N/A

5. N/A

D. Schedule of data collection. All of the data are tentatively

scheduled to be in office of the Director of Research on

June 16, 1969.

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA.

The data will be organized' according to the organization of the

questions in Section I of this document. Specific procedurei



for storing and retraeving this information are the responsibility

of Mr. Kee Chang, Director of Information for the Laboratory.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA.

In this section the statistical techniques used to analyze the

data will be outlined according to the questions asked in

Section I.

A. Effort. Descriptive statistics using graphs and narrative

reports in content analysis-of technical documents will be

the analytical techniques for program effort.

B. Performance. Analysis of variance, (See Appendix AJ,chi

square and dedcriptive statistics will be the analytical

techniques for program performance.

Performance pervasiveness. Descriptive statistics will be

used to analyze the .data in 'this category.

D. Program efficiency. Ratio of statistics will be the analytical

technkues for analyzing the data in this category..

E. Program syntheais. Content analysis of the data from the

previous four sections will be the technique used for this

-category.

V. REPORTING OF INFORMATION.

At this time reports are schedn led for:

1. AEL Board of Directors.

2. Pqrsonhel within, Division of Educational Laboratories.

3. The State Department of Education within the region.
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4. 'Other *ducational laboratories.

5. 'ERIC.

The foimat of the report will be essentially the same as

the annual Contractor's Request. Expected date of completion

and submission of the report is September 15, 1969.

VI., MANAGEMENT.-

The management of this evaluation will be under the Director

-of Research and Evaluation of AEL. Tools used for management

are "PERTING7 and .budgeting.

1
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. DESIGN. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ECE PROJECT-

Introduction

The folIowin constitutes a brief outline of major sources of

variances that can be examined in relation' to various phases of the{

ECE evaluation strategy. Two temporal contexts are considered*:

Specifically, attention is directed first toward an assessment of various

dependent variables for the first years (1968-69) operation and then,

consideration is given to the :analysis of data for the three year project

period. It is underttood that the presented skeletal designs ate

subject to change especially during the first year, or pilot strge,

of the project

A decision was reached to attempt to control,*or account for, six,

principal variables at various stages of the analysis. Thesq variables:"

are:

variable levels remarks ..

1. treatifients (T) 4 between Sic
(TV, IV +, PP etc4

-

2. age (A) 3 le tweet) ;is

3. vex (X) 2 between 'Ss

4. pre-post testing (P) -2 repeated. Over Ss

S. retlications (R) 3 'repeated ovet.Ss,for-
the.3 year'petiod:

6. groups (4) 1 application for analysis
of several of the.socidl
tasks
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Pilot;,. ;Year: Design

`Aii.lix31442;..isixed. design. viii serve during; the first year for the

analysis of dependent svatiables'in situations where Pretest andostttst...

data IV available. Speefficallyt Such a deSign,-coUld-te .eiiplOyed for

,analyzing .data.generated by the Frostigs ITPA and PPVT etc. A graphic

layout of,:this - design .Its presented' in Figure 1 (see Figure- 1). The

source Of 'variances..ilistciated with this design- *e listed below:

.
Three. :Betwen, .And One -within Mixed: Desi na

.4

butte.

total

T'

*Pr

-

df

2
T.

6

2
6

72'

ale 'four- :principal effects are assumed to be .fixed.

Total df are based dm 'the assumption that there Will be fotir SO

:per TAX combination.

clh0,1-ash marlCi 'glut .denotes "nested Within."
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Valid. 'F -tests for the above design arc:

0) 1, A, X, TA, TX, AX, TAX against Ss /TAX

(2Y P, PT, PA, PX, PTA, PAX, PTAX against PS/TAX

Sums of squares formuli can be mechanically derived from the degrees

'offreedOm.. incidentally, ,the ANOVAR program (an in-house program)

at the Vnivertity of Tennessee will take care of all the mechanics

AKIOu strinfvut the above listed sources of variance in the form of

a Podcl.

In sAdition, as suggested by Dr. Palmer, it would be most desirable

to, administer posttests to an additional randomly, selected sample for

tiit :purpose of estimating the Magnitude of effect due to pretesting

treatment interaction. This procedure is known as the Soloman- four-group, I

**Wand is dispissed in the Campbell-Stanley chapter in Gage. If it

fWoRp feasible, to .posttest 96 Ss, then ,48 Ss shOuld be used. If the

xeghati of :-this nonotthogonal analysis should suggest a significant

effect attributable to pretesting-treatment interaction, then this

source of 'variance ,should; 'be considered in subsequent designs.

Since data' relevant to the majority of social, cognitive and

langilage development tasks will be generated solely from posttests

during the pilot phase, a simplier version of the design depicted

=above can be mtilizech Specifically, the pretest-posttest variable can

-be ignOiedireSulting in a simple 4x3x2 factorial.

UndOMbtedly,, there will be some social tasks in which a zroup

effectlmastbe entertained. This would apply, for example, in a

sAtuation where measures of social cooperation were recorded. During

the first year, only posttest measures will be available, therefore,
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incOKpoifating,,*.group isitt effect into the standard 4x3x2' Structu,te

peiMit .his sentient of group effects. A 'diagram of the data

matrix. is, COOtainsf iiitigUre 2. tf a significant groUp .effect should

material:4e, then the use of the group as the basic unit of measurement

AlbOU1ddd be 'seriously *000004. A listing of ,sources of variance for

.thisi:Iiietirchigal. design.. is :pieteitet

exatthiCal Design

.44,29,1111M.

F-tests for the. above design are:

.against ;t;

"(2): -A against CA/T

of

88
. 2,

6

3
4
2
6'

8
48

sTbia ii based 'on the assumption, that a group is composed of
12' studetitt..
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(3) X, TX, against GX/T

(4) AX, TAX, againtit GAX/T

(5) G/T, GAIT, GX/T, GAX/T against S/GAX/T

There are some problems with this design the most obvious being

the Led number of df in the denominator with which to test the T

main effect. This can be remedied by increasing the number of groups

nested within leVels of T. However, this would necessitate employing

either A or X as a between grcups variable (a group of 6 that are all

fthomoteXualftha ha--or a group of 6 that are all one age) if sample

size Is to remain constant. Another alternative would be to eliminate

A or X as an incorporated variable. Let's hold off on this decision

until we have a little. tore information about the nature of these social

tasks.

'Tote Project 'Design

*tie Important Consideration for the total design is. that orthogonal

.comparisons will be made- only within generations, i.e., a -group (n = 96)

that heOns the programat the same time during the same year. Between

generation comparisons, will necessitate nonindependent comparisons.

For a-given generation, the overall design is similar to the

'4x3X2x2' sifted design discussed' initially except that an additional

Variable., :replications- over the three years (R), is added. Thus, we

have- a three. between Ss and a two within Ss design. Assuming only

tgLitii
for the (movement) no attrition, the sources. of variance would be:
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Three Between - Two Within

Source df

Total 575

Between Ss 95
T. 3
A 2
X 1
TA 6
TIC

. 3
AX 2
TAX 6
Ss/TAX 72

Within Ss 480

4! 1
PT 3
PA 2
PX 1
PTA 6
PT1 3
PAX 2
PTAK 6
UP/TAX 72

R 2
RT 6
RA 4
RX 2
RTA 12
RTIC 6

4
22AX 12
SR/TAX 144

PR 2
PRT 6
PRA 4
PRX 2
'PRTA 12
PRTK 6
WAX A
PRINK 12
SsPR/TAX 144



Valid F-tests are:

(1) 74 A, X, TA, TX, AX, TAX against Ss/TAX

(2) P, PT, PA, PX, PTA, PTX, PAX, PTAX against SsP/TAX

(3) R, RS, RA, RX, RSA, TRX, RAX, RTAX against SR/TAX

(4) PR, PRT, PRA, PRX, PRTA, PRTX, PRAX, PRTAX against sPR/TAX.
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APPENDIX a

Television and Name
Visitation and Travel-
ing Classroom

Television and
Home-Visitation

.

Television Control

Hi 5 5 5 5

Medium 5 5 5 5

5 5 5 5

. 15 15 15 15

Sampling Plan for Parents in ECE Evaluation



APPENDIX C

SAMPLING DESIGN FOR 3 YEAR PERIOD

Enrollment Date for 3, 4, & 5 Year Old Children

a

.

,
September

1968

.

Septeniber
1969

September
1970

September
1971

.

X
. . . .

.

X

3.

.

X
.

X. X enter 1st gtode

4. X .enter enterte r 2 c2nd g

5 . . enter 1st grade enter .2nd: grade

.

.

1-year-operation > .

.

.

2 operationyear

, ..

19



APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF INTEREST LEVEL

OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

IN AEL-ECE PROJECT

One important phase of the evaluation was to determine whether or not

the Early .Childhood program could maintain the interest of the children and

parents participating in the program. This information was considered to be

important since the assumption was made that the children should learn from

the program and that they should enjoy learning. Since the parents were an

Analysis of Children and
Parental Interest

1,

important part of the children's learning process; it was felt that readings

on their interest should be obtained.

Interest and attitude were used synonymously, and were theoretically

defined as the strength of feeling a child or parent held concerning the

television programs at a particular time. Attention span of the child, amount

of time the child watched the program and the general cooperativeness of the

child were assumed to be criteria of interest. Cooperativeness and enthusiasm

were criteria for parental interest.

The instrument used to gather the data for child and parent interest and

attitude was a six question checklist. The first two questions had a seven

point scale, and they were directed to the parents. The third and fourth

questions had two seven point scales each and they were directed to the parents.

The fifth question had three seven point scales and it was directed to the

children. The seventh question on the instrument pertained to the quality of

TV rt.zeption. (See Appendix J for a copy of the checklist.)

The operational definition was the percentage of tallies recorded in the

most favorable categories of the seven point scales. The variance was not

generated from the percentage of tallies across the seven point scales for

each question, but it was generated from the percentage of tallies in the most

favorable categories for each question across the thirty-two weekd that the

data were collected.
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One O. 'the problems with ;utter; this instrument was the bias inherent 4:ii

.g4thering.',the data,. The. hole visitors were used to gather the .data and they

Were also an integral part of the prograk. It was reasonable to expect thet

they would be biaSed In favor ,og the Pr6gram. A. second difficult problem was

the difficulty the home visitors experienced in discriminating between the bi-.

polar adjeCtiVes.

- Prot* a, .cUrsory glance at the tallies on the Checklists during the early

Part of tile: year it was evident that the .bias was clearly in favor of the

program.. For -the entire yeat 78- percent of the responses. were. in the most

-favorable OtOciories hOWeVer, it was reasonable to expect that bias. accounted

for only 1140- of .010 fact. that Most ta"lie0 were. in the Most favorable: category

: and that.._the- p gram did: -have AloSie, true effect in maintaining a high level of
-2-

- interest:
. .

. One que,StiOn with three scales (QueStiOn pertained- direotly- .to the.

. Interest /evel..of the Children.: The. procedures. for achieving the Measure ot
. .

).;-.,: IntereSt Irdin--these three scales were somewhat coaplibated. The, Mete visitor

'-'.i.lscor,ded her .iiiprestion on. the Checklist 'after she had visited the home. She

recorded her impressions on all six questions of the checklist.

the xeCOrded..CheCkliets, were subsequently -turned over -t6 the research

, djv1joh. At that time the number Of raw tallies for eaoh of the soma :polritd

or each .SCale were Converted to percentages. . The percentages were Obtained by

dividing the4,total nuMber of responses for each scale into the .number _Of teipOnges
.

for each point, along that scale.. As -discussed above one question with, three

Seven point. 'scales' Was used or assessing the children's' interest. The mean

,percentage of respontles, in the most favorable category in these three scales

was used ;0, the Measure of pupil interest for study-,

tabi.e cOtitaint the mean percentages of tallies recorded on point '1 of

the scales (the nibs,t- favorable category) for each week during which Measures
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were taken. The first measures were taken during the week of October 3, 1968

and the last measures were taken the week of May 21, 1969. In all measures

were taken for twenty five weeks during the first year's operation.

The checklist contained five questions pertaining to parental attitude

and one question pertaining to the child. The mean percentage of tallies

recorded in point one on the scales for parents during the year was .763 and

for the children it was .653. The correlation between the percentage of

tallies for parents and for students during the year was 0.87. Thus seventy-

six percent of the variance in parental interest was common with the variance

in pipil interest. This common variance was expected since the observers

recorded their impressiOns of the parents and the children at the same time.

One significant finding was the difference of 0.11 percentage points in favor

of the parents over the children.

The t-test for correlated means was 15.25. So it was reasonable to con-

clude that the difference between the two was a true difference. Both the

correlation and the difference is graphically depicted in Figure 1..

Another significant finding was the difference in degree that the parental

interest and the children's interest declined. The parental interest declined

0.116 mean percentage points and the children's interest declined 0.090 mean

percentage points. The parental interest declining more than the children's

interest could have been due to the "halo,effece wearing off. It was reasonable

to conclude that parents would have been more sensitive to the newness of the

program than the children.

From these data it was reasonable to conclude (1) that the Early Child-

hood Education program did instill and maintain a high level of interest for

both the.parents and the children, and (2) that the parents had and maintained

a higher level of interest in the program than did the children. A possible

source of concern from these conclusions was that the high parental interest
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in. the'prOgrask could 'possibly haVe a reactive effect on 'the Children. -in

'-other words,, there 'wail a danger that the parents could force the children

. foci. partiCipAte and thereby contribute to a child "dropping out of School"

"kiefore he, even Started.
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400

Attitude Check list Survey (ACS)

The numbers recorded in the table below represent the percentage
responding at the most extreme positive level on the differential
scale fora given category. The item given is for the cumulative
total for the week ending on date in the left column. Sample survey
sheet is on next page.

QuestionsWeek Ending
Date &II

10/3 .851
10/10 .846
10/17 .856
10/24 .906
10/31 .906
11/6 .916
11/13 .942
11/20* 913
12/4 .886
12/11 .898
12/20 .923
1/9 .902
1/15- .950
1/30 .926
2/6. 928
2/13 .945
2/19 .902
2/26 .881
3/12- .890
3/25 .913
4/16 .875
4/23 .919
5/2 .667
5/12 .879
5/21 .850

Mean .871
SD .053

IV I V I,II,111 VI VII
IV &V

.783 .774 .778 .743 .863

.753 .714 .747 .697 .928

.739 .788 .745 .673 .819

.796 .798 .805 .757 .900

.781 .849 .813 .703 :827

.801 .860 .847 .745 .876

.812 .865 .846 .762 .856

.766 .802 .784 .673 .815

.64.4 .663 .692 .580 .608

.653 .785 .738 .611 .870

.709 .885 .773 .626 .899

.677 .783 .774 .599 .896

.774 .813 .790 .718 .930

.810 :922 .813 .679 .916

.772 .870 .792 .705 .909

.828 .944 .842 .668 .889

.763 .832 .769 .653 .910

.775 .804 .822 .704 .863

.708 :833 .756 .624 .837

.761 .834 .756 .668 .725

.692 .732 .710 .621 .882

.718 .786 .752 = .617 .865

.614 .614 .597 .452 .851

.719 .777 .719 .568 .885

.644 .716 .662 .529 .827

.739 .803 .763 .653 .853

.057 .072 .057 .073 .071

I & II Parent Attitude to ECE Program
IV Parent Attitude to TV
V Parent Attitude to Materials
ItII,IIIfIV,V Parent Total Attitude
VI Child Attitude to TV Lesson
VII TV Reception
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ANALYSIS OF IQ GAIN

OF ECE CHILE

Analysis of IQ Gain of Preschool Children

In the ECE curriculum, intelligence was placed in the same category

as cognition. Hbwever, for purposes of evaluation it was broken out sep-

arately. The mean gain raw scores and mean gain IQ score and the respec-

tive gain standard deviations are inclUded in Table I. The highest IQ

gain, 19.25, was experienced by the three year old female in the control

group. The mean raw score gain was 21 and the gain standard deviation

was 13.04. The four years old males in the van group experienced the least

IQ gain, -3.00,. with a negative mean raw score gain of 1.6 and standard

deviation of 33.39. Although this is a large range, statistical analyses

performed, which will be discussed subsequently, indicated no significant

differences.

Table II presents the summary of the analysis of covariance of the

Peabodi Picture Vocabulary Test scores using the pretest scores as the

covariate, and the post-test scores as the variate and controlling for

age and sex. There was one provocative F-ratio and that was the age by

sex interaction.

No hypotheses have been advanced to explain why this might occur.

Figure I graphically depicts this age by sex interaction. At three years

of age the gain is the same. At four years of age the male subjects have

a higher gain than the female blAdects, mad at five years of age the female

subjects have a higher gain than the male subjects. It is difficult to

explain why the disparity occurs between three and four years of age, and

subsequently this disparity reverses itself from four to five years of age.

One explanation is that this disparity is an artifact of the testing situa-
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tion. That is, as the children get progressively older they react differ-

ently to the testing situation. At three years of age it makes no difference;

at four years of age it could be that the male subjects are less sensiti7e to

the situation and the female subj-cts are; and at five years of age this

situation could be reversed. A second explanation is that this represents

a true picture of child growth and development, whatever the reasons nay be.

Many other explanations are also plausible. Since this interaction has

been observed in a nlimberlof different sets of data, it probably is worthy

of further investigation.



Sex

M

TABLE I

ft*

GAIN IQ SCORES BY TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX
AS DERIVED FROM PPVT RAW SCORES

3

1

TV+PP+VAN
2

TV+PP
3

TV
4

CONTROL

Mean 3.50 15.75 12.75 1.00
S.D. 20.66 21.55 17.09 14.65

( 8.83 -1.83 2.00 19.25
16.09 13.26 23.26 16.82

13.60 12.67 2.00 4.25
11.06 26.60 22.02 4.79

-3.00 6.25 0.00 4.60
22.57 13.45 5.10 16.77

22.40 4.25 4.00 8.00
16.50 12.18 18.17 8.28

10.83 "24.00 9.75 33.25
*13.93 17.21 13.82 19.24

.RAW SCORE MEAN GAINS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY BY TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX

5

1

TV+PP+VAN
2

TV+PP
3

TV
4

CONTROL

7.33 16.25 14.75 6.00
14.72 13.65 11.30 8.91

14.83 7.17 10.00 21.00
8.31 6.97 13.81 13.04

15.60 11.67 3.00 4.00
5.73 11.72 14.31 1.63

2.00 7.00 4.80 7.80
12.75 8.08 2.95 7.73

-1.60 3.50 4.00 7.40
33.39 5.07 7.58 6.62

8.33 14.50 7.50 19.25

7.10 11.36 4.66 9.32

4.97 10.01 7.34 10.90
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TABLE II

ANALYSTS OF COVARIANCE OF SUMMARY TABLE
FOR PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY RAW TEST
SCORES WITH PRETEST SCORES AS COVARIATE

AND POST-TEST SCORES AS VARIATE

Sum of Square df MS

Treatment 131.00 3 43.6 0.42

Age 270.00 2 135.0 1.30

Sex 97.50 1 97.5 0.94

Treatment x Age 567.00 6 94.4 0.91

Treatment x Sex 599.00 3 200.0 1.93

Age x. Sex 585.00 2 293.0 2.83

Treatment xAge.x'SeX 513.00 6 85.5 0.83

Within 8902.49 86 103.5



;11.25

MALE

Pains

3

Figur:el

4

Graphic. Depiction of Age. by Sex
Interaction of PPVT Raw gain Scores.
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APPENDIX D

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN ECE PROGRAM

Introduction

Originally the objectives for the early childhood education program

were divided into four major categories - -motor activities, language skills,

cognition, and orienting and attending skills.
1

This report was concerned

with the language skills category of objectives.

One of the difficulties associated with evaluating language skills was

the loose fit between available theoretical definitions of language and

operational definitions of language. Often language is not theoretically.

defined at all, and must be inferred from the operational definition which

is the measure being used. The procedure of inferring the theoretical

definition from the measure being used often creates 4 biased fit between

theory and operation and more specifically often creates a problem of test

relevancy.

For the first year's early childhood operation the theoretical definition

was implied from the instrument used to measure language--The Illinois Test

ofPs-colhAb (ITPA). The definition of language, therefore,

was the definition used by the authors of the ITPA.

The decision for using the ITPA was justified on the basis that it was

used as a primary instrument in gathering data for the development of the

early childhood curriculum objectives.2 The decision assumed that the ob-

jectives of the early childhood curriculum were difectly influenced by this

instrument, and that this was a reasonable justification concerning the

relevancy of the ITPA to objectives around which the early childhood educaticn

1
Frank H. Hooper and William H. Marshall, The Initial Phase of a Preschool

Curriculum Develontpreint (Charleston: Research and Information Center, 1968)
p. 99.

2/bid. pp. 76-89.
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prOgrams were developed.

The remainder of the report is organized according to the model under-.

lying .The IllinoierTest of Psidholinguistic Abilities, the presentation of

the data and a discussioh, of the results.

The Model of the ITPA

According to the authors of the ITPA, the theory underlyim the test is:

To relate those functions whereby the intentions of one individual
are transmitted {verbally or nonverbally) to another individual,
and, reciprocally, functions whereby the environment or the
intentions of another individual are received and interpreted. It
attempts to interrelate the' processes which take place, for example,
when one person receives .a message, interprets it; or becomes a
source of a new signal to. be transmitted. It deals with the
psychological functions of the individual which operate in communica-
tion activities.-3

.For the-early childhood educationt functions were transmitted by tele-

Vision,1*.paraprofessiOnals visiting the homes, and by a professional teacher

in a van.. The receivers .of the communication were the three, four, and, five

year old children. This, briefly:was the rationale fOrlising the ITPA as

a measure for language development in the AEL-ACB program.

//
.

Upon examining theAbjectives that were used in the curriculum during

the first year, and comparing those with the test items in .the ITPA,. only

Subteet V o the ITPA was found to be directly related to those objectives.

Figure 1 depicts the gain scores achieved On each of the subtestt

According to the four grOups in the study.

ThreerWay analysis of variance on the gain scores was the statistical

analysis used. The factors in the analysis were four levels of treatment,

three levels of age, and two levels of sex. The four levels of treatment

were the television plus paraprofessional plus the van, television plus

3Samuel A. Kirk, James J. McCarthy, and Winifred D. Kirk, Examiners Manual

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (Urbana: The Board of Trustees
of the University of Illinois, 1968.
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paraprofessional, television, and zero control. The three levels of.age

were three, four and five year olds. The two. levels of sex were male and

female. Analyses were conducted on each of the ten subtests and the total

test.

ITPA Subtest One, Auditory Reception

Auditory reception measures the ability of a child to derive meaning

from verbally presented material. Since the receptive rather than the

expressive process is being sampled, the response throughout is kept at the

simple level of a "yes" or "no" or even a nod or shake of the head. The

vocabulary becomes more and more difficult while the respopse remains at a

two-year level. Similarly, the automatic function of determining 'meaning

from syntax has been minimized by retaining only .one sentence form. The

test contains 50 short, direct questions printed in the manual. Typical

items are: "Do dogs eat?" "Do dials yawn?" "Do carpenteri kneel?" "Do

wingless 'birds soar?"4

For the ITPA Subtest One, the analysis of variance on the gain scores

produced a treatment by age interaction significant at the .003 level.

Figure 2 graphically, ,illustrates the treatment by age by sex interaction.

The interaction appears to be a phenomenon of differences in the control group

and the remaining three groups as a unit. As expected from the analysis of

mean gain scores, the three year olds, four year olds and:five year olds

achieve gains in ascending order with the exception of the .control group, and

.therg the three and five year olds reversed themselves on the mean gain scores.

Table I presents the summary table of the analysis of variance of the

gain scores. Table II presents the Means and standard deviations of the gain

scores for the ITPA Subtest One by treatment, Age; and sex. .

4lbid, p. 9.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY TABLE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST #1 (AUDITORY RECEPTION)

.414. of
Squares.

ANOVA

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F P

t ,

...

.- .

A'

110.25

10440

63.551

.552:66

6946

'Mat 135.18

rior. 2303.68

3

2

1

6

3

2

6

92

36.75 1.47 0.23

52.45 2:10 0.13

63.55 2'453 0.12

89.11 3.60 0.003

23.02 0.92

24.85 . 0.99

22753 0.90

25.04



TABLE II

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
PRETEST AND GAIN SCORES ON ITPA SUBTEST ONE

ACCORDING TO TREATMENT AGE AND SEX

7

GE
(rears ) SEX

Sta-

tistic TV +PP +VAN TV +PP TV . CONTROL.

3

M
n

Pre
6

Gain
6

Pre

4

Gain
4

Pre

6

Gain
6

Pre
4

Gain
4

x 19.00 .2 00 16.00 4.00 5.25 ' 50 8.25 8.25
SD 11.68- 7.40 4.29 2.94 2.22 4.93 5.56 3.20

r
n 6 . 6 6 6 6 6 i 4. 4

x 19.17 3.00 14.16 1.33 11.67 2.17 16.00 1.00

SD 9.26 3.63 5.77 '4.03 3 45 3.43 6'98 2.71

M
n 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
x 18.20

4.55
. 2:40
4.98

18-00 1.67
2 00 5.69

18 SO
2.38

1.00
5.48

18.25
9 95

9.25
3.78SD

F
n 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
x 24.75 -2.00 19.20 0.40 19.80 -2.00 17.80 7.00
SD 16.21 2.00 5.317 3.05

5 5
3.84

6
21.00

7.84
-6

5.33.

6 )8
j

16.80

4.74
5

_3:2

5

N
6 6

I 29.50 4. 0 21.00 3.40

SD 9.27 7.12 "6.82 2.61 7.87 2.80 4.97 3.63

F
n 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 4
I 19.33 2.00 19.00 5.40 17 00 10 25 32.25 0 25
SD 11.08_ 6:93 7 35 2.07 2.58 8.88 8.58- 6.40
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ITPA.Subtest Two, Visual Reception (Visual Decoding)

The visual reception test is comparable to the Auditory Reception. Test

but utilizes a different sense -modality. It is a measure of the Child's

ability to gain meaning from visual symbols. In this test there are 40

pidture items, each consisting of a stimulus picture on one page and four

response pictures on. a second page. The child is shown the stimulus picture

for three seconds with the directions, "See This?" Then the page of response

pictures .is presented with the direction, "Find One here." The credited

choice is the object or situation which is conceptually similar to the

stimulus. The other choices include pictures with varying degrees of

structural (rather than functional) similarity or pictures which are

associated with the stimulus or with the acceptable choice.5

The analysis of variance of the gain scores yielded a treatment by

age-by sex interaction significant at the .09 level. Figure 3 graphically

depicts the treatment by age by sex.interaction. The interaction appears

to be a phenomenon of differential variation in the performance of the four

year old boYS and girls across the treatment groups.' In the television,

-0Araprofessional and van group, the male and female four year olds-gained

approximately the same. In the television and paraprofessional group, the

four year old males gained: er more than the four year old females. In the

television group, the four year old males and females. gained the same, and .

in the control - group. the four year old males and females gained .more than

the four year old males. Table III presents the summary table for the .

analysis-of variance of the gain. scores. Table IV presents the means and

standard deviations of the gain scores for ITPA Subtest Two according to

5Ibid, p. 10.
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TABLE. III

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES AND
AND ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES USIMGRRETEST

SCORES AS A COVARIATE FOR ITPA SUBTEST TWO

ANOVA

Sup of
SqUares.

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
. Square

T

A

98.97.

32..48

3

_2

32:99-

16.24

S 0.01 1 0.0.
TXA 201.78 6 33.63.

Tkt 48.75 3' 16.25

MS' 3.06 2' 1.53

_._-T2C/UIR: 264.18- .6 44.03

Within 2138:08. 92 23.24

F

1.42

.."0.70

0.00

1.45

0.70

0.07

1.89 .09

10
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treatment, age, and sex.

ITPA Subtest Three, AuditorrVocal Association

ThiemeaSure taps the child's ability to relate concepts presented

orally. In this test the requirements of: the auditory" receptive proceis

and the vocal expressive process are minimal, while the organizing prOcess

of manipulating linguistic symbols in aseaningful,way. is tested by verbal

analogies of increasing difficulty.. A sentence completion technique is

used presenting one statement followed by an incomplete analogous statement, .

and alloWing the child to complete the second statisienX appropriately. There

are 42 Orally presented analogies,. snob as, "I cut With, saw; I pound with

a Ni dog has hair=. a fish has
6

The. analysis of variance, of.the gain sOOres yielded s significant.

difference between the Mae* and females at the .03 level.. The. mean gain

for the sales was 3.07 and-. the -bean gain for the feMelee was 2.05. Table,/

presents the summary table for the .analysis of variance on the gain scores,.

Tabu Vi Vresents the Mean gain scores ..by treatmenic age and sex for

Subtest three.

Stibie Tait tifisual4tOtor Associatitai)-

The organizing precool in this channel is tapped:by a-picture assOcia-
.

tion test with which to assess the child's:ability to'relate concepts

presented visually. The child is presenied. :tab ei.singlestimmlus picture

surrounded. by -Our optional piCtuies, one of Which is= assodiated With the
, r

stimulus ,pittiire. The child is asked, *Mat goes with this?". (pointing to
..' .. .

I the stimulus picture). "Which one of these?" (pointing to the foot optional

pictures)-: The child is to choose the one picture which is mist cloSely
. :

.. p

related to the stimulus pictaie, such as a sock belonging with a shoe, or a .

6Ibid, p. 10..
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TABLE V

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES AND
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES USING PRETEST

SCORES AS COVARIATE FOR ITPA SUBTEST THREE
(AUDITORY VOCAL ASSOCIATION)

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

T 39.66 3

A - 2.90. 2

S 156.29 1

TM 170.10 6

TXS 2.16 3

.AXS 4.16 2

TXAXS. 68.02 6

Error 1502.91 92

Mean F
Square

13.22. 0.81

1.54 0.09

. .

156.29 : 4.68 0.03

29.35 ". 1.80

, 0.72. 0.04

2.08. 0.13

.14.67 . 0.90

16.34
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TABLE VI

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TTPA
SiiiigrEST THREE (AUDITORY VOCAL ASSOCIATION) PRETEST AND GAIN 'SCORES

ACCORDING To. TREAT14ENT, AGE AND, girt

AGE

jireara SEX
St*
tiatic TV +PP+VAN itsi+PF TV cant=

3

Pre Gain. Pre.
4

Gain Ts*
6

Gain
6

Pre
'4

Gain
4

x 11:00 1.50 11.25 3.50. 5.25 4.00 7.50 3.75
SD 8:30 6.06 6.55 5.74.. 6 ;2.94. 3.31 3-.40

.4
F : 3 0 00 11.. 83.' 8 83 .3 31 _5 .30

SD 4.71 445, 5.53. 3:87 4.58 _3 33 5:62 3.74

4
X

5-
x ..

10.20 '4.60. 15 0% 0.33 12'.75 3 50 15 75 2:'50
SD 3.1_9 . 2'51i'L ..4::36,'.

5
2. 08 . i.,,Lik,'
:5 .S

1.00 .:,6.65 4.50'

P
' 4

2 16.00- 0-50 "16.40' 3.40 14.80 .2.40.13.60. 2-.80
1:03.SD 12.19. 3. "87 1:82 '2.51 41.97 1:78 4.62

1=

s v s.
-2 :

8.74: : 4.10.
.01.L4A2444

,6 . 00 . 5:36;,_ 4.94- 3.97
.13.40 1.00

..2.91.:2.07

F
, . A 6. 5 :5 ,,.'v.- :4 .. ..

iii 33 4.33..19.-80' . .4.00- i: '20:25 1.00. -26.75' =2.25 4

i.Ici. ISD .-7."14" 1&_50... 4.44 7.78_ 'slit"?.. . 9.71

iy

f t
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hammer with a nail. The test, is expanded at the upperlevel to provide

visual analogies comparable to the auditory analogies. 'if this goes with

this" (pointing to each of a preliminary pairof pictures) "then what goes

with this? (pointing to the. central p/Cture asbefore) The test consists

of 20 items of the simpler form and 22 visual analogies.7

Analysis of variance of the gain scores yielded a statistically signifi-

cant finding for treatment effects at the .03 level: The analysis ofcovari-
-

ance yielded significant findings for age at the .001'14vel. The group

receiving the television, paraprofessionals and van, and the group receiving

television only experienced the highest gain, being 5.14'and 5.37 respectively.

The group receiving television and paraprofessional experienced 2.59 gain

units, and the control group experienced no gain. Table VII presents the

summary table for the analysis of variance of the gain scores and the

analysis of covariance of the gain scores using the pretest as a covariate.

TahLeVII1presents the mean gain scores and standard deviations by treatment

age and sex for this test.
It

ITPA Subtest Five (Verbal

The purpose of this test is to assess the ability of the child to

express his own concepts vocally. The Child is shown four familiar' objects

one at a time (a ball, a block, an.envelope, and a button) and is asked,

"Tell me all about this." The score is the nUmber.of:discrete, relevant,

and approximately factual concepts expressed.°

Analysis of variance on the gain score yielded a treatment effect

significant at tho .002 level, &treatment by age interaction significant

at the .04 level,and a treatment by age by sex interaction significant at

the .07 leVel.

7lbid, p. 10.

mid, p. 11.



TABLE VII

SUMMARY TOLE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE or GAIN scores
AND ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES USING,
PRETEST scopes AS COVARIATEHFOR ITPA SUBTEST

FOUR (VISUAL-MOTOR, ASSOCIATION)

ANovt

A

S

TXA

TXS

AXS

TXAXS

Within

Sum of.

Squares

De4rees of
Free** .

Moan
Square

542..37

.307.84 2

180.79.

.153.92.

3.11

2'.64

13:41 13.41 0.23

309.78 5443' 0.86

51.23. 3 17.41 .0.30

1.66 1083 0.19-

201.96 6: 33.66 0.58

5356.24 92 58.22

.03



TABLE VIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRETEST AND GAIN; SCORES

FOR ITPA SUBTEST FOUR (VISUAL-MOTOR ASSOCIATION)
ACCORDING. TO TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX
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AGE ,

(Years) SEX
-ta
istic TV+PP+VAN IV+PP

.

TV CONTROL

3
M

.

Vt.
.

Gain
.

P e Cain
,

Pre
.

Gain
.

Pre
I

Gain

12.50 1'.-50 5.25':; 6.75 5.50 5.50 7.00 1.00
SD .3:27, 5..96. 1.00': 3.86 MO, 2.71.

1.6 ' 6 6 6 6 . 6 4 4' ,10,-'50 4:67 .

5.24
8:50..
3.18--

'4:17.
7;49
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3.-83
4.54
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5.38
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4.20BD 4.97

M

h.' 51 ...5 5:'. 5 5 5 4 4
1-1:.60'. 1..60 *12.67 '0.00 ...25.00. 4,75' 16.75 -4.25*

SD- . '7 : :40. 8 . 0 2 1.06: 3.'61 ., _2.'99 5.38 7.68

P.
n *-41. 4't 5-- '5 5 5

SD.

15:513".,
:10:88 -,_

7,25..-
4641

18.46'..
.9.X1`0

1.26..
:10:18'

12,40....4:20.:
3.65. 3:35

.

24.00 =7.20
26.51
..

24.66

-

M

.n 66 *6
. ,.. ,.,.
5, ... s

. 5
..

.'16:00 -8.00 17.80 2.,60 21.17 5.17 , .13.00- -OA*
..4-.60" 4.47- 6.98 ..11 4:. 382: 4.:85 4. 8

sr MIIf 12 31. 7.83
A

19.0'0" . 3'.2-0 : 17.00 *.8.75 18.15-
:SDa wirimpraimprimmi win intrimtnnmin
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Figure 4 depicts the treatment by age by' sex interaction. The inter-

action is partially explained by the performance of three, four, and five

year old males in the television plus paraprofessional group and the

television group. In each of those -o groups, measures on the three year

olds showed more gain than measures on the four and five year olds, and

measures on the five year olds in these two groups indicated negative gains.

The interaction is also partially explained by the fact that measures on the

five. year olds in the television, paraprofessional and van group indicated

far superior gains than measures taken on any other of the categories of

students.

The treatment effect is partially explained by the fact that the tele-

vision plus paraprofessional plus van group had an average gain of 4.37 unita.,

which is significantly more than the gains recorded in the remaining three

groups. The gain for the television plus paraprofessional plus van group was

4.37 units. For the television plus paraprofessional group it was 0.05 units.

The gain for the television group was 1.41. And for the control group the

gain was 1.63 units.

Table IX presents the summary table for the analysis of variance on

the gain scores and the analysis of covariance on the gain scores using the

pretest as the covariate. Table X presents the mean and standard deviation

of the gain Scores by treatment, age and sexs.

It is noteworthy that this.subtest was the only one whidh had items

which -correlated directly with the objectives used in the program as recorded

during the months of April and May of 1969. The objectives were (1) identify

and describe an object in terms of its physical characteristics, (2) identify

and describe an object in terms of its function, and (3) identify and describe.

an object in terms of its location. These correlate very directly with Sub-

test five which measures verbal expression. Verbal expression for this test



MALE
FEMALE--

4

TV+PP

-i is. 0.05

Figure 4

Graphic Depiction of' Treatment by Age

by Sex Interactive for the ITPA Subtest Five
(Verbal Expression)
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TABLE IX

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST FIVE (VERBAL EXPRESSION)

ANOVA

Sum of ,Degrees of Mean
Squares Freedom Square1;.' P

5.23 0.002T 310.80 3 103.60

A 70.00 2 35.00

S 0.84 1 0.84

TXA 283.32 6 47.22

TXS .'41.85 3 13.95

AXS "21.34 2. 10.67

TXAXS 239.16 6 39.86

Within 1823.44 92 19.82

.F. .= = :'

1.77

0.04 0.084

2.38 0.035

0.70

0.54

2.01 0.07

20
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TABLE X

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRETEST AND GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST FIVE (VERBAL EXPRESSION)

ACCORDING TO TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX

AGE
(Years) SIX

-t&-
stic TV4PP+VAN TV4PP TV CONTROL

.

3

N-

n
Pre

6

Gain

6

Pre

4
Gain

4
Pre
6

Gain
6

Pre
4

Gain
4

x 13.67 4.00 10.25, 2.50 7.50 4.75 6.75 2.75
6.: 4.82 5.3 2.3: 1 92 1.71 .43 3.40

n 6 6 6 6 6 "6 4 4
7 1 15.00 1:17 "9.67, 3.67 11.83 1.50' 9.25 4.25

SD

4

n ,5 5 5 5 .,5 .5 4 4
N 1

4r.
14.00 1.80 _16.00 '0.33 19.25 0.25 15..50 0.50

SD 6.82 3.63 1.73 3;79 6.18 5.56 2.88 5.45_
n -4. 4 ' 5 5 5 5 5 5-

F 2 18.50- 5.75 18.00- -1.80, 16.60 1.40 10.46 0.80
SD 11.90. .4.95 5:93 3.58- 3:85 4.45 1.64

5
N

n 6 5 5 6 6. 5- 5

1 19.50- 8.83 21.60 3.60 23.33 X.17- 12.40 .3.20

SD .5.47 &SO 7.44 7.06 4.23 3.76 8.26 2.50

F
6 .6 5 5 4 4 4 4

1 17 50 4.67 23.20 -43 80 19.50 3.25 :17 25 -1.75
SD 8.02 2.42 7.98 3.83 2:08 2.99 7.81_ 0.96-
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is defined as the child's ability to express his own concepts verbally in

terms of concrete properties. These properties may pertain to physical

characteristics, functions, or relations to other objects.

ITPA Subtest Six (Manual Expression)

Subtest six taps the child's ability to express ideas manually. This

ability is assessed by gestural manipulation tests. In this test fifteen

pictures of common objects are shown to the child one at a time and he is

asked, "show mewhat to do with a .n The child is required to pantomime

the appropriate action, such as dialing a telephone or playing a guitar.9

Analysis of variance of the gain scores yielded a treatment effect sig-

nificant at the .02 level. Analysis of covariance on.the gain score using

the pretest as the covariate yielded treatment effects significant at the

.001 level, and an age effect significant at the .01 level. The group

receiving television achieved the highest gain with 4.54 units.

The mean gain for the television, paraprofessional and van group was

2.85: The mean gain for the television plus paraprofessional group was

negative, 0.6. The mean gain for the television only group was 4.54, and

the mean gain for the control group was a negative 1.02.

Table XI presents a summary table of the analysis of variance of the

gain scores and the analysis of covariance of the gain scores using pretest

scores as a covariate. Table XII presents the mean gain scores of the ITPA

Subtest six according to treatment, age and sex.

ITPA Subtest Seven (aromatic Closure)

This subtest is for assessing the child's ability to make use of:

The redundancies of oral language in acquiring automatic habits
for handling syntax and grawaatic inflections. In this test the

9Ibid, p. 11.



TABLE. XI

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST SIX. (MANUAL EXPRESSION)

ANOVA

Sum of
SqUares

T

S

tat
TXS

AXS

TXAXS

689.04

211.26

103:70

194.62

110.10

21.52

132.96
-

Within 6440.92

Degrees of
Freedom

. Mean
&pare. F P

3 229.68 3.28 0.02

2 105.63 1-51 0.23

103!,70 1.48 0.23

6 65.77 0.94

36.70 0.52 41.

2 10.76 O'.15

6 22.16 0= /2
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TABLE XII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRETEST AND GAIN-SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST SIX (MANUAL EXPRESSION)
ACCORDING TO TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX

AGB:

(lfeara) SEX.

ta-
iBtic TV+PP+VAN TV+PP

,--

TV CONTROL

3

Pre
6

Gain Pre
4

Gain
4

Pre
6 4

Gain
-6

Pre
4

Gain
4

/1

. .

i 17".67 . 5.67 16.25
.
-1.50 19.00 7.25 14.75 -2.25

-5 D 10.48. 8.04 5.56 12.29 .82 6.99 12.53 5.38

F
n . 6 : 6 6 6 6

.

6 .

.

4 4

.1 18.'67_ 4.33 10.33 1;33 18.50 6.17 .20.00 2.50

SD. 9.05, 3.93 6.59, 8.91 5.32 3.82 , 7.70 5.26

4

-

.

M
-,n 5 5 5

,

5 5 5 4 4

li . 22.00 0.20'. '22.00 1.67
.
32.75 0.25 24.75 0.75

'OD 4430 . 6.76; 6.08, 7.02 4.19
,

1.71. 2.75 9-.14
.

F

.

AI -4 .4 5 5. 5. 5 5

*2. 20.25, 2.75, 20.40. 1.40 28.20 17.80 0.80
SD .13-.79,. 3.20 .6.31 7.20 5.63

,2.40',

3.85 7..76 3.77,
5

,

'5

Mt

"n . 6. 6. 5 . 5 6 6 5
2 7 3.Clui_ 2.00 25.20-5.80_29.171 5.67 27.00 79.20

357/17SD . .443 2.90 0.26 13.57 5.60. 6.15 27.12
'6 6. '5 5 4 4 4

, 25:83' 2.17
4:66-

'27.40
5..90

-2:60 2'.2 . 1
i

7.65717117M, 11.27 1.71:SD. 6.46
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conceptual difficulty is low, but the task elicits the child's
ability to respond' automatically to often repeated verbal
exprOasiOns of standard American speech. The child comes to
expect or predict grammatic foul:. so that when part of an
eXpreasiOn is-presented he. closes the gap by supplying the
missing. partS. The. test measures the form rather than the
content of ttit.i missing word, since the content is provided by

the examiner.

There are 13. orally prelented items accompanied by pictures
Which -portray the content of the verbal expression. The
pictUres. are included to avoid: contaminating the test with
difficulty in the receptive process. Each verbal item consists
of -a. complete statement followed. by an incomplete statement to

be -finished* by *the child. The examiner points to the appropriate
pictUre as he reads the given statements, for example: "Here

LB A dog; here Ate .."

The,:analysiiS- of varianCe..on the gain score yielded a treatment effect

.. -43ignifi40 at the .003 level: The group of children receiving all three

lernents of the ,program - scored the least gain on this subtext. Those

receiving the television plus paraprofessional and the television group

.--. scored,

Andvan_ giOUP was :010 units; the gain for the television only group was
..,

3.40 unitsithe 44.1.0 tor the control group was 2.18 units.

Table ill pieite.08. the. sUmpary table of the analysis of variance of

the :gain" !Cores and the analysis.of covariance of the gain scores. using the

prfiteits As a colratiate. TWA X11/ presents the means and standard

deltiatiOne Oi, the gain IPCQX,S, on the ITPA Subtext seven according to treatment,

40e -Lind' SO*. ,-
:_

-IttiA Subtest.light ..(ViSual.'Closure)

This'_test is to- tap:

The child's Ability to identify a common object from an incomplete
wisual;presentation. 'There- are four scenes, presented separately,
each containing, *14-or 15 examples of a specified object. The
objects. are Aeen..in varying degrees of concealment. The child is

I

the- second 'highest 'gain._ The gain for the television, paraprofessional

10 .'
Ibid p. 11
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TABLE XIII

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 07 GAIN SCORES AND
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF GAIN SCOP USING PRETEST

SCORES AS COVARIATE FOR ITPA SUBTEST SEVEN.
(GRAMMATIC CLOSURE)

1111=.

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares

T 209.10

. 36.30

X 2.56

TXA 138.60

TXS 39.84

AXS 16.64

TXAXS 115,.62

Within 1315.60

Degrees of Mean
Freedom Square

3 69.70 4.87 0.003

A 2 18.15 1.27

1 2.56 0.18

6 23.10 1.61 0.15'

3 13.28 0.93

2 . 8.32 0.58

6 19.27 1.35

92 14.30
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TABLE XIV

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRETEST AND GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST SEVEN (GRAMMATIC CLOSURE)

ACCORDING TO TREATMENT, AGE AND SEX

f".
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AGE

(Years) SEX 'tistic
AS ta-

TV+PP+VAN TV+PP TV CONTROL

3
M

n
Pre Gain

. .

Pre Gain
.

Pre' Pre Gain

x . - .00 7 *Is 0. 51 3 0 3.7
SD IMMTIMMEINFIVA 3a47LO.0Ija25221

6
4.27

F
n 6 6.

- . 1

SD IMITINIVIRMIMIWIMMEIrrli

4
M

n -

li 9.40 2.00_ 8.67 3.67 12.75
6.4Q
5-...,..-5

.9.00

45O
4.51

3.00

11,00
_3.56

5.-.
11.80

1-00
' 7_47

0.60:

.SD 2_3_0_ 2_ 55,1 _2_ Oii 551

T 10.25 -1.00 12.00. 3.202
SD 7.14 4.32 '* 3.16. 179 2.92 2.004 7.83- '2.30,

5
.

.

MI

.n. 6 6
,

.5 . 5 : 6 6 .5,. 5
5.00.,

. 2.34
2 17.33, 0.50-, 15.20. 3-.40.13.33* .1..83 .5.40..,

1.52SD 7.39 .2.66 9.07 3:44 ! 4,55. 2:48.

.1?

. n ,6 6 ... 5 -5'. . .4._ 4 ",.4-

*18:251*
4

,0.75:'..2 '9.33 3..83 -15.40 4.40 .12'.00'4..50
_. 1.-50 4.88 5.13 .5.55_ 4.24 3.70 .10: 8 :6.55r



asked to see how quickly he can point to all examples of a
particular object within a time limit of 30 seconds for
each.scene.11

28

Analysis of variance of the gain score yielded a statistically sig-

nificant effect fortreatment at the .05 level. The two highest gains

were experienced by the children:in the package group, 4.04 units. The

television and.paraprofessional group gained. 2.89 Units and the control

group had a negative gain of 0.28. %Table XV presents the summary table

for the analysis. of variance on the gain scores and the analysis of do-.

variance using the pretest as a covariate and the gain scores as the

'variate. :T014 M presents the means and Standard deviations for

Subtest. eight according to treatment, age and-Sei.

tWAtubtest Nine lAuditorY sequential -Sewall

The purpOseOf this, test is:

To assess the child's ability to reproduce f ran meizOry. sequences

of 'digits increasing in length Ode two. to eight digits.. The
test differs -fiats the digit repetition. task of the Stanford Benet
or the WISC in that the digit:3. are .presented at the ,rate of two

per 'second' instead of one per second' and in that the child is
.alloWect a 'second triat of each sequence if he fails on the firSt
preSenttatiOn. He receiVes,more credit 'for a -Success on the first

than on the secOh0:trial. Amore:rapid preSentation:iiikes the.,
task.e*sier whiChis necessary for the two and the three year old
children.,14

-one -Stzlking thing in, this analysis was the zero gain for the group

having; the'teteiriSion, paraprofessional," and van- experience. The group

receiving- teleirition only achieved. the next highest, and the control group

received. the third -highest. Table MI presents the summary table for

the analysis Of variance of the gain scores and the analysis of covariance.

,
of the gain:wore:I; using the pretest as a covariate. Table XVIII presents

the-mean.end standard: deviations for the subtest nine gain scores by treatment,

Age and sex.

llibide P. 12.

12Ibid. P. 12.
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TAB* XV

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST EIGHT (VISUAL CLOSURE)

ANOVA

29

Sum of
Square

T 360.30

A 202:88
$ 47.33

TXA 70,.32

TXS. I 16809

AO 03.74-

T.XAXs 180.30

Within: .4115.16*

Degrees of
Freedom

Nean,
Square

3 120.10 2.69

2 101.44 2.27

1 47.33 1.06

: 6 . 11.72 0.26

.3 56.03 . 1.25

2 71.87 1.61

6 60.05 _1.34

'92 44.73

0.05

0.11
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TABLE XVII

SUMMARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES ITPA
SUBTEST NINE (AUDITOYCI - SEQUENTIAL MEMORY)

ANOVA.'

Sus of Degrees of
&rake!' . Freedom

Mean
Square

T - 486.96 3 162.32 4.85 .004:

A 26.96 -2 13.48 0.40

S 83.46 1 83.46 2.49 0.12.

TXA .131.46 6 21.91 0.65

TXS 125.67, 3 41.89 1.25

AIM 30.18 2 1909 0.57

_MUMS 230.46. 6 38.41 1.15

Within 3081,12 92 33.50

- .ror
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TABLE XVIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRETEST AND GA711 SCORES
FOR ITPA SUBTEST NINE (AUDITORY-.SEQUENTIAL MEMORY)

ACCORDING TO TREATMENT, ME MID SEX

32

8.00 5.25
7.39 4.43
6 4

..,

. .:
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ITPA Subtest Ten (Visual Sequential Memory)

According to the authors:

This test assesses the child's ability to reproduce sequences
of non-meaningful figures from memory. A child is shown each
sequence of figures for five seconds and then is asked to put
corresponding chips of figures in the same order. Here again
the Child is allowed two trials on each sequence when the
first attempt is unsuccesslul. Thy sequences increase in
length from two to eight figures.14

The analysis of variance for Subtest ten gain scores yielded a treat-

ment effect significant at the .02 level; the analysis of covariance yielded

a treatment effect significant at the .005 level; an age effect significant

at the .001 level. One surprising finding was that the group with the tele-

vision, paraprOfeesional and van experienced negative gain, while the

remaining three groups experienced gains of at least three units. Table XIX

presents the summary table for the analysis of variance of the gain scores.

Table xx presents the mean gain scores by treatment, age, and sex for

Subtest ten.

ITPA Total, Test

The composite score for the total test yielded no significant differ-

ences from the analysis of Vaiiance of the gain scores. Analysis, of

variance on the gain scores of the total teat scores yielded an age factor

significant at the .001 level.

The total gain for the three year olds was 28.44; for the four year

olds it was 22.02; and for the five year olds it was 27.83. Ostensibly,

.this suggests that in general for language development the three and five

year olds are more sensitive to the testing situation or are maturing at

a faster rate than the four year olds.

Table XXI presents analysis of variance summary table and Table XXII

presents mean gains and standard deviations of total tests.



TABLE XIX
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SOWN' TABLE FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES FOR
ITPA SUBTEST TEN VISUAL SEQUENTIAL NENORY)

S! of
Squares

*.T 330.42.

-A 52.02

S 156.29

TEA 127.02

its 8.37

ARS 20.62

rums 370.00

Within 3071.51

ANOVA

Degrees of
Freedom

Kean
Square

3 . 110.14 3.30 ..
2 .26.01 0.78

1 156.29 4.68

6 21.17 . 0.63 _

3 2.79 -048

2 10.31 0..31

6 61.68. 1..85
.

92 33.39





TABLE XXI

SMEARY TABLES FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GAIN SCORES
FOR- ITPA TOTAL, TEST

ANOVA

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

2239.53

884.60

3

2

S 148.93- 1

, 3069.54 6

TXS 353.52 3

AXS 480.96. 2

TX/451 2400.58 6

Within 35375.00 92

Kean
Square F P

36

746.51

442.30

148.93

511.59

4tvf-se

240.48

400.93'

384.52:

:1.94 0.13.

1.15 -0.32

0.39- MO

1.33, 0.25

0.31

0.63

1.04
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Discussion 38

The original question was concerned with whether or not the program

appears to be having any effect on the language development of the children.

The answer to this is a qualified yes. The one subtest of the ten whidh

correlated directly with the objectives used in the program,. when analyzed,

produced a statistically significant treatment effect.. This significant

difference when graphed showed that the subjects receiving the television,

paraprofessionals and van did achieve far more gain than those subjects in

the other groups, suggesting that the van is having a substantial *peat

on the trait.measuredW the ITFi Subtest five. This further suggests a.

very impOrtant relationship between the activities, in the van and thole

objectives in the curriculum concerned with children being able to describe

objects in terms of phydical characteristics, being able todesaribe an

object. in-termsof its function, and terms of its location.

The control group achieving higher gains than the other *Ups is

puzzling. Among many alternate hypotheses there are at: least two which

may account for this Pihenolienon. First, there is the possibility of test

reaction. :This is where the students achieve leariting from taking the

test. The-rith is an extremely complicated test, taking approkimitely

4040 minutes to administer. It is reasonable to expect that this aisOunt

of time devoted to testing would itself have an effect' on the response of

the subjecti. "A-secOnd hypothesis is that those students in the control .

group are being exposed to other programs which tend to facilitte the

development of traitsmeasured by the ITPA.
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tinguage behavior revorted here was aurhOrized..
4 _-

sational: LablirAtOry as part of the assessment. .of its.

..:'..-=POSCh091...ahildtken. in COitsiknities Of Weit :Subjects- for

st- OW:44000k tOOOPEO *fee types of educational intervention,

-referred to_ here- as Treatfilent A.2. Treatment B, and Treatinent CC.

;reotthank #yoketkirome'll.titati.94-2 #940-1100ci. 404 'PrgOarilffied training,

i`a:; televisions.. Iteatiflent" consisted Of, visitation and the :televiSion

1:41$4;... nteatipi g was wholly dependent on the television training,.

Cifthe:liaboratory thtee treatments was applied to 'children

younger,: middle, And older age groups, ,which fail here:

'ctoUplO Whatever the original composition-

410: hive been, the language .samples available for analysis
,et '7 ' .

. k

40000404400000civ*VA*040170,80011000, There 4-4149 4.144

age#:,;0f140441dualltin.e4c4--groUp4 80.0,4 goo should Witept

'gin, mind °_when -11#00texatieli, of data reported in this -study 148 offered.

the other. true. .that mean
r.

. .le-age: :group fare 'tat yert.different.k Table 1 shows the !lean age and

404; of -Children 14 80800- 0

0' rage 'Of- -'the= three' 'age _groupi 'Ova each- treatment., computed as ''of.,
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May 25, 1969. In making the individual computations, no account was taken

of periods up to 16 days beyond a full month, but 16 days or more were

counted as a whole month. Table 1 also shows the numbers of children in

the various categories whose language samples have been analyzed in this

investigation.

Table 1

Numbers of Subjects, Mean Ages, and Age Ranges in
Nine Categories

(Ages' reported in months)

Age Group 1
Mean :e Ran:e

Treatment A 46.90 44-54
n = 10

Treatment B 48.60 44 .,55

Treatment C 48.56 44-55
n = 9

-n to 8

Age Group 2
Mean A e Ran:e

59.75 57-62
n= 10

Age Group 3
Mean A e Ran

62.00 57-66.
n = 10

.61.40 55-66
n = 9

71.22 61-74
n = 9

73.00 68 -77

n = 10

72.89 67-76
n 6 9

On the basis of treatment labels and age group designations, the nine

categories of subjects of this study may conveniently be referred:to as

Al, A2,, A3, 81, B2, T.!, el, C2, and "C3.

The Purposes of the Study

The analysis .of language behavior conauttted in this investigation was

intended to apply objective measurements to language production of children

affected by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory's three types of educa-

tional intervention and to .compare the language behavior of subgroups of

thole children. It was also planned to make possible various comparisons



of the languige :production. by the West Virginia children. With. that of'

indergattp.childrenin Tennessee reported: ;by Q1Donne/1-, :Griffint, And:

!orris it was set up to proVide 'evidence on gross- vOlUbility,
.

fluency:, .04..tiyotactiC control. .Children's. syntactic control was. to be

*0440 40 term* of ,their rates of use of certain language structures.

Language Samples: Collected' ,for' Arialgaiy.

toaite in 'the spring' of 1909,, the Appalachia Educational tabOratOry

.Orranged the collection :language samplet from children with whOul it had

.tottoWing. a procedure intended ba, comparable to that employed. in.

`e .study- Oporto. 17 -O',00nell,, Griffin, and Norris. (19611. the

wee investigation,. :subjects were shown :two etot-notnure. movie

ted' cait001.- versions :fables of "the Ant and the .000" *4

e liOrth *VW' and the $unil° fib are found .the Coronet logui%e:.,

.series.): taCh-lamtie was .shown.with,: the sound turned:00) .preyent-

I0M000. of the *Orrattot's..,./anguage 90 that to-bo .eticited- from the 004

viewed it en had` seen One Of the 013144 he, Was 4610i/to. t01,1

at he had seen and to cormient on the uleSson" pointed' up in the table,

,ter, saw :the second film and Was etwouraged- tO 48044 to it in the

WO: The 10cOVTiewexi' talk 444: 41:141rees otai responsek were recorcied:,:t
_ .

Magnetic tapes., which were transmitted, to the Institute on ,School :tearning

indivich41 Differences at George peabady College for Teacher's.. Trap-

41-cCiP00110 fr00 t*008 .carefully. verified to assota' OcOragy .001.60t0.0te

lanto* vOrtfinft analyzed in thir :joi.eittirrp*,

It must be OW that the intent folio* the tanguage sampling

grits applied in fAurfreesbOro, Tennessee not bitty



patterns. In only a few instances did. West Virginia children proceed
." .

4

Interviewers in Murfreesboro were strictly confined to preplanned formulas

to elicit the child's recounting of what he had seen in the movie. (Example:

"Now, in your own, words, I would like you to tell me the story of 'The Ant

and the Dove.") Control of their manner of stimulating the child to

comment on the "lesson" of the fable was not quite so rigid, but Murfrees-

born interviewers closely folloied instructions to hold their unplanned

-conversation to a minimum. West Virginia interviewers, however, regularly

led children through series of questions and cues that had few common

thrOughan extended, uninterrupted, narrative of4 tame they had seen in the

Most frequently, they responded briefly to queries and prOmptings,

$

often in. elliptical expressions of denial or assent, in other syntactically

isi094444,4,-.cOnstruc'tions,...,orv.,asseptienS, such as "I don' t know." At

Some points, quite irrelevant conversations developed; they were excluded
,

froginalySis And reporting.

'e% For the !lost part,,nO doubt, the practice of the West Virginia

-ixtqwertii:Was a response to unwillingness or inability of the children
. A%

4

'.:'to offer unassisted accounts of what they had seen and how they had

ttle films. The possible implications of this assumption will
:_

:1,01iScussed later.

Some difficulty developed in the recording and transcription of the

children's language samples. The speech of one child (a boy in subgroui

: .
-10) was so indistinct that it could not be properly deciphered. Responses

of two otherchildren interviewed (one in subgroup Al, the other in subgroup

A5) lxxxilf net be located on the tapes; quite likely,when they were inter-
,

,.%
*I:awed-the recorder was not operating properly. Names of these three
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children Wilt be found in -AppendikA, which also lists., in the subgroups

to which they belong, the 84 children Whose language samples have been

analyzed.

In all, a total of 15,712 words produced by the children were subjected

to study.

Analitis of the Lanivage Samples

The verified transcriptions of childrmes oral responses, after elimi-

nation. of irrelevint conversation, were first marked to identify audible

pausei (tie oral ,signs of hesitation usually, transcribed ael'u li") and

garbles (false .starts, abnormal redundancies, and hopelessly tangled syntax).

Thus freed from clutter, the recorded :speech samples were then seguented

into what, .following Hunt 0965), are 'called T-units, short for "mineral

terminable .syntactic units." A complete ?=unit is the kind of syntactic

construction traditionally identified as a _grammatically- complete simple

1
or complex (but not- compound .or compound-complex)-- sentence-.

eXpression lacki either a subject or a -predicate, or both., it is .in this

study (tot convenience and with. some justification) Called an

Incomplete 2-unit.

14units (both complete and incomplete) were iadiwidually entered on

analysis sheets, one of which is attached- to this report u Appendix B.

It listed: on the analysis. sheets Include a Word count and a record of

whether the Tunit Wei -complete or incomplete, as well as a count of garlAes-

fad- audible pauses in- it. The greater part of the analysis sheet (69 items),

1.. Advantages of employing the T-unit. as the basic reference unit in
studies of children's language are demonstrated.by Hunt (1965) and O'Donnell,
Griffin, and Norris (1967).
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however,"relates to. inoidende of syntactic features of the T-unit. Entries

on the analysis sheet .411 be explained in the next section Of this report.

Occurrence of any feature named on the analysis sheet was recorded.,

AnalYsia of T"units and recording of their syntactic features were

'performed:1)y competent individuals, but each analysis sheet was rechecked

ie 'director"' ,ofithis investigation:

CumPeries. of ail analysis.-81feetS. fOr each individual child constitute

the raw: data frOti which. the more -refined statistics reported here have been

-derived=: -The -summaries comprised not only sums of occurrences- specifically

*arced On the analysis Sheets but also- reports 0 incidence of respOnees

consisting only of singleirord- expressions of .assent or dissent, incidence

Of .0ther .044e-word. responses, total incomplete units consisting Of more than-
-or

-MuUipteIword -units,. and' total words. in multiple -Word

unite. -eiffultipleAtord include all those *composed of more than
_

At 'this :POint., an explanation of the word count is in order. 0.4e-

°Mary pentries 'standard-dictionaries were 'generally depended on for

'identification -of. indiVidual words, but two special rules were adopted.

ContrActions such as dck't., isn't, and he'd' were counted as two Words,

am4 oidinari compound nouns were giiren the count indicated by the number,

of bates;Compounded. Thui motorcycle was. ounted as two words (a noun
. .

adjunct + 'noun), as wad windmill or bedroom. But words such as sometimes

'and saythingwere. not regarded as "ordinary compound nouns;" they vere

counted as words.:
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Explanation of Items on the Analysis Sheet

Montt of the items entered on the analysis sheet were selected for

attention because investigations haire shown than to be significant in

assessment Of language performance of. preschool and elementary school .

childreti.2

Since the intent was to provide for possibilities of quite high.
s'?

-upper. limit. of langUage- thatlitity, -Boise items were imeluded that: were .un-

likely to -occur in the speech of six-year olds. ExaMples are "IntroductOry,

t'adverbials with inverted subjects," "Eicpanded, phraital. Verbs," "Pre-posed

Series of three or more adjectives," "Post-posed4 series of two adjectives.,"

and "Post - posed -series of *three or more adjectives." On the other hand,

the :groups of items -relating to negations and tquestions wouldordinatily

liguroiv.importanti ty only sin; theStudy- Of language-acquit' ition of .chiidren

:younger than those dealt with here. 'By age four, normal childten

diaritoteristicalty have, effectiVe command of these resources. The items

-on negations: and questions, were included in this analysis beCause -they,

were given special attention in the :syllabus prepteed by HOoper and

Marshall (19.68), for -the work to be carried on with the West Virginia

preschOol children.

Syntactic features identified in the analysis sheet as "simple

. ..StrUctures" are those explained in. the transformational theory Of grammar

as being derived from a single base. "Complex structures" are those

accounted fOr in transformational theory as deriving from two or' more

syntactic bases. A glance at the analysis sheet will show that it

2. See, for example, Templin (1957)', LOW' (1963), Hunt (1965),
O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967), and Menyuk (1969).
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. _. ,identi.fi.e4::$0010 general- Categories- of; syntactic structures that are

.-"'".*-broketk doWn,_ into _cOmponents., the hierarchical relationships being

#

SS 1

.ittdicated .by Identation. Generally, then, the sum of, parallel indented

7' enETU!: ttsioid Indicate total occurrences' Of the feature categorized

'0 the superio heading (in the next left position immediately abo40

Aiteis.- An -exception to this rule is made hOWever, for. the' entries,

1,._Iti.cal...netations' and questions;," and the exception is
-

iA

, =by" then singulartty; thy are not breakdowns of a superior

(..tP..v° gateg0;14
t .

SOY theentries 4141*.is 'sheet aiv So -tradl4onaI in
1 :0,

fib 42:', -"-".- ": A:) . ". -.. - ' -fora that -0erzee& no 441044i:on,. poke that may raise questions will
. -" -, ., ', - - - , -.

.

.ceunte,4: for :here -the- order .in-,whiah. they appear on' the analysis,

-,.. .

'04Vona.',, so called because many of thew begin with words, like

.,---1:11&;:whit, wit ere, iihri are que.tions :that cannot. be answered- simply by
z..,.. =.1,

or ',no.--
.

,t-

1'et00 constructions are 0044' that 4440 an empty word in the

0410ct. Odle the actual subject is expressed: later- in the

,claule; commonest kind of expletive -construction. may be exemplified

, 7, _

by the. **twice, There- are three children here." Another type is.the.'

illustrated-in "/t11,is true that I. ran away:"

Introductory. adverbials with. inverted subject are 'exemplified by

"Then Cure the dawn."

In this: analysis, expanded-.phrasal. verbs are arbitrarily defined

verbal _expression'. consisting of a principal verb preceded, by more than
. a. .

"Ile have been going"- is said to contain an

fIli1Mage.;IIIS",--" - , 11.11.-

4



-
exPaige4 phrasal verb, but !!He should listen" does. not (under the adopted.

definition), The infinitive .particle..to does not figure in this -count of

words. It should' be added that verb forms following the principal verb

are here not regarded as expanding the phrasal verb. Thus, "lie swat

ping, to write" is not regarded as containing an expanded phrasal verb.

Relating to the items involving adjectives, only two points need

Clarification First predicate adjectives (sometimes called adjective

complements) such as brave, in "The hero was brave," were not counted

because (a) transformational theory regards them as belonging to the
.

-elemental -syntactic bake of a sentence ant (b) children normal acquire

their, use veil,. early. Of course., a series of predicate adjectives (as

111. The hero, was brave and strong")would be reported 4Mong coordinations.

-.SecOnd:), it should- he-understood-:that, wiletk-twO, or more .adjectives stand.

- before or after the nominal they modify; the Analyii0 sheet calls for re-.

Oiling them. as a. single series. But in the total .adjective count, _sitery.
_

:individual adjective involved in pre-posed- and post-posed series was

Howl adjuncts ,ar Illustrated by .Sumer in ther. construction sunnier

,day or'- -by. mottir .motorcycle:.

The .genitive forms counted as modifiers are only those that. recede

the nominal, as in his book. A later-, Separate item provides for 7. SOrding

predicate genitives such as his in "The book is his.",

Nominalizations of verbs are infinitives -Or verbals ending in -ice,

(often called gerunds) when they clearly function in ways nouns may

function. "To fish is fun" and' '"Fishing is fun" both illustrate such

nominal ization. lug so do "He wanted. to fish" and "He ."
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11 ,404.0ii! sheet 444 for. separate recording of Winitivea such

as that ist.:11te-4taated. OE identifying it as SpeCial kind of.
.o.

elaient ifreovetti,"phrast. 'Thera is 'Overlap* then., in the ,itent.dealing.

with noittnaltaatiOntkof Valbg( and the item on .infinitivea- is 'Verb

raaes,. theite-iire iliffikences not. the .lact chat
". ; .

iatiOnCincitde.g,f#tidat: but also becauSe infinitives that extend -verb'
t.:

rases are not \att, Pi* *a,

Mould 'tae 4f*a.d.

"He id- :going to .fish," the infinitive.

as belonging phrase: but not as a iumitinalization:.._

.Clearti.-20041440.4 of eOuritat that infinitives are not ,com#ed

ti .
,

rfiea`ent. °the zinc pal itart-40.14iat4 With auxiliaries in
,

rer00-iOna auCh- :may: go Or -Ou t tOo.. oe
.t.

are here. to be OadetOtood as adverbials_. that
e ' .

4O0fiej.iY. aatiO0iitatt AK* a 'Whole '040ienca. They' 0..44t

:OW 04,tic-ular..eleintit in, the T. -Unit. There is !vise

or variations in judgment of what. constitutes .sentence adverbials4
. ..

.-....,. -;.. .....

enc0,,:attentiOn-thutit be gpien: t0 80* partiOUlar rules apptoci. An. th*e.
.

0 "*.

C4it,OIWY '9g: 'sentence .aditerbiAts when they were intrOjected Within another

,
as. sentence Adverbials, ai were words *like' moreover and lioWe'ver. in

tc4;;1409gy. word. aggli 40 Well, 110 XiC *4 Sfere,

..0.1*608.8041 se I think or .ta.see. were p/aded in. the

.

clause. -Such.'itapralaicint Were. a1.86710 labeled when they cane at the ends
..-

Of clause, :, as .were tag. tiettiOns "did he?" and "didn t be?"' But

-ithen.,'Slich.aii..aXpreption.as "I think" was Aie first element in a clause

that offered a nominal object of theverb,, it Was naturally not identified

a sent4inCel'adverbial..

4.

;4:
AS., ...,/
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Finally, may be noted- that when two T.-units were joined; by .a

. . .. ' ./'. , , .. .

feet4**14Vii4 eenjunctiOn. ,(eXaMpleti: ad, but, for, and so when it does

not 04, the sense of purpose), the conjunction was regarded as

introducing the second *T=unit. But this kind of introductory expression

understood as. a tinker, not s- sentence adverbial.
,,

- .,.,..v.
. . t. .. 'ProcesSini: and RepOrting the Data, ... . : - . . , . - ._

TheAnialitiei performed in` this Investigation dealt- with behavior of

children in 414ine.sUbgrOups.:define0 solely by treatment. type and age range.

-Plitther, *Orfialgtottn by sex "appeared not to be feasible because membership

JtaU Sucie:subsets woul&-have been, very "low; tWo Of them 'would have been
,

Clposéd of only-three children. "Table 1 has identified, the subgroups
.3. . -
. .A-

4:. -.... ... P i 81.:00.i414 : . .
: % i; s . .

..:.:t1 . VI ' ' ,4", ' 1 . . .

Some of the X.4'11040 .teetUree. noted:** analyses .and. summaries showed
. ,. . .

#00bIfidejlid***44 variations' 'that. it .seemed most appropriate to report
...

.. . ,
.

' ,. '. ..
.

. . .
. -. . . . .

theif.toitat--!.004110ti* 4-.teri4e. of 'subgroup
means, ranges,, and .standard

-4"evtatiiii.-' :Or -the'.tatie reason, subgroup Means, ranges and .standard
_ .2

:46tat:Oft are rePorted, for the percentages of all multip/eword units

ts. *ere. ingeOptete.: SubgtOilivaleanif :Of tOtal .production of both.
.

, ,complete and incOMpletel-unitt vete. computed, but it apOetred unnecessary- ..
1

..: '.:.-.--e; -to: ieport, them-. .-. -f ."

- . . ,.,_ .

..
..e.

...

zot-.40 other language _feature* that figure in this report, beginning

iteM:716: 4on the'ittna/ySis..sheet, he individual and subgrOup tates: of

Widence :per 100 t-unitS were computed. The subgroup means are .presented
.

441.- three teblee.. , - .: ..- fe- .

.5
.. .- .

.4; f ei items named on the Analysis shee...(precij.cate genitives:, for example),

found.-,;::':, ..; -:.were. r net. to, be represented in the corput, itudied3 Others' were observed

;.....

. , -S ,,



rmfgafiRipWW.ollir;rolkr," mrinr,RfrveRommarapprImeropri.aega.e.

.., -**1 -

.

4. to occur spor4icalily that ,statistical attention, to them is useless:.

. romothlt Wiflftic

Still o ter iteM. e are net :reported. in. :the' tables :because their occur,

renCee ifOet alisOtit 1004E41y tied 'to another language feature that is
,

accounted: .FOr 014001.e,..$1 of the 61 Participles. that modified..
aeinal in: the 'language samples Were in the prelim-it tense; onsidering.

480 the subgroup ,scatter 'of' .past Participles, it seemed -trivia i to

etatie:tically ;the. tense, differentiation_in adjectival sparticiples..
-, 2,

. .

Oben :the raw data on ..Occurrence of various syntactic features is

-....,000 100008,. ,production had i)een. translated into percentages

4101,4044.44 -unite ,they,' had produced, th;ose perCentages constituted,

a input tor * 3...if. '3' factorial. -anal-yses Of 'variance 8.8: ,shown in Figure. 1
.,...

20=210)...

Tteatiiien ta3,

T
t

. 1

1

. or

: Figure E4PeriPitnt911 Design, used tg .assess treatment and

group .effects

ea yeee conducted at each age group level using the 'simple

randomized anal#see of variance (Lindquist 1953, pp. 47-66. If eignifi-

.!:.Cant Cf.fere#cea; vote foOncl etween reatments- at a pattiCular age; group

orthOgonal competitions were- u.Se4 'PP test the .hypOthese,sr
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'Table 2 shows fOr. ,subgroups of subjects the. mean frequency; standard.

deviatiOn, and, inclividUal range of total occurrences of garbles, 'audible

pauses.) words of assent or -dissent, and other one -word responses.

Tabie'3 reports subgroup means., standard deviations, and individual

-

alPalkelvarje770,11p110. ..46bpair rmAtoy.g.mle,

The Processed Data

13

:sense* of percentages of Multiple-word units: that were incomplete, total,

.3f9rda in lleatiple-word units, and mean word length of multiple-word units.

Tablet 4 . -and, to' 011 report; for treatment-age subgroups, incidence

of 40ta:14,1arigiage 4atores 0,-ratum of occurrence per 100 .multiple -word

complete incomplete) . These tables are clOtely but not

vtaeg7 leyect..7to: the. analysts Sheet.. As explained earlier, some items- on

a-irialSia.te Stet have been omitted. Some tearrangeMent of the order of

ere leaateco POved-41"1414te'..

lable xeports. 'rates. of occurrence of ten types of expression which,

for reasons .explained earlier, are labeled, "simple Structures. It should

be noted that in Tabl 4, the .01.1111 of contracted -negatives and negative words

aivioxiratei, the total shown for negations in general;. implied negatives

igure: that itoto.1. but :were so .few in number that they. were not entered,

the tatite,: questions and h-questionS make up the

fOr- quesions: general.

Valge .5:feportS, the .relative inCidence of complex syntactic -r-ruCtures

at ,46.-noi_,invoive full clause. It should be noted that some of the
,

.

otegoties_are broken down into constituents indicated by indentation..

Ili Table. are shown the mean. occurrences per 100 multiple-word

t.Oritti3 various, :types. of subordinate clauses and' of the, use of co-

:001:netitiioOmnctiOns to introduce T-units. As in Tables 4 and 5, break-

downs, sof categorieg are indicated by indentation' in the item, list.
e
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'Table <3

Percentage of Multiplii-Word Unite. Intioeigetas.: Totai Words

Multiple-Word Unite, and Mean Word Length of.tThcise.,,Units

blk

I

Treatment-age
subgroups:

Al

B1

Cl

A2

B.

C2

43

33

C3

%. of multiple-
word unite incomplete

7 Rgnas

28.80 16,66

30.88 25.72

42.54 .. 28.62.

31.00 15-.86

25.77 15.88,

x:9.64 '16,02

'20.61. 11.95.

..27.94 13;35

32.05 .17.21

11.1141.43

10.34=100.00

0;00400:00:

9'.10-t53.57

10.00-45.55

9.48-61.91

2.9837..50

6.4546.43

13:1660.00

Tots/ words in
inultiplisword. units

Mean word length of
multiple -word units

X

169.'70

115.10

s

110.62,

49.86

Range

45 -3.86

524199

X

4.59

72.11 53.91. 197178 4.84'

155.00. 5.06.

. 216.90 175.40 :8944 6.08 .

228.80.. 120,31 78463 5.90

.225.89 161.04 45386 6.16

196.44 50.42 124489 .6.15

213.33 86.70 '140-423 6.15

041t

, ,
4'

,

21011.Ya6111..a.=.1

s Range

.93 3.25-6.24

1.88 3.17-9.00

3.07 -6.39

10.29. 3.83-7.89'

1.47 .3.76-8;90

1.25 2.94-6.07

0.95 4.43-1.00

2.01 4.1240.85
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Variable

Negations (all types).

'Table 4

140m,InCidence Of 81001e. Structureii, decuiten00 per.
.

100 14u/tiplerWOrd 'T -Units

Treatment -Age subgroups
.31 .

32.64 24.30

,Contracted Negatives 17.99 13.15
Negative Words 13.59 11.15
Elliptical Negative, 11.63 1140

Ausstioni lboth.tyiss) 2'.39 3.98,

Yes/No Quest:ions
Wh-Queeti91.4

Elliptic$1 Questions

4.59
2.59 1.39

1.19

Expletive Construction: .95 .29

Indirect Objects 3..14 .91

4102 25.31 18.21

25'0 14.69 10.08
1448 10.61 7..84

12.69 11.43 5.88

.75 5.31 4.20

2.04 1,96
.75 .3.27
.75 1.86 142

.63 1.54

2424 2,58

17.01

9.79
7.22
7.22

4.38

2.06
2.32
.77 1;

.45

2.66'

19.39 .13.99 18.90

11.21 7.34 9.61
8.18 5.59 '9.29
7.88 5.59 8.65

1.21 5.24 3.52

.91 2.80 .96.

,.30 2.45 2.56
2.10 1.92

.54 1.14 1:19

2.95. 3.12 5.64

1



.1400. inoutios 'of* Subolawfia' 60110140:.Ottitioeuteel

OcCuirrencie. per .100' */tipliilott.V.Unite
O,. . re, \

Vartabli .

1445
6.47
4.40

.92

.17
4.57
2.26
.9.02

.77
3.75
1:12

.17

.46.
3.20.
1.34
1.69
4.32

Non-claupal modifiers :of ,nominels
Adjectives

Single,. pre-posed
Pre posed Series: of two.
Single, 'post-potted

:oun adjuncts
Appositives.
Genitive. forms
Participles (non4hriisalY
'Ohre... .

Prepositional
Participial
':Infinitives

Sominetications of Verbs
0tutids
Infinitives

InfinitiVes in verbal expressioOs
(excluding those associated
with modit/ auxiliaries).

Adverbiaii Of Manner.
Single words
Prepositional phrases

Sentence Adverbial.
Coordinated structures within TA.Jnits

Nominal.
Adjectival.
Adverbial.'
Predicates

19.47. 15.10.
6.76 6.72'
3.35. 6.28

*.444

4.'19 1.97
.40 .44

5.95 '4.74
.43

1.70 1.01
1.22. 1.0.1

1.01: 1.21
.1.70

1.72 151
2.35 4.82

3.00 2.16 .79
2.53

.48 1.57 .79
4.12 2.73 ' 2.13.
9.25 6.49. ;6.99
2.46 1.49 141.9
2.04 .85

4.78' 14.01

.58

roatialta,Age.Subgrotips
A2 B2 C2

.22.62 30.51 27.34
.5:41 11.74 6.19
4.88 10.11 4,. 92

.93 .38
.5.2 ..,.67 .47'

3,37* 6.23' 4.33
1.74 .24 1.34
3.83 6.68 7.29
1,70' .21, /.16
3.40 5.64 5,65
3.02 4.58 . 4.16

.97 ..88 1.13
.18 .16

:2.44 4.21 4.20.
.85 2.12

,2.09 '4.92 2.08
4.13 6.31 6.70

2.06
1.70

.36
5.23
6.37
1.49

.09

.36
3.62

.36

.36

7.95
11.97
5,14
.14
..46

5.62

'A3 *B3 .C3

27,36. 30.26' *35.40-
4..38 5:53 4.45 .

'146 3.59 7A0
:16' .10

1.61
6.70 4.88 3.60.
1.60 1.57 2.52
9.45 9.83 SAS

.36 .80 .95
,84 .8.23 8.58

1.77 1.64 6.62
1.06 2.23 1.55

.53 ,2,36
5.32 8.0.7 4.53

.99 2.63 1.62
4.32 5.45 2.41
4.97 .84 9.3'

2.11 .45
.83 .16

1.42 .33
6.27 448
9.83 14.80
2.43' 2.73

.54

.31 1.57
6.54 10..86

1.36
.83
.53

6.74
19.50
7.47
1.20
.46

9.93

.99

.99
5.83

11.25
3.6.6

.79
6.80



Table.4

Mksanqncidence-of Subordinate C/auseii and of T-Units
/ Inttoduced Coordinating Conjunctions:

Occurrence per 100 MultipleWord T-Units

Variable Al .B1 Cl.

Total subordinate clauses
Noun clauses
Adjective clauses

14.76
-6.42
1.73

11.55
1.69
3.44

13.43
1.44
1.78

Introduced by rotative pronouns .54 .91 .44
Without introductory word 1.19 2.98 1.33

Adverbial clauses 6:11 3.90 5.88
Time 1.52 .62 2.99
Place . .35
Manner
Cause 3.96 3.28 1.66
Condition .29*

Comparison
Purpose .43
Result
Other .79

T-units introduced by coordinating
conjunctions 14.13 14.35 6.16

Triatment4ge Subgroups
Al. B2. '02 . A3 B3 01.

7.75 21.56 16.24 13.33 17.82 14.74
1.61 6.12 4.74; 4.38 5.53 4.45
.85 4.99 3.08 1.24 1.92 1.68
.21_ 1.16 1.71 .18 .94
:64 3.81 1.36 1.07 .98 1.68

3.38 7.23 6.40 8.38 10.73 8..74
1.61 2.37 2.36 2.70 3.34

.16
.36 .33 .40

3,15 '4.54 1.64 4.92 6.58 5.00
.63 ' .38 .ie

.21 .21

.33 .18 .79 .40
.18 .26

.24

21.16 .23.85 21.77 28.98 28.27 27.28
%.
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Summaries -of analyses of variance :in mean rates of occurrence of

subclausal and of clausal syntattic features are provided in Tables 7,

19

and 8 respectively. Tables 9, 10, and 11 present summaries of sub-

-analyses of variance within ireatient-subgroups at the three age levels.

As eipIalned earlier, the items involved i4 these subanalyses are only

those for which the _probability value at some point in_ Tables 7 and 8

vas found to.be at the .10 level or. better.

Interpretations

It had_already1400,noted that wide age ranges within the subgroups

of subjects of this study may complicate interpfetation of the language_

analysts that hatibeamPerformed. There are other pertinent variables on

which information- has. dot' been available. The IQ factor, on which the sub-

..:grou of children may differ remarkably, cannot here be taken into o account.

No information is at hand, either, on variations In home environment, which
.

-may signifidantly:dondition language behavior. Such variables as these may

quite possibly explain to some degree the differences observed.in comparisons

of subgroups: ai-,AmalI as those invollied. In this investigation-.

Another limitation to be kept in mind is that the language corpus

studied here was collected under a special net of conditions. Those condi-

;Iona have 'been described earlier in this report. They were such as to

=call for verbalizations' dependent on both the children's perceptions as

they viened7filiss. and on their Amory of" what they had seen. The preserite

-as distractions .or InhibitOrs, Transcriptions of interview, particularly

.01Ytipe. recorder and microphone may also .have affected some of the children

-those with the youngest subjects, rather frequently included interviewers'

explanations and assurances relating to the recording equipment, as well

$



Table '7

Meai Total Wordage in MUitiplerWOrd. T-Units, Mean Length. of Such Unites
and Mean Rates,of Use'of Subciausal .Syntactic Structures Per

.100. Multiple- Word. -Unit's: 'Sutmiery of *naiyiei of
Variance .for Age and Treatment orOupt.

.

Variable

GroUts____,_4e
Mean. S.
(df 0.2) . 'I

Mean total wordage.
Mean length of T-units
Expletive cots.
Indirect objects
Non-clautal modifiers

56725.26
10.83
6.23

40:69

3.68**
.28

L.67
3.52**

of nominate 692.38 2.65*
Adjectives 8.97 .16

Noun adjuncts 16.25 .71
Appositives 5.27 1:03
Genitive forms 65.11 1.30,

Participles 2.72 .74
Phrases 139:61 6.27**

Prepositional 45.60 3.75**
Participial 17.18 4.67**
Infinitive 7.51 3.10**

Nominalizations of verbs 86.88 2.58*
Gerunds 5.16 .60
Infinitives' 46.74 2.15

Infinitive complements of
non modal verbs 75.37 2.72*

Adverbials of manner 7.69 1.13
Single words . 4.16 .95
Preposition phrases 1.09 .38

Sentence adverbials 91.07 1.78
Coordinations 251.0.6 1.36

Nominals 57.05 4.38**
Adjectivals 1.55 .59
Adverbials 3.55 .87
Predicates 111.50 .74

Treatment
Mean 44.
Of :2)

1242.56

4.33
41.62
26.96
6.64

11.44'

2.99
23.04
13.15

.64
5..32

2.74
6.85

25.66

49.04
2.13

10.56
3.24

13..78
59..63

.87
51.'70

.

Me, X :Treatment Error Within

F

.08
1.03

.17

.34

MitanSq.
(4:f it 4)

22197.33 1.43
21.85 .56
6.50. 1.74

18.45 1.60

Mean 'Square

(df. 75)

15403.33
38.78

3.73
11.56

.02 33C10 1.28 261,.38

.74 106:14 1.89 56.15
1.18 16.85 .74 22.86
1.30 5,60 .98 5.11

.23 21.85 .43 50.15

.82. 2.29 .63 3.65
1.07 49.70 2.23* 22.27
1.08414. 30.81 2.53** 12.17

.17 139 .38 3.68
2.19 3'.29 1.36 2:42

.08. 24.61 .73 33.62

.80 8.76 1.02 8.54
1.18 7..19 .33 21.69

1..77 19.57 .71 27.70
.40 10.00 . /.47 6.81

2.41* 5.91 1.35 4.38
1.13' 2.94 1.02 2.87

.27 15.22 .30 51..05

..32 .224.26. 1.22 184.24
21.92 1.68 13.03

.33 2.91 1.10 2.64
1.59 2.21 .54 4.07
:40' 133,72 150.20

*Signifie.ant at t e .

**Significant at the .05
ave..

level.
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,R4t4)0.:04. 004.-44.41atilat syntiwto;:ftc-tuctuse 'per.
106 ikatg)te410i4 14A001: Ailakt*s4. of
ltatilinCe in and: iTzlettriwitit

t,

Subordinate -Clause*
,Noun Clauses
.Adjective Clauses:

Without intro. WO
Adverbial Clauses

Time
Place
Manner
'Cause
tondttion
Comparison
Purpose
Result
Other

Coordination of TUnits,

144.40. :SC
F..

Treatilint :Grim
Metif Sit;r-
Cdf =4B

17.6...90 1.46., .. op:,
ii.6,63. 46 .6,4''101 .641 1348
. 3...9$. . . ...2 i9,. 17

135"x'28 2.84* : ,N3.49.
1043 . :,96.. 1.9,08

..09. '-.54 - .47
.41- 1.00 . .:444;

46.:61 .2,149* '' 13..0
.63 1.46: .0
.18. 2;11 . .04

1.91. 1.33
;20 2.07
.51 :76

1860.76 5..43**

We*. F:*

:In.*. 4).

1044_

'13..1;7
8446

26:4/.
4.64

.09

'4.26
162

4'71
41
,'...$1

,86479-

.94.

.75

.25

44
.06

.81
Az . S9

Error lifthilit
:.Keen &plate.

tdf = 75)

*: 58
24.3*

43:
.37
f.55

-.45
.33

1..43
.53.: ,
.70

1.20
.18

122.67
2t
/8-012
4434
45 .S4
16.83

..17
.41

1.8.74
.43

:76
4).0
": 67

342.5/

*Significant at the 40. level..
**Significant' at the. ..05 level,.

*c
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Table '9
44,

Eubstalyee*F of variance in Rate of Use of Selected
Syntactic Structures for Tieatwilt Subgroups

Of Age croup 1

Error, Within -Subgroups
Mean Squares
(df is 26Variable:.

11

total word* Iti..-siultiple . ,

, W03.141.1.08 ' 7848:-37 .51, 15094.69
; 'Mean' length, of TTUnits =34.52 .48 72.09.:, 'e .

Indirect 'object s .20-40 4.10*** 4.70,
1

NO-clituttarModifiets Of'
.:'&312.44tia . .385.8.9' 1.26' 306.13

-- -.1/24thrases, 19.72 1.118.; 10.48
Pi opositiona1 . 13,12 1:66. :' 7.94
Paiticipial . AO 95 10

... Tqfit.liti.iie :.,68 .60 1.13
NO4nalisations .o verbs 15.91 .65,- 24.27

..Inftnitpte:...c_opiptenients .:of....,

,non octal verbs . .60, 29.6717.75'
7Siggleeviord;zadVerbisis--,Of.

-AO*? .er 16;98' '2.05 8.26
COOrdinattopit.of sominal 3.67' .36 10.30
"Noun--clatisei. 74.08 3.85** 19.24
A4V661.04 Clauses= 14.46 425 56.66

WOO- 12.99.- .94 13.77
.-CoOrdina.tiods:41. T6.unitt -182.00' .1 200.34

. .- .

*Significant at the .10 level;
-**aignificant, at the .05 level.
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Table 10

banaly,iee of VatijuiCe: in 'Rate of Use of Selected
'Syntactic StrOctutes for -Tkeatment' Subgroups-

,of Age 'GroOp 2

. '23

1

Variable-
lateail squares
(df_=. 2).

Error Within tubgrouPs
Mean Squares'

(df =15)

-Total words-;in- eu.atipte .--
"word- unite .. 34246.51 1.80 1899.15

Sean 4Ekgtk of !'- units 50:.27 1.28 39..27

Indirect: Objects. . . AZ, ..03 1:30
N_o_ of

*9010ale. 118.,00- ;64 '216-40.

'ThraSea* t.11' . 31t !i 224$
Irepotitional .6.14 :16 16444
Participial' .16. ;cis 3.31
14initiVe,' .08' .40 t, .20'

i0044410ation$ ,Of verbs 4.58 419 .2448'
'Iliftritr1VO:eosiPle*OPta of t

ao'n*iiibdalf .verbs- 16:13I3-' .48: $420"
ging/aawOrit adverbials of

manner ; 5-43 2482* 1.92
Coordinations, Of ,nolidnals 33.41 -2..44*- 13..68

Noika ..cli4ses- 46.34. t.6t 27.80
.Adverbial .Clauses 35.32' 48' 36.12

"-Cause* ' 4.57. .25 1844:
COOtdinations of Tunit 18:47 .07 :270A6,

*Significant et. the :10 level.
**Significent at the .05 leirel.
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Table 11

Subanalyses of Variance in Rate of Use of Selected
Syntactic Structures for Treatment Subgroups

of Age Group 3

Variable_

Mean Squares
(df = 2

Error Within Subgroups
Mean Squares

df = 24)

Tbtal words in multiple-
word units 1964.75 .16 11998.55

Mean 'length of T-units .38 .17 2.17

;ndtrect objects 20.51 1.19 ; 11.17
Non-clausal modifiers of

1104nalt 149.15 .57 260.07
Phrases 93.05, 2.70* 34.43

Prepositional 53.86 4.5p** 11.77
: :Participial 3.09 .39 7.94

, Infinitive 10.80 1.76 6.14
Aominalizatioat,of verbs..

infinitive complements of
30..98 458. 53.27

non-modal verbs 51.82 2.76* 18.80
Single-Word adverbials of
manner 1.75 1.74 1.01

Coordinations of ndminals 56.90 3.71** 15.32
Noun clauses 3.72 .13 28.54
Adverbial Clauses 14.47 .29 49.55

.Cause 7.91 .32 26.83 40-

Coordinations of T-units 11.81 .02 571.15
4

*Significant at the .10 level.
**Significant at the ..05 level.
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as requests. that the children "speak up" or that they should not just nod

or shake their heads, One advantage of the research procedure Adopted

was that it provided a uniform stimulus for the language behavior to be

studied; there is, therefore, a'common basis for comparisons. The language

sample's obtained, Immever, do not necessarily show what the children's

speech may be under other stimulus conditions.

It must:be recognized, too, that this study does not deal with all

the aspects of language that might be of interest. It did not assess

vocabularies., it did not report on articulation or other aspects of

Pronunciation, and It did not concern itself with grammatical forms of

Words or .matters that are traditionally referred to as problems of usage.
440

'Though it retorded certain features of languag4 behavior that simply, reflect

fluency; it foCusedattention' on the Children's syntax. Even in. this

*f course., the intent was not to produce an exhaustive analysis but to

attenctto features most likely to indicate the children's degree of

control of the syntactic resources of their language.

. Fluency

Linguistic fluency is obviously impeded by indulgence in audible

pauset and syntactic garbles. The relation between such indulgence and

Other aspects of language control, however, is by no means clear. Little

study. has been given to children's audible pauses, but Riling (1965) has

noted that among 4th and 6th graderi whom ahe studied, the incidence of

garbles seemed an unreliable index to general maturity in their use of

language, O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967) observed, in their report

'on the language of children in Tennessee that, under comparable conditions,

7th graders produced almost as many garbles as kindergarten children, and
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that 2nd and 3rd graders produced a great many more. They reported

'extremely wide divergences between individuals at each of the six age-

grade levels they studied, and concluded it was impossible to draw from

vouvdata. on garbles any very useful generalizations.

The. present study supports the findings of Riling and the Tennessee

,investigators. Table 1 shows the same kind of wide individual variation

.in .production of garbles observed by O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris, and

it appears 0 revealt.'no.meaningful pattern in the group means. The

individual summaries. from Which Table 1 is drawn, moreover, show that

frequency.of garbles.; .characteriied some of ;the otherwise most compe

tent 4ptikers, For example, more than one third of the garbles recorded

fOr:=SubgroUp Al were produced by the bay who on .almost every other count

400nritratedlifiguistic Superiority over the other children in the group.

The-Wide-individual divergences. in -production of audible pauses and-

4040 Seatter'10010group means of their .occurrences suggest that they too

have .little significance. in the differentiation of subgroups. Of both

garbles and audible-pauses it can probably be. said that though a few of

theChildren. indulged in them excessively, their total production was

normal for a grOup.of 84 preschoolers'.

The high frequency of single word expressions of assent or dissent

and the incidence of other one -word responses., reported in Table 1,

'reflect, Smote cleai iy lk.coMmon lack of fluency in the language behavior

,Studied^ here. These responses were generated by persistent questioning

'anUcueing of, the. interviewers. The behavior of interviewers probably

was,. in most instances, reaction to the children's reluctance to talk

- About What they had seen. When it is observed that one-word responses

V

Am.
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were generally most frequent in the two younger age groups (with the

notable exceptions of Subgroups B2 and C3),, this assumption leads to

the query of whether the stimulus situation exploited in this investi-

gation is appropriate for children much below six years of age. It is

also possible, however, that the particular children studied here have

not had sufficient benefit from situations in which they have been

encouraged to talk freely about what they have seen. Perhaps their

training should involve more opportunities of the sort presented to them

in thiS assessment effort.

The incidence of one-word responses does not consistently dif-

ferentiate subgroups of children given varied interventional treatment.

However, Table 2 shows that in the two older age groups single-word

responses of assent or dissent most frequently occurred among children

who had had Treatment C. 'In the lowest age range such responses were

.umet frequent in Subgroup Al, but a large share of them is attributable

to tw2 individuals.

A high rate of production of grammatically incomplete T-units may
An-
4

also be reasonably taken to indicate lack of fluency. In this study,

computation of incidence of incomplete T-units excluded one-word responses.

Table 3 reports the percentage of multiple-wors1 units (those consisting of

two or more words) that were syntactically incomplete. Inspection of that

table,5hows that the lowest ratios of incomplete T-units were found in

the speech of" Subgroups Al, A3, B2, and B3, while the highest ratio was -

that of Subgroup Cl. These facts may suggest treatment effect, but the

great individual variation within subgroups dictates caution in offering

this interpretation. The generally high ratio of incomplete T-units in the
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speech of the West Virginia children is indicated by the fact that

'only 9.90-per cent of T-units produced under similar stimulus conditions

by kindergarten children in .Tennessee were grammatically incomplete

10Oonnell, Griffin, and -If:orris-1967, p. 76).

teibugh ward production (vOlubility) may be distinguished from fluency,

it Will here be discussed under this heading. In this study, computation

of total wordage excluded one-word responses, following the practice -of

'the investigation reported by O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967):.

The subgroup means of total words .in multiple-word units shown in Table.,3

may be compared' with the mean. wordage of -209.4 in speech production of

Tetineissee kindergarten children (O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris -1967, p. 43)

It .MusE be remembered, howeVer, that West Virginia interviewers, uglike

thOs'e-InirolVedi--inirthe-...Teonessee -study;. usually led their chi/Area_

persistently through a long.series of questions and cues.

It is possible that treatment effect is Shown in the youngest age

.group by the notably greater ward production of children who had beep

.subjected to -Treatment A, though no general variance in this respect

among the Otte types of treatment was;Statistically significant. The

16#6:1-itmean wordage is found in the speech of Subgroup Cl. It is to be
-Opected that. older children. are the more voluble,, as they generally proved

to be in this study, though; the mean for Subgroup A2 is lower than that

for Subgroup, Al... The total word production of the oldest age group

was 'higher than that of either of the other two, and the difference is

significant at the .10 level.
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Syntactic Control:
T-unit Length; Coordination of T-units

In discussing word-length of T-units in the MestVirginia language

simples, it should be kept in mind that both complete and incomplete units

are involved, but that oae-word responses are excluded.

Hunt (1965) and O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967) have shown

that mean length of T-units is a good measure of children's relative

maturity in syntactic control. Inspection of Table 3 will show, however,

that it does not very sharply differentiate subgroups involved in this

study. In the youngest age group, it is true, both subgroup means and
i.

ranges of individual means indicate distinct superiority in Stibgroup Al.

(The 'maximum figure of 9.00 in the Cl range should be disregarded, for

it was the single complete T-unit produced by one of the children.) On

the other hand, the mean of Subgroup A2 was the lowest among those of the

middle age group, and means in the.oldest age group are uniform. A possible

conclusion suggested by these data is that Treatment A had a siperio

developmental effect on very young children hut, in the respect considered

herei at least, it did not distinguish itself when applied to older

Children, The evidence for such a conclusion, however, is not statis-

tically significant.

One reason for using the T- -unit rather than the "sentence" as the

basic unit of measurement in the study-of Children's language is that, as

Hunt (1965) hai demonstrated, young children characteristically lengthen

their sentences by excessive coordination of independent clauses, and the

least competent are likely to indulge in the practice most frequently.

The percentages of independent clauses introduced by coordinating con-

junctions in the language samples studied here are shown as the last item
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-in Tabie .6. Little general imp-Ortance- can be attached to infOrniOtion to

be faind there. The high. percentage for Subgroup £3 is- /argely accounted'

f0- by two. children. All the subgroup -percentages are low in comparison

to that of Tennessee. kindergarten .childre0 studied by O'Donnell, Griffin,

and Norris (1967), but that is. -probably explained by the fact that the
.

,West- Virginia .chitjten Bch I.Otict frequently produced uninterrupted
. :- . .,-:.narratiye. accounts_ of -what they .had seen.. It will be noted that the. ..__. .. .

youngeiit age group 'studied -here used, the fewest .coordinations of T-units,

but -this feet is in lint with the evidence of the Tennessee investigators.

that .-ehildren tend to inCtease use of such coordination with advances
-

"
iu ;41..1m: through the fifth grade:

Syntactic Control:, Simple Structures

Not vnexpeCtedly, the children studied showed themselves. perfectly

capable of -using both 'negative Words and degatiVe-COntractions, though

their implied .-egaons- (as in "I clOubt it" or "Re could hardly see")

-Were so feHthat. they 4aVe_not been entered' in Table 4. The high

frequency of elliptical negations contributes to the .aeCuniul..ation of

one-vord restion- sea- that has been noted as ,eVidence of lack of fluency..

14any other negatives were also aeyed to interviewers' questions and

positive urgings. Any differences between- subgroups in use of negations

---1.0= probably -aceOunted for by interviewers; 'behavior.

Little can be said about the incidence Of questions except that

it was somewhat higher in the two older age groups. Wen here, there

is the fbccepti ock o f Subgroup A3. Probably no significance is to be

-.Attached to this item, except that the record shows (as could be expected)

4"
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that all subgroups were capable of questioning. The common stimulus

conditions were not such as to make questions uniformly appropriate.

Those conditions, however, might well have elicited frequent ex-

pletive expressions (such as "There was an ant"). The low incidence of

expletives may reflect undeveloped language performance in the children

generally; no subgroups markedly distinguished themselves in use of them,

though subgroup C3 produced them most frequently. Neither Age Group nor

Treatment Group variances were statistically significant.

Indirect objects identify the simple structure that most clearly

differentiates subgroups within two of the age ranges. Subgroup Al used

indirect objects notably more often than did other children in the

youngest age group, and the difference was significant at the .10 level.

Among the oldest children, Subgroup C3 was nonsignificantly distinguished

by Its more frequent use of the structure. If use of indirect objects is

a sign of relative maturity in language production, and if the performance

of Subgroup Al is, at this point, attributable to the educational inter-

vention, it can be said once more that the "package treatment" may be

-distinctly effective with the youngest children but not with the older

Ones.

It should be noted that passive constructions, introductory adverbials

with invented subjects, and expanded phrasal verbs occurred so infrequently

- in the language samples that records of them were not enterea in the tables.

The first and third of these three constructions might well have been

expected more frequently in language of subjects in the age ranges

represented. The construction involving subject inversion is probably

not to be so expected.
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The study of children's syntak reported by O'Donnell, Griffin, and

Norris (1967) concluded that in language produced under closely comparable

stimulus conditions relative incidence of subclausal complex structures

suck as those reported in Tablet is an excellent index to the degree of

syntactic control possessed by Children. That study (pp. 56-70) reports

for-many of the structures-dealt with -here the occurrences per 100

T7units in the language production of Tennessee children at six age

grade levels. Though the categories- employed in the two investigations

are not equivalent in detail, comparisons of thelr findings are poSsible..

Speaking generally, it can be said the oldest children in West
11I

Virginia used subclausal complex structures at about the. Same rate as-

kindergarten-children. Tennessee. It should- be -emphasized-th-at

.this generalization is a broad one based an scanning of tableS, not -on-

painstaking study of details.

In disCussion of subgroup comparisons in rates of use of tion.7clausal

complex structures by subjects of the present study, Table 5 scores

separated by less than-one full percentage point mill:be disregarded.

'Under this-condition, attention will be given to items on which subgroups

within-the three age ranges, made the highest and loWest scores.

In the youngest age range, most Of the differences' in rates of eze

to- e noted favor 'Subgroup Al. 01 no recorded item did it have a lowest

score, and it achieved the 'highest rates of use-of noncIausal modifiers

of nominals in general, of appositives, of genitive forms modifying

nominals, of phrases in general that modify nominals and particularly

prepositional phrases performing that function, of single-word adverbials
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of manner, and of sentence adverbials. Highest rates of use were

recorded for Subgroup Cl on use of single pre-posed adjectives,

total coordinations within T-units, and coordinations of predicates,

but this subgroup had the lowest of the three scores on seven items

listed in Table 5. Subgroup B1 had a highest score only in rate of

use of prepositional phrases as adverbials of manner, but it had

lowest scores on four 'items. Though variance among treatment sub-

groups in use of subclausal complex structures nowhere attained

statistical significance, the summaries of small;differences.may

possibly support a suggestion that Treatment A was developmental in

the youngest age group.

In the middle age range, however, Subgroup A2 at no point dis-

tinguished itself by highest rates of use when differences of less than

one full percentage point are left out of account. On eight items its

records were the lowest among those of the three subgroups. Subgroup B2

had lowest scores on three items. It had the highest scores, however, in

total use of non-clausal modifiers of nominals, in use of adjectives

generally and of single pre-posed adjectives in particular, in use of

noun adjuncts, in use of infinitives as nominals, in use of sentence

adverbials, in general use of coordinated structures within T-units and

use of.coordinated nominals in particular. Its rate of use of single-

word adverbials of manner was considerably lower than that of Subgroup 2.

Subgroup C2 led the other subgroups in its age range in rate of use of

gerunds and of prepositional phrases functioning as adverbials of manner;

it had no lowest scores. Differences between subgroups in the middle age
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range do not dictate any very clear, consistent interpretation. All in

all, however, Subgroup .B2 appears to have demonstrated' somewhat .greater

,syntactic .control than did the other subgroups.

The evidence on useS of subclausal syntactic resources in the

highest age range is also mixed. It appears, however, generally to

favor Subgroup B3 and to speak least well of the syntactic control of

Subgroup A3.

Subgroup A3 had the highest rate of use only of coordinated predicates.

It had lowest scores on six items identified in Table 5. Its rate of use

of adjectival phrases in general and of adjectil prepositional phrases.

in particular was, 'at the .05 level of confidence, significantly lower

than that 'of the other two: subgroups considered together. At the .10

level, its rate .of use of coordinated nominals was significantly lower

than the mean rate of the other two subgroups.

Subgroup B3 had highest scores in. rates of use of adjectives in

general, of Infinitive modifiers of nominals, of nominalizations of

verbs in general and' of bdth gerunds and nominal infinitives, of co-

-ordinations within T-units in general and of coordinated nominals and

adjectivals in' particular. Its rate of use of coordinated nominals was

.significantly higher than that of either of the other two subgroups,

at the .05 level of confidence.

Lowest scores on five items entered in Table 5 were recorded for

Subgroup C3. It had highest scores in general use of non-clausal

modifiers of nominals, of single pre-posed and post-posed adjectives,

-of adjectival prepositional phrases, and of infinitives in verbal

expressions. It has already been noted that rates of use of adjectival
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prepositional phrases and of infinitives in verbal expressions by

Subgroup C3 was, at the .05 level of confidence,, significantly higher

than those of Subgroup A3.

It could properly be said that comparisons between subgroups ought

to take account of the relative importance of the various items listed

in Table 5.. Selecting the entries that are most significant, a summary

of highest and lowest scores within the three age ranges may be given

in tabular form, still disegarding differences of less than one full

.percentage point..

$0.7ctsusalmodikiers
Of nominals

Nominatizatiorw of verbs

Adverbials ofmanner

Coordinated structures
within T-units.

Age Group. 1

Highest lowest

o t

Age Group 2
Highest Lowest

-Al, Cl B2 A2

-- Bl ». A2

-» Cl .. B2

.

Cl Bl B2 A2

Age. Group 3

Highest Lowest

C3 A3

S3 ..

-. --

C3 B3

This summary does not obviously require any change in the interpretative

generalizations that have been offered earlier., but it points up the lack

Of clarity in the picture presented by the evidence.

Syntactic-Control: Subordinate Clauses

InVestigators of children's language have traditionally asserted that

increasing use of subordinate clauses marks advances in language control.

There appears to be no reason to doubt this general notion. But O'Donnell,'

Griffin, and Norris (1967) have presented evidence indicating that (1) fre-

quency of subordinate clauses.in children's speech is not so clear a
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reflection of relative maturity in language control as are uses of such

syntactic features as those reported on here in Table 5, and (2) among

the three ,possible types, adjective clauses are probably not dependable

indicators.

These, qualifications may be kept in mind when interpreting the record

of production of subordinate clauses found in Table 6. In the discussion

at this point, no attention. will be given to the differentiation of

adjective clauses on the basis whether or not they are introduced by a

relative pronoun. As in the previous section, subgroup differences in

rate scores will be ignored if they amount to less than one full per-

centage poiht.

AMong the youngest Children the general rate of production of

pubordinate...clauseswas,,highetit for Subgroup,Al. This subgroup' also had,

at the .05 level of confidence, a significantly higher rate of use .of

noun clauses .than the other, two. subgroups had. It had no lowest scores.

:Subgroup B1 produced the highest score for adjective clauses. and the

lowest for total production of subordinate clauses and for rate of use

of Adverbial clauses. Subgroup Cl had the highest score for adverbial.

N
clauses relating to time. nd the lowest for those expressing cause.

The data may suggest that least maturity in production of subordinate

clauses was demonstrated by Subgroup Bl and that Subgroup Al was somewhat

superior to Cl.

In the middle age range, though none of the differences attained

statistical significance, Subgroup B2 was clearly the most prolific

producer of subordinate clauses of all three general types and Subgroup A2

the least. It is possibly worth noting, too, that Subgroup 82 used the

widest range of kinds of adverbial clauses.
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recorded for Subgroup B3. The other subgroups match each other fairly

*King the oldest children there were no statistically significant

'differences, either. The greatest production of total subordinate

clauses, of noun clauses and of adverbial clauses, however was that

closely, except that the C3 range of kinds of adverbial clauses was

-narrower than that of A3, which in this respect was similar to B3.

37

It would be interesting to know why Treatment B is so consistently

aisociated with high rates of use of subordinate clauses in both of the

. two .older age,,groups. Subgroups BZ. and B3 used both noun clauses and

adverbial clauses. with relatively ,greater- frequency than did the kinder-
1

.gar4n..-chil:dren -studied by:O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967). FOr

purposes of _comparison; it may 'be useful, here to note that the Tennessee

kindergariOn children used noun clauses at the mean rate of 5.57 per

"'-- 10014-units.,, -whilktheir mean rate. for adjectival clauses was .4.77 and

1witt. "for aaverbial clauses ; was .6M, In. production of nominal. and

adjectival .claUses, the overall means for West Virginia children in the

-two older age ,groups. would probably approximate those of the Tennetsee

..- . .children. The higher frequency of adverbial clauses in the language

isamp4s. frokie.st Virginia. s' probably acc.oiin.tect for by a large number

'of ."'Why qUettions Asked. by intetviewers.

-summit* a Interpretations

tatigUage samples .0qt:tied obviously reflected a lack of

fluency in the children who produced them, The method used

in this. investigation for eliciting language behavior may

not be appropriate for the youngest children involved. It

A=



is also possible that the children need more encouragement

to talk freely about perceptual experiences and about the

meanings of such experiences.

Individual subjects of this investigation showed extremely

wide variations in behavior within every subgroup.

Comparisons with the report on language of Tennessee kinder-

garten children by O'Donnell, Griffin, and Norris (1967)

indicate that, under the urging of interviewers, the older

subjects of this study (taken as a whole) generally ex-

. iloited the syntactic resources of the., anguage at least

as ptoficiently as the Tennessee children did under fairly

.similar conditions. O

At numerous points the results of this study show in the

youngest age group an association of Treatment A with

language behavior assumed to be superior to that demon-

-strated Ty children in the other subgroups in the same

age bracket. The differences are small; most of them are

not statistically significant. But the accumulation of

small bits of evidence is impressive.

'There is in the data developed in this investigation

. 'little or no evidence that Treatment A produced superior

results in the two older age groups. Indeed, in the

relative frequency of use of subordinate clauses, Sub-

group A2 was least mature.

In production of subordinate clauses by the two older

Age .groUps, there is an interesting association between

high frequency and Treatment B.

38
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7. Aside from production of subordinate clauses, there is

little in the data developed in this study that dif-

fekentiates treatment effect in the two older age groups.

8. Overall, most of the subgroup differences in means are quite

small; analysis of variance shout few of them to be statis-

tically significant.

o

N
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Appendix A
ft

Children interviewed but not represented in this report:

1 Susan Workman, Subgroup Al (not found on tapes)
Myra Lynn Jones, Subgroup A5 (not found on tapes)
Charles Houchins, Subgroup B5 (unintelligible)

:...._ :tiembership of the subkroups:

Al

Valerie Dalton
Gloria Hall
Dawn Ellen Harvey
IgathY Ann Vance
Paw laWright
Patrick Campbell
Jeff Clay
John, Martin Davis
Bryan .-Hiffe
Aaron Sydenstridker

A2

Kimberly O'Dell
Sherri Sloan
Teresa D. ifickline
Johnny George
Mark Hill
James Huey
Tommy Smith
David. Wall

N
A3

Rhonda Clay
Wanda Clay
Bobbi Hazelwood
Laverna Lewis
Jirmy Dalton
Dwight Newsome
Thurston Connard
Mark Deeds
.Stevie .Stack

B1

Debdra B.. Alderson
Siisan Meader' .
Wendy Price
Teresa Wills
Sarah Harmen
Beth McQuillen
Phillip Bailey
Jeffrey Crawford
Randy Fix
Dexter JAihnsOn

B2-

Stephanie- Ann Jones.
Debbie Meader
Connie J. MdQuillen
Terri ?rice
Rhonda Wade
Mark Brock
John Lee. Jenkins
-Eddie till
Homer' Lilly
Jeffrey Meadows

B3

Katherine L. Bailey
Lynn Amy Berry
Rita Houchins
Joni Rooks tool
Susan Wykle
Danny "Houchins
Mark Allen. Kincaid
Michael Lilly
Sdott Edward Thompson

I
0 .

Cl

Doug Butler
Tony Cline .
Travis -Matheny
James T. Shrewsberry
Aleisa Bailey
Lesa, Carter
Stadia Liss
Debora Matheny
Taininy Saettler

C2

Bill Bailey
-Anthony Lantbert
Deaf: :Meadows

.

Arnold K. Murdock
Jonathan Shepherd
Robin R. Barcly
-Tawne Jo Lucas
Roni Lusk .

Kimberly Martin.
Neva Warren

C3

Linda G. Clay.
Barbara Cline
Dawn Liss
Timothy Bazzie
Freddy Cline
Kevin Bailey
Michael Matheny
Timothy Matheny
Richard Radford
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Appendix B

APPALACHIA EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY -- Linguistic Analysis Worksheet

42

Name 1 Treatment Group 2,3 Code No. in Group

4,5 Age (in mos.) 6 Male 7 The Ant and the Dow 8,9 T-unit No.
Female The North Wind and the Sun

T -UNIT:

10,11 Words in 12 T-unit Complete

T-unit T-unit Incomplete

SIMPLE STRUCTURES

16 Negations

17 Contracted negatives
18 Negative words
19 Implied negations

20 Elliptical negations

21 Questions
"22 Yes/No questions
23 Wh- questions

24 Elliptical questions

25- Passive Constructions

26 Expletive Constructions

27 Indirect Objects

28 Intro. Adverbials with
inverted subject

29 Expanded Phrasal Verbs

COMPLEX STRUCTURES

30,31 Non-Clausal Modifiers
of Nominals

32 Adjectives (excl. pred. adj.)

33 Single, pre-posed
34 Pre-posed series of two
35 Pre-posed series of three or more
36

38 Post-posed series of three or more

Single, post-posed
37 Post-posed series of two

39 Noun adjuncts

40 Appositives

41 Genitive forms

42 Participles (non-phrasal)

43 Present participles
44 Past participles

45 Adverbs

46 Phrases
47 Prepositional
48 Participial

49 Present
50 Past

51 Infinitive

13 Garbles 14,15 Audible
Pauses

52 Nominalizations of Verbs
53_ Gerunds (incl. gerund phrases)
54 Infinitives (with and without to

55 Infinitives (with or without to in

Verb Phrases, excluding those
Associated with Modal Auxiliaries

56_ Adverbials of Manner
57 Single words
58 Prepositional phrases

59 Sentence Adverbials

60 Predicate Genitives

61 Subordinate Clauses

62 Noun Clauses

63 With intro. words-not direct
discivirse

64 Without intro. words-not
direct discourse

65 Direct discourse that is
tagged

66 Adjective Clauses
67 Introduced by relative

pronoun
68 Introduced by relative

adverb

69 Without introductory word

70 Adverbial Clauses
71 Time
72 Place
73 Manner
74 Cause
75 Condition
76 Comparison
77 Purpose
78 Result
79 Other:

80 Coordinated Structures within T-unit
81 Nominals
8 2 Adjectivals
83 Adverbials
84 Predicates

85 Independent clauses joined by conj.

86. Analyst:



APPENDIX F

Detailed Analysis of Cognitive Growth of ECE Preschool Children

This analysis is composed.of three sections. The first section includes

the Curriculum Specific Test, Part Two (composed of 61 items) as the criterion

and intelligence as a control variable. The second section includes the

Curriculum Specific'Test, Part Two as the criterion and the ITPA, the Frostig,

and the PPVT Pretest scores as covariates. The third section is descriptive

in nature depicting how the four groups performed in terms of percentage of

objectives achieved.

Analysis of the ALA;, Curriculum Specific Test, Part Two. For this analysis

AEL Curridulum Specific Test, Part Two, post-test scores were used as the

dependent variable with Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) pre-test raw

scores used as the control variable. The correlation between the AEL

Curriculum SpeCific, Part Two,'test and the PPVT pre-test raw score was 0.54.

The hypothesis advanced prior to the analysis was:

1. The daily thirty minute television program, weekly visit

to the home by paraprofessionals, and a weekly visit by

a mobile van had linear effects on cognitive development

of 3, 4, and 5 "year old Appalachian children.

Sampling was incidental--data gathered under an earlier and different

sampling plan were used. Subjects available with equal PPVT pretest raw

scores were used. It was assumed all other variables were randomly distributed

across all groups.

The sampling distribution was the standard error of difference between

correlated means, and the statistical model was the t --test for correlated means..

Six separate analyses were conducted--four groups, each matched with

every other--yielded six separate grOup pairs. This approach was selected

since it was impossible to match on the PPVT test across all four groups

simultaneously, but it was possible to match two groups at a time. The four
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,separate, groups were (1) those S's receiving a daily thirty minute television

program, a weekly thirty minute visit by paraprofessionals, and a weekly two

hour visit by a mobile preSchool classroom, (2) those S's receiving a thirty

minute iel-eidsien:reiioiand a weekly thirty minute vis4t by paraitiMessiouW

(3) those S's receiving a daily thirty minute television lesson, and those

S's receiving none of the elements.

The first analysis compared a group receiving all three elements- -

television, paraprofessionals, and mobile van--of the program with a group

receiving two elements -- television and paraprofessional. The number in each

group for this analysiS was ten. The mean and standard deviation of the

former group were 40.9 and 8.83, and for the latter they were 46.4 an 4.84.

The "t" value was -.72. Since the direction of the differences was opposite

to that predicted the null hypothesis of no difference between the two groups

was accepted. Table I presents these data.

The second analysis compared a group receiving all three elements- -

television, paraprofessional, and mobile van--with a group receiving only

the television element. The number in each group for this analysis was ten.

The mean and standard deviation for the former were-41.6 and 7.06, and for

the latter they were 36.2 and 11.28. The "t" value was +2.024, significant

beyond the .01 level. The null hypothesis was rejected and the alternate

hypothesis that S's receiving all three elements learned more than S's

receiving only the television element. Table II presents these data.

The third analysis compared a group receiving all three elements- -

television, paraprofessional, and mobile van--with a group receiving none

of the program elements. The number in each group was eleven. The mean

and standard deiriation for the former group were 37.37 and 11.62, and for

the latter group they were 37.18 and 12.13. The "t" value was +0.05, not

significant. The null hypothesis of no difference was accepted. Table III

presents these data.

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
ORIGINAL COPY. BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THE
TIME OF FILMING. E.D.R.S.
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TABLE I

7.1...,-,0.... rwiremdlyal.1

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM SPECIFIC
TEST SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION, AND T-VALUE FOR

TV+PP+VAN AND TV+PP GROUPS

,PPVT T1 T2

Subject RS TV +PP +VAN TV+PP

1 31 32 41
2 42 .53 47

3 43 46 41

4 47 44 43

5 48 39 39
6 50 32 52
7 52 37 49
8 57 46 49
9 59 54 54
10 -62 26 49

34= 40.9

4/1= 8.83

le 46.4

'1-2=4.84 t= -1.72*

3

*Not significant, 1.73 required for significance at .10 level (two-tailed test)

TABLE II

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM
SPECIFIC TEST SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION, AND

T-VALUE FOR TV+PP+VAN AND TV GROUPS

Subject
PVT
RS

T1
TV+PP+VAN

T3

TV

1 23 34' 17

2 30 32 26
3 36 34 22

4 47 44 30
5 48 39 39
6 52 37 41

7 54 49 48
8 57 46 50
9 59 54 39

10 63 47 50

R = 41.6 X= 36.2

= 7.06 1.--1 11.28 t = 2.024*
*P.01 (1.63 required for .01 one-tailed test)



TABLE III

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM SPECIFIC
TEST SCORES, MEAN AND'STANDARD DEVIATION, AND T-VALUE FOR

TV+PP+VAN AND CONTROL GROUPS

Subject

PPVT
RS

T1
TV+PP+VAN

..+11
T4

CONTROL

1 16 20 18
2 17 19 21

3 35 27 23

4 47 , 44 41

5 . 48 39 30

6 49 28 51
7 51 50 38
8 52 37 52

9 57 46 37
10 59 54 45
11 63 47 53

1 37.37 = 37.18
4= 11;62 f =12.13 t = 0.05*

*N.S.

TABLE IV

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM
SPECIFIC TEST SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION,

AND T-VALUE FOR TV+PP AND TV GROUPS

Subject

PPVT
RS

T2
TV+PP

T3
TV

1 34 37 23

2 38 35 35

3. 39 34 27

t 44 30 30
5- 47 43 27

6. 48 39 39

7 52 50 41
8 53 41 40
9' 57 49 50

10 59 54 39
i

= 41.2 35.10
r-- 7.37 '-tr= 7.84 t = 2.77*

*P<.01 (1.63 required for .01 - one tailed test)

111,11.."

4
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The fourth analysis compared a group receiving two elements--television

rind paraprofessionalwith a group receiving only television. The number in

each group was ten. The mean and standard deviation were 41.2 and 7.37 for

the former group, and they were 35.1 and 7.84 for the latter group. Being

significant beyond the .01 level, the "t" value was 2.77. The null hypothesis

of no difference was rejected, and the alternate hypothesis that S's receiving

two elements--television and paraprofessional--learned more than S's receiving

only television. Table IV presents these data.

The fifth analysiS compared a group receiving two elements--television

and paraprofessional - -with a group receiving none of the program elements.

There were seven in each group. The mean and standard deviation were 42.29

and 7.89 for the former group, and 32.71 and 8.01 for the latter group.

Significant beyond the .01 level the "t" value was +2.60. The null hypothesis

of no difference was rejected, and the alternate hypothesis was accepted that

S's receiving two elements learned more than S's receiving none of the elements.

Table V presents these data.

TABLE V

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM
SPECIFIC TEST SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION,

AND 1' -VALUE FOR TV+PP AND CONTROL GROUPS

Subject

PPVT
RS

T
2

TV+PP
T4

CONTROL

1 34 37 30

2 39 34 21

3 47 33 41

4 48 39 30
5 52 50 25

6 57 49 37

7 59 54 45

.37 = 42.29
= 7.89

t = 2.60*

*P.(.01 (1.86 required for .01 - one tailed test)

I = 32.71
= 8.01

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
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Finally, the sixth analysis compared a group receiving only tele-

vision with a group receiving none of the program treatments. The number

of paired observations was ten. For the former group the mean and standard

deviation were 35.7 and 8.26, and for the latter group they were 32.8 and

10.25. The calculated "t" value was +1.16, significant beyond the .05 level.

The null hypothesis of no difference was rejected, and the alternate hypothesis

that S's receiving television instruction learned more than S's receiving none

of the program elements was accepted. Table VI presents these data.

TABLE VI

PPVT SCORES ON WHICH GROUPS WERE MATCHED, CURRICULUM
4RECIFIC TEST SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION,

AND T-VALUE FOR TV AND CONTROL GROUPS

PPVT
RS

Subject

1 22

. 2 34

3 39

4 45

5 . 47 .

6 48

7 52

8 57

9 59

10 63

=
e =
t =

35.7
8.26
1.16*

T3 T4

TV CONTROL

21 23

31 30

27 21

32 23
32 41

39 30

41 25

45 37

39 45

50 53

= 32.8
I= 10.25

*Pic.05 (1.13 required for .05 - one tailed test)

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGEIS DUE TO POORORIGINAL COPY, BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THETIME OF FILMING, E.D.R.S.
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Analysis of the Appalachian Pieschool Test using the Illinois Test of Psycho-
linguistic Abilities, Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception, and
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test as Covariates.

In the previous analysis, the criterion used was Part II of the Appalachian

Preschool Test. Intelligence was controlled by matching subjects according to

the PPVT pretest raw scores, and comparing the four groups, two groups at a

time, for a total of six comparisons. This analysis indicated that those sub-

jects receiving the television, paraprofessional, and van treatment, and those

subjects receiving the television and paraprofessional treatment, were achieving

significantly more than those subjects receiving the television and the control

treatment. In order to accomplish this analysis, the number of subjects in each

analysis had to be reduced considerably. Since pretest scores were available

from the ITPA, the PPVT, and the Frostig, it was decided to run a factorial

analysis of covariance using the four parts and total test scores of the

Appalachian Preschool Test, and using the ITPA, Frostig, and PPVT as covariates.

Table VII contains the analysis of covariance summary tables for the four

APT subtest and the total APT test. In every analysis the treatment effect was

statistically significant at or above .012 level. In addition, in Subtest Two,

which was the most highly developed part of the four parts of the subtest,

there was a treatment by age by sex interaction significant at the .013 level.

In Subtest Four the treatment by age interaction was significant at the .04

level, and the age by sex interaction was significant at the .001 level.

Table VIII is a correlation matrix showing the correlations between the

ITPA, Frostig, and PPVT total pretest scores with the Appalachian Preschool

Subtest and total test scores. All the correlation coefficients are very

high with the exception of those with Subtest Three, which are .07, .16, and

.26. The correlations between the ITPA, Frostig, PPVT pretest scores with the

APT Subtest Two, were .62, .47, and .53 respectively. This subtest was more

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
ORIGINAL COPY. BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THE
TIME OF FILMING. E.D.R.S.



TABLE viz.

Analysis of,Covariance of Scores on Appalachian Pre-
School Test (AFT) with 3 covariates (ITPA, Frostig,

PPVT Pretest Aaw Score)

APT Subtesi 1

SS DFSource

Regretsion 226. 3

Treatment 48.6 3

Age 3.29 2
T X A 38.3 6
Sex 13.8 1

T X S 0.570 3

A X S 1.61 2
T X A X .S 1.73 6
Within Cells 372.005 89

APT Subtest 2

SOurce SS DF

MS

75.193 17.990 .001
16.2 3.88 .012
1.64 0.393
6.39 1.53

13.8 3.31
0.190 .046
0.803 0.192
0.288 .068
4.180.

MS

Regression 2550. 3 850.047 .28.342 .001
TteaMent 1940. 3 646. 21.5 .001
Age 102. 2 50.9 1.70
T X X 149. 6 24.8 0.227
Sex 5.28 1 5.28- 0.17.6
T X S 103. .3 34.4 1,15
A X S 33.1 2 16.6 0.552
TXAXS 517. 6 ,86';'2 .2.87 413
Within Cells 2669.297 89 29.992

APT Subtest 3

-$001.1 SS DF MS F P

Regression
Treatment
Age .

T X A.
Sex
TX S
A S .

TXAXS
Within Cells

21.9
55.'S

3

.3

7.301
12.4

1.963
4.95 .001

19.9 2 9:97 2.68
20.2 6: 3.37 0.905

.002 1 .002 :000
19.5 3 6.51 1.75
18.8 2 9.38 2.52
21.8 6 3.64 0.918

331.065 89 3.720



TABLE VII (Contd.)

APT Subtest 4

Source SS DF MS

Regression 105. 3 35.076 14.434 .001
Treatment 87.9 3 29.3 12.1 .001
Age 1.77 2 0.887 0.365
T X A 33.0 6 5.50 2.27 .04

Sex 0.237 1 0.237 .097
T X S 12.6 3 4.20 1.73
A X S 22.9 2 11.5 4.72 .011

.TXAXS 19.2 6 3.19 1.31
Within Cells 216.272 89 2.430

APT Subtest Total

Source SS DF MS

Regression 6070. 3 2024.136 35.325 .001
Treatment 3990. 3 1330. 23.2 .001

Age 300. 2 150. 2.62
T X A 584. 6 97.3 1.70
Sex 55.9 1 55.9 0.975
T X S 296. 3 98.6 1.72
A X S 241. 2 120. 2.10
TXPXS 706. 6 118. 2.05
Withi. Cells 5099.795 89 57.301

TABLE VIII

CORRELATION MATRIX OF ITPA, FROSTIG
AND PPVT TOTAL PRETEST SCORES WITH APPALACHIAN

PRESCHOOL SUBTESTS AND TOTAL TEST SCORES

Appalachian PreschoolsTest

Subtest #1 Subtest #2 Subtest #3 Subtest #4 Total

ITPA .68 .62 .16 .49 .71

FROSTIG .48 .47 .07 .34 .50

PPVT .47 .53 .26 .52 .65

Job
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systematically developed. Therefore, these correlations are more significant.

The correlations between the ITPA, Frostig, PPVT Total pretest scores, and

the APT total test score were .71, .50, and .65 respectively. These are very

significant correlations since the reliability coefficient for the APT was .92.

Table IX contains the means, the standard deviations, and standard errors

for each Appalachian Preschool Test Subtest by treatment. Subtest Two is more

significant since it contains more items, and these items were subjected to

item analysis and revised before used ih the target population. For this sub-

test the Ifiean was 43.7 out of a total possible score of 61. The second highest

was achieved by the television, paraprofessional, van group being 36.26. The

third .highest was achieved by the television group receiving .32.25, and the

fourth-highest was that achieved k.s.v the control group, being 31.27.

The adjusted means were not available for this report. The unadjusted

means indicate that the group receiving television and paraprofessional per-

formance was significantly more than the next highest group, which was in the

television, paraprofessional, and van group. A t-ratio calculated between

these two groups was found to be 10.62, significant beyond the .01 level.

A t-ratio calculated between the group receiving the three elements and the

group receiving only the television element was significant beyond the .01

level of significance.

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE Is DUE TO POORORIGINAL, COPY. BETTER COPY WAS Nor AVAILABLE AT THETIME OF FILMING. E ,D ,R .S
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TABLE IX

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR EACH APT SUBTEST BY TREATMENT

TV+PP+VAN

APT I (16 items)

CONTROLTV+PP TV

n

x

34

11.76

29

13.45

32

12.25

26

11.69

SD 3.50 1.79 2.70 2.55

SE 0.61 0.34 0.48 0.51

SE95 0.69 0.66 0.95 1.00

SE.-99 1.57 0.87 1.23 1.32

,
n

TV+PP+VAN

34

APT II (61 items)

TV+PP TV

29 32

CONTROL

26

ic 36.26 43.17 32.25 31.27

SD 9.28 6.58 9.73 10.68

SE 1.62 1.24 1.75 2.14

SE.95 3.18 2.43 3.43 4,19

SE
.99

4.18 3.20 4.52 5.52

1:.
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TABLE IX (Contd.)

n

TV+PP+VAN

34

APT III (8 items)

CONTROL

26

TV+PP

29

TV

32

R 4.91 5.60 4.40 1.5

SD 1.90 2.10 2.20 3.2

cy.
..,4:.

0.33 0.40 0.39 0.64

SE
.95

0.65 0.78 0.77 1.24

SE
.99

0.85 1.03 1.00 1.65

n

TV+PP+VAN

34

APT IV (10 items)

CONTROL

26

TV+PP

29

TV

32

1 8.0 9.1 7.2 6.3

SD 1.6 1.3 2.4 2.9

SE 0.28 0.25 0.43 0.58

SE 0.54 0.49 0.84 1.14

SE
.99

0.721 0.65 1:11 1.50



The third analysis using selected items from Part II of the Appalachian
Preschool Test of Cognitive Skills.

The van was available for only the last three months of operation of

the first year. For that period of time the behavioral objectives which

were used as the primary objectives for developing the instructional

materials were identified, and the items of the Appalachian Subtest II used

to measure those objectives were identified. Those objectives rated as

secondary were not included for analysis. For that period of time ten itpms

were identified as being directly correlated with primary objectives during

the laSt three months.

The criterion was the percentage of individuals who correctly responded

to the test items. The performance criterion for the program is that a child

after going through three years of the preschool program will achieve 90

percent of the behavioral objectives.

Assuming that these ten items are a random sample of objectives used,

estimates can be obtained on the number of subjects in the program achieving

performance criterion. In general the subjects in the group receiving tele-

-vision and paraprofessionals are already achieving criterion. Ninety perceni

of the subjects in this group are getting these ten items correct.

In the remaining three groups, approximately seventy-five percent of the

subjects are getting the selected items. This is a difference of approximat.olv

fifteen percentage points or on the average fifteen too many out of a one

hundred are failing to achieve criterion.

The average intelligence quotient was 111 for the group receiving all

three elements, 112 for the group receiving two elements, 104 for the group

receiving one element, and 99 for the comparison group. For All practical

purposes the intelligence is the same with the exception of the comparison

group.

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
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The group receiving the television and paraprofessional elements

achieved criterion in four items Dr 40% of the items. The group receiving

the television element achieved criterion in three items or 30% of the items.

The comparison group achieved criterion on four of the items or 40 percent

of the items.

On two of the items all subjects across all four groups achieved

criterion. This indicates that preschoolers know terms dealing with simple

size relationships (Item 4), and know how to relate number use with objects.

The most difficult objective to achieve was time related items. Operationally

this means it is very difficult for preschoolers to associate time with a

calendar.

Table X presents the item numbers, the percentage achieving criterion, ttp?

mean percentage achieving criterion for each group and the average IQ for

each group.

Discussion

The hypothesis being tested was that a daily thirty minute lesson, a

weekly thirty minute visit by a paraprofeisional, and a weekly two hour visit

by a mobile preschool classroom with a professional and a paraprofessional,

would have additive effects on learning.

From the analyses it is safe to conclude that the thirty minute daily

television lesson does have a true effect, and that the weekly half-hour

visit by a paraprofessional has an additional true effect when used in con-

junction with the daily television lesson. The available data prevents any

conclusions concerning the independent additive effects of the paraprofessionals

and the mobile preschool 'classroom.

The surprising result was the lack of any effects attributable to the

mobile classroom with a professional and a paraprofessional. There are some

TIME oF- FILMING.
ORIGINAL COPY. BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THEE.D.R.S.
THE- MARGINAL LEGIBILITY of THIS PAGE IS DUE To POOR



TABLE X

THE NUMB3R OF THE ITEMS IN SUBTEST II OF THE APPALA-
CHIAN' TEST FOR. COGNITIVE SKILLS WHICH CORRELATED
DIRECTLY WITH THE PRIMARY BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES USED
FOR PROGRAMMING DURING MARCH-MAY 1969 IN THE ECE PROGRAM

Item
Number Package TV+PP

4 .-91 1.00

5 1.00 1.00

11

19

26 .

30

31

34'

56

57

.74 .93

.65' .86

.79 .93

.56 .86

.91 .83

.91 .86

,85 "1.00

.32. .76

.X = .77

111

16

TV Only Control

Mean Per-
centage
getting item
correct

1.00 .96 98.25

.97 .96 98.25

.81 .96 86.00

.72 .77 75.00

.78 .65 78.75

.69 .62 68.25

.81 .96 87.85

.59 .58 73.50

.94 .73 88.00

.09 .38 31.25

= .90 Y = .74 .73

= 112 XIQ = 104 IQ = 99

0.11010-
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factors, when considered, that help explain why this could have occurred.

First, the van was used only for the last three full months of the eight

months of operation. This could have contributed to the van showing up as

it did. Second, the measure used consisted of cognitive objectives, and

the van was designed for orienting and attending objectives. This raises

a question of test relevancy-concerning the meaning that the van was

accomplishing objectives not being measured by the test.

Although no data have been gathered on expeilmental attrition,

preliminary estimates suggest that some students in the group receiving

the van do not attend regularly, and some attend the van, but do not view

the television program. This also could explain why the van showed no

additive effects.

Another hypothesis is that the interface between the paraprofessional

and van elements is not as expected. The idea originally was that the van

and paraprofessionals would reinforce the instruction provided by television.

It could be that parents of the children in the van group spend less time

with their children on the assumption that what the children get in the van

is sufficient. The parents of children in the group receiving only the

television and paraprofessionals could be spending more time working with

their children since they have no feeling of interfering with what the

professional is doing in the van. If these hypotheses are credible, then

the interface between the van and paraprofessional element requires some

further study.

Still another hypothesis is that role perception of the van personnel

and the paraprofessionals may be affecting the performance. The para-

professionals entering the home is a different situation than the children

entering the van to meet with the van teacher.
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SACKAGE TV-1-VISITOR
Tabulation of Parent

3 4 5 Total 3 4 5 Total 3 4
Attitude Questionnaire

(1) Now often, on the average, did your child Watch the TV program "Aiound the Bend?".

Film days per week

Four Days per week

Three days per week

Two days per week

One day per week

Less than one day.

14 20 16 50 .14 17 19 50 5 14

17 16 18 51. 9 11 18 38 7 9

7 1 6 . IA 7 4 4 15 . 13 5

1 1 22 4 7 8

1 1 2 - - 1 1

1 1 2 2 '3 4 7

(2) On the average, how often were you able to watch the

Five days per week 7 .13 8 28 7

Four days per week 20 .14 15 49 12

Three days per week 9 5 13 27 9

Two days per week 2 ..3 4 9

One day per week 1 1 2 4

Did not watch 1 1 1 3 -

program with your child?

10 13 30 3

8 .12 32 5

ll 14 34 6

5 1 8 8

1 2 3 7

2 2 1

6

5

7

9

9

TV

5 Total

4 23

11 28

6 24.

3 .1.8

3 5

7 18

1 10

6 16

4 17

9 26

10 26

1
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(3) Have you noticed any of the

PACKAGE TV+ViSITOR TV

3 4 5 Total 3 4 5 ;Total 1 3

following changes

(a) Plays better with other children

YES 3.2 1 28 . 28 1 88' 22
NO '3 4 -; 9 16 4
NO RESPONSE 5 7 5 17 6

(b) Expresses himself better

YES 33 32 39 104 27
NO 5 2

!
2 9 3

NO RESPONSE 2 5 1 8 2

4 5 Total

in your child this year?.

22 29 73 24
5 8 17
8 7 21

26 39
3 1
6 2

c More aware o things around tam

YES 36
NO 3
NO RESPONSE 1

92
.7
10

26
5
5

34 I 40 1110 1 28 25 41

4 1 6
1 1 1 5

4
3
7

1
1

94
4

12

26 I 19 69
11 8 27
2 7 14

36
2
5

25 32
4 7
7 4

25 87
3 10
6 16

25 82
5 16
5 16

13T-Better able to do things for himself

YES
NO
NO RESPONSE

33 34
5 1
2 4

e Less shy aroun adults

82
18
13

YES 32 28 .32.

NO 7 5 8

NO RESPONSE 1 J 5 2

77) Better able to f/43114aTRiiTUalons

NO 2
NO RESPONSE

34 36
-

4 3

YES

92
20

s

22 23
6 6
4

30 75 19
9 21 11
4 15 6

24
13
6

18 61
5 29
11 23

38
3
1

108
5
8

27
2
3

30
3
2

41 98 25
2. 7 6
-. 5 5

32
6
5

24 81
3 15
6 16
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(g) Has" learned things which' are- helpful in.schOol

YES 28
'NO 1
NO RESPONSE 11

33"

7

39
.2

100,
3.

19

16. 1 .30

2 2
4 ! .3

42

1

98
.4

8'

25
4
7

al
.5

7'

4 4) Rave you noticed any of the following changes in EcaLr family's' life?
a

1 MO Understandt preschool child better

I YE 31
NO .

A

NO -RESPONSE 4
--

(b) Reads. more to the child

YES
NO- .

NO RESPONSE

(c) Takes child on more trips

YES
NO
NO RESPONSE

3.5

2
3

102
9

..9

26 20 34 80
1 5 2 8
4 10 9 23

18
3O
8

23 27 26
10 8" 10
6 5 6

13
16
10

. (d) Do more things with the child

YES 25
NO 8

NO RESPONSE 6

16
11
1 1%

23 79
2 11
7 21

24 20 62
12 7 29
7 8 23

19 13 48

5 5 20
19 16 46

i9 18 SS
17 14 42
8 3 18

31
6
2

32 88
6 20
4 12

20
3
8

28
3
4

32 80
5 11
7 19

18
10
7

29
10
4

18
10
6

65
30
17
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IOW Wild Awn'

(e) Visits Bookmobile more often

YES 4
NO. 21
NO RESPONSE 15

4
2.2

8

Total

(f) Spend more time in, answering child

YES 31 33
NO 1
NO RESPONSE 4 1

questions

38 102
1 7
2 7

38 94 27
2 3 4
3 8-

8
78
27

86
15
8

(g) Talks more withchild

YES 30
NO 4

NO RESPONSE 6

74
17
12

(h) Provides more playthings of an educational nature

YES 23 23 24 1 70
NO 11 6 11 i 28
NO RESPONSE 6 8 7 I 21

20
5
6

(5) Does your child talk to.you or others about the television program?
4.

YES. 34 33 40 I 107 .. 27 32 40 99
NO 6 5 3 14 3 3 3 9

NO RESPONSE

26
10

33 21
10 9
1 3

59
34
18

80
29
4



PACKAGE

7) 4 .' 6 Total :. .

TV+VISITOR

5 Tota

8) How often do you feel a home visitor should visit in

Once a week 38
1

1 34 40 112 . 31
.

Once every two weeks 1 2 2 .5

Once a month . 1

. I 1
1

i

thelhome to be

Not at all
(Materials by mail)

1 M.

di.

2

1

32

1

Nib

ID

ost effective?

44 107

1

...e i 00.

fat=

(9) How would you rate the materials that the home visitor

Excellent 19

Very good 15

Good 6

OMFair

010Poor

19

16

3

1

WO

26

12

4

MO

64

43

13

1

12

14

4

1

Oa.,.
(10) How well

Excellent

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

did your home visitor explain the

28. 1 30

8

4

MN

gave you?

5

23

20

1

3.

52

45

10

2

4

materials?

34 92

6 1 22

2 6

WO

101 WO

23

7

1

28

5

36

7

1

87

19

2

MO

or

.

-4

I

1

f

1

i

I

i

1
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.0.3). Does your child talk t0 you or' other members
does at the traveling classmembersoom?

YES

NO. RESPONSE

(14) Have you .had the

YES
NO
NO RESPONSE

of the fluidly about.thethings he(she)

28 35 33 96.
-*2 4 15.
1 4 9.

opportunity to visit the
. , , traveling classroom?

24
12
4

29
6
-3

4'24
15
2

.

77
33
9.

+



Sample Copy of Parent

Attitude Questionnaire and

Attitude Checklist

Survey.
We are on the process of evaluating the
.Appalachia Preschool Education Program
in which your child participated. You

could help us make the program more
effective by answering the following
questions.

Appendix If

Child's Name

3 yr. old

4 yr. old

.....5 yr. old

(Check one)

OIMPIIP

TV only

TV-Visitor

TV-Visitor-Van

(Check one)

(1) How often, on the average, did your child watch the TV program "Around the Bend?"

Five days-per week
Four days per week
Three days per week
Two. days - per 'week

One day per week
Less than one day per week

(2) On the average,how often were you able to watch the program with your

Five days per week
-Four days per week
Three days per weir--
Two days per week
One day per week.
Did not watch program

131 Have you noticed any of the following changes in your child this year?

a. Plays better with other children Yes
b. Expresses himself better Yes
c. More aware of things around him Yes
d. Better able to do things for himself Yes
e. Less shy around adults Yes
1C Setter able to follow instructions Yes_.
g. Has learned things which are helpful

in school Yes No
4. Other changes (please specify)

child?

No
No
NoN07---
No._..

(4) Have you noticed. any of the following changes In yourfailily's life?

a. Understands preschool child better
b. Heads more to the child
c. Taket child on more trips
Ad. Do more things with the child
e. Visits Bookmobile more often
f. Spend more time in answering child's

question

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No
No

No
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g. Talks more with child. Yes No
1N. Provides more playthings of an

educational nature Yis No

I. Other changes (please specify)

(5) a. Does your child talk to you or others about the television program?

Yes No

b.if yesij 'what ,was the last thing he (she) talked about?

(6) What did you and your child like MOST about the TV program?

(7) What did you and your child like LEAST ak.stit the TV program?

(8) How often do you feel a home visitor should visit in the- home to be most effective?

(9)

Once a week
Once every two weeks
Once a month
Ha at all (materials sent by mail)

How, would you rate the materials that the home visitor gave you?

Excellent
Very good
Good
Pair
Poor

(10) How well did your babe visitor explain the materials?

Excellent.
Very good
GOod
Fair
Poor
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(11) What did you like most about these materials?

(12) What did you like least about these materials?

(13) Does your child talk to you or other members of the family about the
things he (she) does at the traveling classroom?

---Yes no

If yes, what was the last thing he (she) talked about?

(14) 'Have you had the opportunity to visit the traveling classroom?,

AO

(15) What do you and-your child like most about the traveling classroom?

,MIMM!

(16) What do you and,your child like least about the traveling classroom?

(17) Other comments.



NAM OF 'CHILD:

ADDRESS:

Appalachia Elucaticnal Laboratory: Inc.

EARLY GLIM= EDUCATION

DATE: TIME:

Package TV + Visit 3 yr. old 4 yr. old 5 yr. old

HOME VISITM

I. What was the attitude of the parent toward visit?

Cooperative 1: 2: 3: 4: Si 6: 7: Uncooperative

II. What was the attitude of the parent toward E.C.E. Program?

Accepting 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: BejectOg

III. Hot./ does the mother feel about the attitude of the child
toward. the TV broadcast?

Inter-ost.ing 1: 2: 3.:

Worthwhile 1: 2: 3:

4: 5: 6: '7: Uninteresting

4: 5: 6: 7: Melees

IV. What was the attitude of the parent toward TV broadcast?

Interesting 1: 2: 3; 4: 5: 6: 7: Uninteresting

1: 2: 3: 5: 6: 7; Useless

v. !lbw dO ,parents feel about supporting materials?-

3:

3:

.3:

Interesting 1: .2%

Itorthitihile 1: 2:

Ehthusisiic 1: 2:

4: '5: 6: 7:

4: 5: 6: 7:

4: 5: 6: 7:

Uninteresting

Useless,

Polite

VI. What was. the child's reaction to TV broadcast?

Attentive 1: 2:
-

Present 1: 2:

Cooperative 1: 2:

3: 4: 5: 6: 7: Uhattentive

3: 4: 5: 6:- 7:. absent. .

3: 4: 5: 6: 7: thcooperatove.

VII. Describe week's TV reception.

Good sound 1: 2: 3: 4:

Good picture 1: 2: 3: 4:.

Working 1: 2: 3: 4:

5: 6: 7: No sound

5: 6: 7: No picture

5: 6: 7: Not working

VIII. General reactions or ccunents (on back) .



Appendix

Paraprofessional Attitude. Data

Instrument and Results HOME VISITOR SURVEY

1. Would you like to retain your present group of parents and
itop.ffererichi-adrenforanotherearornitrou?Wh?

I would be more than happy to keep all of my parents and
children as I've had a very good relationship with them all.
However, I feel that I would have more to offer children in a
more deprived area and would welcome the opportunity to work
with some of these children and their mothers. Whatever is
decided is OK with me, and I've been very pleased with both
areas I visit.

I would like to retain what I have and add a few more children
who receive.the van. I had children who receive TV-visitor
only. I would prefer a combination.

I would prefer to keep the children and parents I have. They
keep asking if I'll be back next year. Have told me they hope
so, and that if I'm moved they hope they don't have the home
visitor that signed them up in one particular area especially.
I Would like to pick up more children in my.areas.

Retain present group. Too much valuable time would be lost
-establishing a comfortable and honest working relations'1
with a new group.

All but two. They've accomplished a great deal. I L
visits and feel most welcome.

Retain--they have been a very nice group of people to VP A
With. I feel welcome in the home. The children seem to enjoy
my' visits, and I have enjoyed my visits with them very much.

Yes. retain. It takes us a long time to become familiar with
people. If I had to meet and get.to know an entirely different
group of parents and children, it would take that much longer
to reach the plane of familiarity I am now on with my own group.

Yes. Ber_luse I feel it would be easier to work with them.

2. What have been 7,71r major problems in working with parents and
children this year?

None.

As far as I can think of I have had only two major problems--
the patents being disappointed in the program for one reason
or another---telling us--and nothing coming of it. (This is the
parents'- opinion--not mine. I felt the program improved.) The
other problem was my own health. This will remedy itself the
first of September.

1;
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The mix-up that time about the program being in color. Parents
upset. Some children were still asking about this at the end
of prograM, and when we'd explain a program for a certain day
and then the program for that day being changed and trouble
with the reception. Mother and children complained because
they couldn't see the picture well.

Laxness on parents part in helping stimulate child's interest.
It seemed too easy for some of them to not be present when the
child needed help or advice, also some do not impress upon the
child that the program is something very special just for them
and instill pride in their accomplishments.

No real problems--some sleep late and miss program. 9:30 will
help. If I don't get there on my usual day, they are usually
gone--I've worked a couple of days when I was sick because I
couldn't lose time and be able to see everyone--we need some-
one to fill in' when we're sick.

Most parents thought the program was too early--that the children
could have done better later in the morning--a few thought there
were too many, review programs, but there have been no major
problems.

Being able tb feel comfortable and relaxed with them. I have
had no personality or materials problems.

141ateriali to work with child, if we were expected to do this
2-fBad and slick roads.-
3-Explaining the tests and why parents would not receive results.
4-Changes in program.

What suggestions would ..ou make for the training of new Home
Visitors?

About one week inservice at the office and one week in the field.
The one week "in the field training" would benefit a new Home
Visitor more than a month's training in the office. Child
Development and Sensitivity were interesting but not that bene-
ficial to job of Home Visitor.

I cannot honestly suggest type of training because we didn't
really learn:anything until we were actually in the home doing
Our job. PerhaPs the new home visitors might visit with the
old ones for a week or two--to me they have to actually be in
the home ta know what they 'are. doing.

To be able to go out for a day with another home visitor and to
be' old exactly what's to be done and advised at the beginning
about how much testing would be done during the year so they
tell the parent. I feel we're only being tolerated and some
mothers have said they hoped we were about through with this
testing.

Let the new Home Visitor visit homes with different old Home
Visitors to see how each one works, then she would bi-ible to
establish her own routine with what hopefully would be our
better points.
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On the job training. Tell them what their job is and let them
know when they are satisfactory as well as unsatisfactory. Don't
consider women who don't enjoy children or lack patience.

A new Home Visitor would learn more if she visited the homes
with a Home Visitor, a few times. The training we had was very
little he.p to me.

That they treat each parent and each child as the individuals
that they are and not be governed in their actions by stereotypes.

1-Visiting with old home visitors in homes.
2-More materials to work with.
3-Participating with children. Watching them watch movies then
talking with them later.

4. What suggestions would you have for further training for Home
Visitors?

I really don't have any worthwhile suggestions as I can't see
where the Home Visitor's job requires much "in depth" training.
I would like to see Thursdays spent more constructively but here
again no good suggestions.

Unless we do more with the child in the home. (like playing games,
singing songs, working puzzles, etc.) what is there to learn
about talking, watching a TV program, and writing. I am for a
closer relationship between home visitor and child--especially
the child who gets TV-visitor only.

I don't know, but if there were something to help us to be able
to get more mothers to take interest and watch with the child
so she'd be able to help and this would also help her to talk
to us. When they go into strange areas,to test not be sent out
alone.

I feel that I have trained myself as Home Visitor since no guide-
lines were furnished in the beginning. I've done my best to
fulfill the job as I see it. I'm sure there is much more I could
learn and I am willing and able to do so but I think it would be
up to whomever evaluates my work to know what this training is.
Training for myself needed. In the group meetings: To learn the
art of either keeping silent or telling people what they want to
hear. (This is an example of what I mean.)

How would I know? I'm not sure I'm a good one--I'd hesitate to
make recommendations--Didn't learn anything I didn't already know
from Mrs. Noecker. I found two days of sensitivity training most
unpleasant. For the safety of all home visitors DON'T send any-
one into unfamiliar territory alone--send them in pairs.

A Home Visitor should first like children, and enjoy working
with them. They must have tact, patience, and understanding of
the children and mothers.
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Besides a thorough knowledge of the work involved, there is
nothing that can help one understand the job better than field
work itself. "Further training" such as role-playing and lectures
on the behavior patterns of preschool children are helpful only
to a certain point and we (the present home visitors) passed
that point nine months ago.

1-Materials that will be used in further programs to go over.
2-Instructions to what information you would like.

What would ou like to see chan ed in the 'ob of the Home
Visitor? Be specific -- -name activities to e a ed, deleted,
or revise .

Checklist on feedback sheet eliminated as I feel it is worthless
and more or less an inaccurate way on which to answer questions

. that were presented. Things I would like to see added are copies
of songs, poems, etc., so that we can reinforce these with child
during visit. Less emphasis on feedback as far as so much
writing. Liked checklist idea on this with added comments by
home visitor (Resemaryseggeee&en).

Get rid of the checksheets that we fill in 1-7. They are useless.
More activities with ohild--extra materials Lnd ideas we could
take with us to help child. Trips to Beckley cut to once every
two weeks. One boss to tell us what to do and to go to with
our problems-. Some set plan for snowy 2: ads. Women on the roAd
in snowy weather are atking for trouble. Do not believe in
sending home visitors into areas they are .unfamiliar with. I
ran into a situation on a lonely road last week that could have
turned into a real mess: Women alone in unfamiliar territory
is no good.

The method of writing the feedback. Tole able to only have
to come to aeckley every two weeks.

1-The checklist either simplified or required on a periodic baSis.
2-On testing--be advised of the nature and number of tests to be
given so Os not to have strangers unexpectedly knocking on doors
of our children's howes to test them--perhaps advance notice to
parents or to have one person test each child thrOugh all -phases.

Beckley trips cut to bare minimum--once a month. That 'would
-eliminate a lot of hurrying and, give time to call back if
necessary. Don't send us into another territory alone. If
possible, don't send us intoanother territory at all. Had
most unpleasant.day.

The checksheets could be a little easier to fill out without
so much writing. A trip to Beckley every two weeks instead
of each week.

Delete the feedback sheets--if you want what the child says,
tape record it. Those sheets are inaccurate, prejudicial, and
useless. As far as our observations of the child go, we can see
how he reacts to the program but indicating his degree of interest
is again inaccurate. (This should somehow be revised.) I some-
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times have felt, though the Curriculum Materials Team always
deny it, that these sheets are the only thing that we accomplish
that they consider worthwhile. If so, then the job of Home
Visitor is useless and unnecessary. Those sheets say nothing.
And anyone who believes they have merit and valuable infor-
mation is deluding himself. Fortunately, I have found that a
personal relationship can mean the difference between dis-
interest and enthusiastic participation on the part of the
child and the pareht. And that is what I feel I have accomplished
toward the interests of the Laboratory.

1-Checklist done away with.
2-Verbal feedback.

6. In your opinion, what has been_the best feature of the entire
Preschool Program?

The van--as I feel this has given the 3 and 4s. an opportunity
to participate in a classroom situation that they would not be
exposed to until age 5 when they might, if available, be able
to attend kindergarten. If we had been in more isolated areas,
this would have been invaluable to 5s also. TV and Home Visitor
would have also been extremely worthwhile in this type area.

The close relationship within the group of workers--the field
team, van teams, and the TV team. I also like the materials
we deliver--Mr. Alford and Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Casali also are
excellent features. Oh yes, ample sick leave--I really
appreciated this. I am also very impressed with Dr. Carmichael.
He always treats us like we mean something to the program-- -
always takes time to talk--never brushes us aside.

The teaching, of the numerals and letters showing the different
animals and the map of Patty's neighborhood. The using the
calendar. I'd like to see this used each month. If only to
mention the month, day, and mark the weather for that day. The
van. has been very good for the ones who have it.

Personally speaking: Getting to know so many exceptionally nice
people both in the"staff and homes I vi.sit and the good feeling
that I am doing something worthwhile and beneficial, perhaps
for the first time in my life. As for the program itself, I
feel it is opening the door to education and a possible solution
to many of the problems our country is facing today.

la-The fact that mothers are working with their children and
had not previously.
lb-Van and teachers.

The way all the children have learned from the program. The
mothers working with their children, and their willingness to
help their child to get to the van, and any other thing that
helped their children.

The mobile classroom has shown the greatest overall success
and this has been directly influenced by the superiority of
the teacher, Mrs. Cook. Not every teacher could have handled
this variable situation with the competence and aplomb Mrs. Cook
showed.
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1-Mobile van. Because thiS gave children experience with a
teacher also a classrom, and other children.. This is what they
missed in the TV program.

"7. What has,been the least desirable feature of the .Program?

The testing: Haven't enjoyed this at all although I realize
this hat to be done--as for the total program, I cannot think
of anything that hat-been least desirable unleSs it would be
the monotony of writing the same thing Week after week after week
On feedback sheetsReview programs.

Not knowing. WhO, our bots is - -this ,testing - -I had to quit my, job
:because of the approXimitely 100 miles &day I had to travel
to test childten out of "my Area. I just don't see that it
was necessary because We lad given the other tests (we being
:people familiar with child) the home visitors didn't like it
and the 'Mothers didn't either. It was done for this one test
simply to satisfy a ,Board- of Directors that .from what I could
see, ithe last of Aptilhalf of them didn't even knOW what we
were doing. We are the ones who had worked in the prograM.and
done everything in our power to be as flexible as possibie-i-
it just beCame impossible for roe to continue (being six montht
pregnant) -thetefoiet someone else was stuck with doing my part.
; didn't like this at all, Letii all be flexible if :part of us
have pp be! Often things seem to. get very ditotgAnizedplans
should be ,Made and ready in .ample time instead of leaving'
everything for the 140t zilhOter.this can lead to unnecessary
14qtake0., Om Speaking of Mysel f too: Some of the fOrins

Onneceetarritheluestioni too. AtbigOous.

The.tePting- and'. the fact we: Or the parents didn't kno there.
were to be so. Many.. I believe.. if -these could have been spaced
,44tt i,t would. have been better land: the resOlts)". I .knoW. we
:need: iiome Of these on the .letters-and: *metal*.

1'09. Much Writing. I find it impoSsible to write a complete
te0Ook while visiting and talking. with parent and child also
viewing the'dhiles acCoMplithMents to praise and encourage
hiM,Othet.. T f eel rude to- .ignore theM and keep writing so,
therefore;,: T. spend. three to fout.,hOurs. at night with ,my ,notes
reconstructing and writing feedback that I gathered throughout
the &W.. A040PMP;Aints reviews than- anything- Most
of Any 900' iUst..didrOt watch

1 -Too. =any. review programs..
2Too. touch time spent on one letter or numeral.
3...Letters sptinted*on thin paper tend to make child trace the
1.etiter 4.411te an entire page_ of the letter backwards when
he. turnsit-oVer.. construction paper please.

The least :desirable thing- about the.program was trying to get
the aterials to-the Childten in-bad weather and-having some
of the programs: changed.. 'All the testing is not too desirable
either.
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The TV program. itself- "generally. It's inconsistent quality
of material and content, incompetence of it's producers an4-
participantsspecifically.

1-To have to make a choice between home visitors.
2-The checklist.



Concerning your part in the Early Childhood operation, how do you
feel about -

I. Your Relations with the parents.

Interesting

Pleasant

Worthwhile

Spent more time
with parent

Talked a great
deal

Talked directly
about TV program

Too time
consuming

Required more
program materials

Personal

41:

L:

: 3 : :

: Z : :

:

:

: 3 : : I.

II. Your Relations with the Television

Interesting

Pleasant

Worthwhile

Spent more time
with parent

Talked a great
deal

Talked directly
about TV program

Too time
consuming

Required more
program materials

Personal

Dull

Unpleasant

Useless

Spent more time
with child

Talked very little

Talked about things
related to program

Not enough time

Required less
program materials

Businesslike

Production

0(45 :: .
.
. :/: Dull

I.:JL: : : /: : Unpleasant

(:.4Z: : .:_Z.: : Useless

: ot: ..2 : 4 :,L.:. : Spent more time
with child

01.1_,L: :6: . Talked very little

Talked about things
_ .i6

. . :-/_:. related to program_

: / :

Not enough time

Required less
program materials

/ 2 / Businesslike

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
ORIGINAL COPY BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THE
TIME OF FILMING. E.D.R.S.



III. YourRelatio4s with the MobilejaaElmorilOpu2tion

Interesting

Pleasant

Worthwhile

Spent more time
with parent

Talked a great
deal

Talked directly
about TV program

Too time
consuming

Required more
progr4m materials

Personal

41Liatj : =.
0
0Mid. m.MMI=M ftIr

4L :a. . 1 - .1.1=Mr
0
=11

Dull

Unpleasant'

Useless

Spent more time
with child

/
Talked very little

O : :: / Talked about things
related to program

: Not enough time

t 4: -4
S. .

Required less
program materials

Businesslike

IV.. Your Relations With the Children, to WhOM. you were Astigned.

Interesting'

Pleasant

Worthwhile

Spent more%time
with parent

Talked a great
deal

Talked directly
about TV program

Too time
consuming

Required more
program materials

Personal v./

-

.

'Z...

Y.: A.:

DUll

Unpleasant

Useless

Spent more time
with child

Talked very little

'Milked about things
related to program

NOt enough time

2:: : Required less
program materials

: 1: . Businesslike

THE MARGINAL -LEGIBILITY OF THIS:PAGE IS DUE TO POOR
ORIGINAL COPY. BETTER COPY WAS NOT AVAILABLE AT THETIME OF' F E .D .R



Very significant

Lasy

Appreciated

Sufficient time
to spend

Interesting

Worthwhile

Very much

.3..

V. Your Contribution

A : / : 41: / :

2 : :

: / :

VI. What You Bave. Learned

. .

: : : :

: : : : .

Not significant

Difficult

Not appreciated

Too time consuming

Dull

Useless

Very little

THE MARGINAL LEGIBILITY OF THIS PAGE
AVAILABLE

DUE O POORORIGINAL COPY. BETTER COPY WAS NOT AT THETIME OF FILMING. E .0 Jrt .S
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